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“I will not sit in inactivity while other brave men fight for the
liberation of our German fatherland!”
— Gebhard Leberecht von Blücher

Rügen is a sprawling, wooded island in the Baltic Sea, home to old Viking castles
just off the north German coast. It was there in early 1807, not far from his
boyhood home in Mecklenburg, that Gebhard Leberecht von Blücher assembled
a motley army of Prussian remnants and recent recruits, reinforced by a few British and Swedish units. Barely ten thousand men strong, it was the last significant
force remaining to the shattered Prussian army in that cold, disastrous winter.
Napoleon was everywhere victorious. French troops had long ago marched through Berlin and confiscated their
trophies: the victory chariot from atop the Brandenburg Gate, the hat and sword of Frederick the Great, even
private articles from Queen Louise’s bedchamber in Charlottenburg. That last violation infuriated Blücher the
most. The beautiful Queen, in his mind the symbol of the feminine nation that a man is sworn to defend, had fled
from her capital across the frozen coast lands, and her soldiers had been unable to protect her.
Some people require a great crisis in order to thrive. Blücher was 65 and should have been thinking of retirement.
He had served adequately in the army for most of his long life, albeit not in any exemplary fashion. But now,
facing the existential crisis of the Prussian kingdom, Blücher alone seemed to retain that ferocious grit and determination that had once characterized the men who wore the famous blue coats. Something fierce animated this
old man. People explained it as hatred or foolishness, or an exaggerated patriotism or nationalism or a sense of
personal honor. Whatever it was, it was all that Prussia had left.
That summer, when the news reached Rügen that Napoleon had again defeated the Russians and that a surrender was at last imminent, Blücher’s response was: “Over my dead body.”
He nearly got his wish. As the Prussian kingdom was eviscerated by the surrender terms, its army reduced to a
fifth of its former size, Blücher also seemed to be dying. He began to suffer from migraines and fevers. Nonetheless
the younger generation of Prussian officers, who were planning the reform and ultimate resurrection of the state
and army, could not imagine anyone but Blücher at their head. He was kept informed of their work by letters and
a constant stream of visitors and well-wishers.
After Christmas 1808 he took to his bed. Soon the old general was demented and babbling, often so weak that he
could not rise. But the loyalty of his friends never wavered. Scharnhorst wrote to him: “You are our leader and our
hero ... even if we have to carry you in front of us on a litter!”
Miraculously, he began to recover. In mid-1809, as rebellions sprang up across northern Germany during the
Austrian war, Blücher was as frustrated by his health as by the emasculated Prussian kingdom. But the war of
liberation did not come, and by 1810 Prussia seemed as bankrupt and broken as ever. That July, Queen Louise died
of lung cancer. Blücher mourned her as “our good angel.” The Prussians could not know it at the time, but they
had at last reached the bottom.
The fault lines of European history shifted under his feet. As word of the scale of Napoleon’s disaster in Russia
began to penetrate central Europe, the Prussian activists knew at last that their time had come. Amidst frantic
preparations to cobble together an army, desperately-needed supplies and money trickled in from Britain. It was
barely enough. Many recruits trained in civilian clothes, armed with sticks or brooms.
It is hard to overstate the chaos of early 1813 in Germany. Rampaging cossack and free corps units clashed with
French garrisons across hundreds of miles. Blücher received command of the Prussian “corps” in the new allied
army under Russian leadership. As the two amateur armies groped at each other with clumsy violence, Napoleon
once again established the upper hand. The Summer armistice allowed the reinforced allies to reorganize, and
Blücher finally received an independent army command.
For the next year he commanded the Army of Silesia: the smallest but most vigorous of the allied forces closing the
ring against Napoleon. In this extraordinary evening of his life he fought a dozen pitched battles across Germany
and into France. He held the French at the Katzbach, dug into Napoleon’s flank at Leipzig, and pursued the French
back to the icy Rhine, where on New Year’s Day 1814 he took his avenging army across to begin the campaign of
retribution, and as he put it, “to hear things go smash!” Four months of nearly constant combat ensued.
He was sick again, his head splitting with pain as the allied armies approached the enemy capital and began to
fight their way in. Informed that his soldiers had at last entered Paris, he rose, stepped from his carriage and said,
“Sie ist gerächt.”
“She is avenged.”
He may have meant Louise, Prussia, or History herself.
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Introduction

Blücher is a tabletop game about the great battles of the Napoleonic Wars. You may use
it to recreate famous historical battles or to create your own fictitious ones. The game
may be played with miniature soldiers of any size, or it may be played with unit cards:
poker-sized cards that represent units and which can play on any flat surface.

The Basic Game

New players should begin with the basic game, which allows for a quick learning experience for two players. A free introductory scenario called Along the Danube is available
from the HONOUR website. First-time players should download this file and print it out.
It has everything needed for a game, including the unit cards for both sides.
The basic game assumes that players will learn the rules by playing with the unit cards.
It is deliberately simplified to get you playing quickly.

The Advanced Game

Once players have mastered the basic game rules, they should begin learning the
advanced game, which provides a much richer and more interesting challenge. The
advanced game includes - among other things - provisions for:
• Large and multi-player games.

• Playing with miniature figures and terrain.

• A campaign that creates fictional scenarios and can be used for historical ones.

• An army-building system to create balanced opposing forces in any historical or
fictional setting.
• Guidelines for players who want to create their own historical scenarios from famous
battles.

• Detailed rules for things like national differences between armies, the personalities
of commanders and subcommanders, and many traits and attributes of different
unit types.

Gneisenau

All of the game’s important charts and tables are organized for quick reference on a PDF
file called Gneisenau, which is available for free download on the HONOUR website. It is,
of course, named after Blücher’s famous and indispensable chief of staff: “my brain” as he
liked to say. (For those not familiar with the name, it is pronounced: guh-Neye-zen-ow).

Each side should print out a copy. Gneisenau includes a page that can be used for keeping
track of game turns, units that are broken and removed from play, and each side’s current
status and momentum.
You can think of Gneisenau as your personal “aide” for the battle (although we don’t want
to insult the man by demoting him).
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Introduction
A Summary of Basic Gameplay

Blücher is played with an alternating IGO/UGO turn sequence. A turn is one side’s activity; when it is your turn, you are the active player, and your opponent is the passive
player. In the next turn, those roles are reversed. (For example, you might play all the
odd-numbered turns, and your opponent would play all the even-numbered turns).
The game represents a day of battle. It is divided into thirty turns, fifteen for each player.
Each turn has a sequence of phases.
The turn begins with an information phase, in which you
determine whether you can discover enemy units that were
previously concealed. If so, those enemy units are revealed.

During your movement phase, you activate units and move
them, which costs momentum (MO). You keep track of your
total “current MO” on Gneisenau. You do not know in advance
how much momentum you have available in each turn, and
thus how much activity you will be able to complete in one
turn, before being interrupted by your opponent.

A Game Turn
1.

Information Phase

2.

Movement Phase

3.

Fire Phase

4.

Combat Phase

5.

Status Phase

After your movement is completed you resolve fire for those units that are shooting, and
then resolve any combats that resulted from your movements.

In the status phase you check to determine whether your side has met the criteria for
winning the game. If not, you roll the momentum dice for your opponent’s coming turn,
which will determine how much momentum he will have. You will conceal this roll from
him under a cup, so that he does not know how much momentum he will have.
If neither side has won before the end of the game’s final turn, the battle is said to have
ended with nightfall.

The game can be played with miniature figures or with unit cards. In the basic rules we will assume the use of unit cards, as they are faster and simpler to use when learning the game. As you
master the game, I’m sure that you will want to “graduate” to the use of miniatures, since they
add so much visual appeal. The use of miniatures is discussed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 1
Equipment Needed for Play

In addition to these game rules, each player will need:

• Unit cards. Print out the free unit cards available with the Along the Danube scenario
and cut them out with scissors. These will suffice for your first game.

• Six-sided dice. Each player needs a handful of dice, and a small, opaque container
for rolling the MO dice.

• A measuring tool marked in “base-widths” (BW). A wooden stick or piece of thick
string will suffice.
• A playing surface. When playing with unit cards any flat surface will do, if you can
mark it with symbols for terrain or place miniature terrain pieces on it.

• The Gneisenau play aide. Each player should print it out and keep it nearby for
handy reference and record-keeping.

Markers

Each player should make a few objective markers. These can be as simple as coins or
poker chips, or could be attractive miniature dioramas. A marker should not be more
than one inch or 25mm across.
Each player will need a few prepared markers. These are used to designate units that
have chosen to become “prepared” rather than moving, thus giving them certain characteristics for fire and combat.

Each player should have one CinC marker. This should be some glorious representation of the army headquarters. This marker should not exceed two inches (50mm) in
diameter.

An objective marker in 28mm

A 10mm diorama of an
infantry square used as
a Prepared marker

Napoleon as a CinC marker

Markers by G.P. Aroldi
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Using Dice

The game uses normal six-sided dice. Each player will need several dice, and a “cup” or
some sort of opaque container.

Re-Rolls

Some rules in the game ask a player to re-roll dice in a certain circumstance. It is
important to pay attention to the precise wording of the rule.
If the rule states that the player may re-roll dice in that circumstance, then he has the
choice to re-roll whatever die or dice failed to achieve a specific result. He must then
abide by the second (re-rolled) result. Typically this means: if the dice were rolled in
an attempt to score a certain number, and they failed to do so, then he may re-roll the
failures for a second attempt.

If the rule states that the player must re-roll dice in that circumstance, then he has no
choice: he must abide by the second (re-rolled) result. Typically this means that dice
which succeeded in their rolls must be re-rolled, and thus may or may not succeed again
the second time.
If dice are modified (such as having a +1 or -1 applied to them), then the modifier applies
to the re-rolled dice as well.

A player may never re-roll the same die more than once. In a situation involving competing die rolls (such as combat resolution), typically one side must roll the dice before the
other does. If a player must re-roll, he does so immediately after rolling his dice, before
his opponent then rolls.

A Tiebreaker

If a rule requires players to roll a tiebreaker, then one player (it does not
matter which) rolls a die. If it comes
up even, the tie is won by the player
who rolled it. If odd, by the other
player.

The Momentum Dice (MO Dice)

Each player will keep a small opaque
cup in which he rolls MO dice at
the end of his turn and conceals
the results from the enemy. This is
explained fully in Chapter 3.
My custom-made ceramic Momentum Dice Cup,
available in (very) limited quantities from the lovely
Frau Theresa.
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Chapter 1
Base Widths (BW)

The game’s increment of measurement is the base width (BW).
This is done so that people in different countries, using either
metric or imperial measurements, can use any size of miniatures
figures and bases.

The Basic Game
1BW = 3” (75mm)

When playing the game using miniatures, 1BW should approximate the width of a
single game unit.
When playing the basic game, using unit cards, 1BW should be 3” or 75mm.
Each player should create a measuring tool marked in BW.

Download Gneisenau from
the HONOUR website. The
first page is a useful play aide
that helps you keep track of
things like retired and broken
units, momentum, army
morale, and more.
Keep it handy beside the
game table.

Create a BW measuring tool
with a stick or string.
For the basic game each BW
should be 3” or 75mm.
The advanced game allows you
to change the scales and BWs to
accommodate miniature figures of all sizes.
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Introduction
Unit Cards

The playing pieces for the basic game are unit cards. A typical unit card is a poker-sized
card with a national flag on its back, and a display of game information on its face. When
the card is face-down, with only its back showing, it is concealed. When it is turned over
so that its face is showing, it is revealed.

Card Back (Face Down)

Card Front (Face Up)

The unit is concealed.

The unit is revealed.

Where to Get Unit Cards
Blücher allows you to create your own unit cards. If you are the DIY sort who likes to do
his own research and create scenarios, you can find blank unit cards available for free on
the HONOUR website. You can download them, print them on the colored paper of your
choice and then fill in the details yourself. The advanced rules include instructions for
creating historical scenarios and tips on how to create your own unit cards.

If, however, you would prefer to purchase unit cards already made for you, then the
HONOUR webstore offers expansion sets of cards for different campaigns and nationalities. These are printed in full color on heavy, high-quality card stock. Each set provides
enough cards for a wide variety of unit types and historical or fictional scenarios.

The first such expansion set is available now. The Hundred Days provides all the unit
cards for the three armies fighting in Belgium in 1815: the French, Prussian, and AngloAllied forces. It also provides a number of extra “goodies” for the advanced game, and is
linked to the campaign system so that you can play the entire Waterloo campaign from
start to finish in several battles, if you like.
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Writing on the Unit Cards
During the game you will mark on the unit cards to show the effects of fire and combat.
If you printed out free cards or made your own, then a pen or pencil will suffice.

If using the color cards available from the HONOUR store, you should first put the cards
in plastic card protector sleeves, and then mark on them using a dry-erase marker,
so that they can be wiped clean with a tissue after each game.

The Types of Units

There are three types of game units:

Infantry (INF) units represent a few thousand men, typically several battalions. They
are assumed also to include light artillery, attached in support.

Cavalry (CAV) units represent a few thousand men and horses, typically several
squadrons.

Artillery (ART) units represent the presence of two or more batteries of artillery that
have been massed (i.e. combined). There are generally relatively few of these units.
Game markers are not units, and are in no way treated like units. (They do not have
movement allowances, cannot be attacked or fired upon, have no unit footprint, and so
on).

Unit Footprint

Each unit has a “footprint.” This refers to the physical space it occupies on the table,
either while sitting still or while moving. A unit’s footprint can be important, because
it is used to determine whether the unit moves through other units or through certain
kinds of terrain, or whether there is enough physical space for it to occupy a particular
spot on the table.

What’s up with these cards? I thought this was a miniatures game.
Blücher can be played either with miniatures or with the unit cards. It’s just easier to learn the basic game
using the cards, and certainly faster to set up. Therefore the basic game rules will assume the use of cards.
If you can’t stand the idea of playing with the unit cards, then after one learning game you can read
Chapter 9, which introduces the use of miniatures.

Should I purchase those full-color cards in the Hundred Days set, or just make my own?
Well, of course you should purchase absolutely everything on the HONOUR website, immediately and in
large quantities. But if that answer doesn’t satisfy you, then consider this:
For your first game you can just download the free unit cards for the Along the Danube introductory
scenario. The HONOUR website also has a set of free card templates so that you can make your own.
But I’m sure that once you love the game, you’ll also want the beautiful full-color unit cards in the Hundred
Days expansion set, if not because they’re so pretty, then because it’s really cool to have all the units for
three big armies organized in a single small box, ready to take anywhere and set up in minutes.
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What Do the Units Represent?
Blücher is a game about army command. The game units
represent large numbers of soldiers, typically entire
brigades. The precise number of men, horses, and guns
represented by each unit is quite flexible, but the recommended or default unit scale is as follows:
One infantry unit represents two to three thousand men,
typically a brigade comprising four or more battalions.

One cavalry unit represents one to two thousand
mounted men, typically a brigade comprising several
squadrons.

One artillery unit represents two to four massed batteries, comprising as many as 24 guns.

Recommended Game Scale

One Unit is...
2000-3000 men
(@ 4-6 battalions)

1000-2000 men
(@ 6-12 squadrons)

18-24 guns
(@ 2-4 batteries)

Changing the Scale of the Game

The illustrated scale is a recommendation, but players are free to create their own game
scales. The important thing is that you and your opponent can play the battle you want
to play, with a reasonable number of units and thus within a reasonable amount of time.
If you want to create a very large historical battle - for example something like Borodino
or Dresden - then you will need either a large table and lots of units, or you could scale
the units so that they represent larger formations. (An infantry unit, for instance, could
represent an entire division, and not just a brigade).
The game’s flexible scale and its utility for creating DIY scenarios are discussed in detail
in Chapter 10.
Unit Cards and Game Scale
Blücher takes care to shy away from specific historical unit names like “regiment,” “brigade,” or “division.”
This is because the armies were so diverse and there existed such a huge difference between nominal and
actual unit strengths in any given campaign.
For example: a division is supposed to be larger than a brigade in the French army, but Davout’s I Corps
entering Russia in 1812 had brigades that were larger than any division in Napoleon’s army at Waterloo
three years later. A French or Russian cavalry “corps” in 1813 might be as small as 1500 men, roughly the
size of a typical cavalry brigade on the Danube in 1809. A French infantry corps in early 1813 might be an
enormous entity, in some cases over 40,000 men. Less than a year later in the campaign for France, that
same corps would be lucky to have one-fifth that number.
Consequently I leave it to you to decide what a unit should represent and the scale at which you would like
to play. If you want to play very large battles, then you can adjust the game scales in any way you like, or
keep the scales the same but add more players, units, and table space. By the same token, you could adjust
the game scale so that each unit represents fewer historical men and guns, in order to play smaller battles
with a satisfying number of units on the table.
Remember that the goal is for you to complete the game within a reasonable amount of time and space.
Therefore adjust the scale however you like.
If you are new to Napoleonic gaming then I recommend that you simply use the introductory scenario and
not worry at all about questions of scale or representation. After all, they do not affect the way the game
plays.
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Chapter 1
Reading the Unit Cards

The unit cards have certain symbols and values, each of which will be explained in detail
in its appropriate chapter. It will suffice here to summarize and identify them all.

When Concealed

A unit card that is concealed shows only two things: its nationality (the flag) and its
centerpoint (so that its facing is established). When revealed (flipped over), it shows a
display of all its information.

Centerpoint

In the center of the front edge of each card is a small rectangular yellow mark called the
centerpoint. It is used for various measurements during movement, fire, and combat.

Frontal Arc

The front corners of each card have yellow triangles. These display the unit’s 45-degree
frontal arc. When shooting or charging, it is important to know whether a target lies
within a unit’s frontal arc. These triangles allow you to measure that angle in a simple
and clear way.

Movement Allowance

The left side of every unit card has two large white numbers expressing the unit’s movement allowance. These values will be explained in detail in Chapter 4. The numbers
express how many BW the unit may move, depending upon how it moves.

Unit Type

An illustration on the left provides a reminder at a glance of the unit’s type. Infantry units
are symbolized by a single footsoldier, cavalry units by a mounted soldier, and artillery
units by a cannon.

Elan and Fatigues (INF and CAV)

Along the rear edge of each infantry and cavalry unit is a track of numbers in small boxes,
showing the unit’s elan. This represents the unit’s overall effectiveness or quality. As a
unit takes fatigue, it marks off these boxes. The highest unmarked number is the unit’s
current elan.

Each time a unit acquires a fatigue, you must mark the elan track. Each fatigue marksout the highest number on the track. (For example, if your elan was 6 and you suffered a
fatigue, the “6” box would be marked-out, leaving the “5” box showing that your elan is now
5). A unit that has no fatigues marked is said to be fresh.
Artillery units do not have elan values, thus they do not acquire fatigues.

The last box (the “1” box) on the elan tracks of all infantry and cavalry units is shaded
in yellow. This serves to remind you that a unit with only 1 elan remaining is said to be
fatigued. Fatigued units are penalized or prevented from doing certain things.

When a unit’s last elan box is marked, its elan is reduced to zero, and thus it breaks and
is removed from the table.
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Movement Allowance

Centerpoint

Unit Name

Unit Traits

Attached
Artillery

Unit Type
(Infantry)

Corps (the Guard)

Elan (INF & CAV)

Corps
At the left-rear of every unit card is a white banner with a letter or number indicating
the higher organization to which this unit belongs. Blücher uses the generic term corps
for these higher organizations, although in some armies and campaigns they might have
been called “columns,” “wings,” or even very large “divisions.”
The box usually shows a letter or number (a “IV” would indicate that this unit belongs
to the IV Corps). Not all units are attached to corps. Some report directly to the army
commander, in which case this box is empty or non-existent.
Corps
Because so many variations existed across different armies and periods, it is not possible to offer a precise
definition for a “corps.” In game terms, a corps should have the following characteristics:
•

It should comprise at least two units, and usually not more than a dozen.

•

It is the highest organization that reports directly to the army commander.

Historical armies present all sorts of oddities. An army might have a “wing” commander, for instance, who
commands several historical corps of very different sizes. Should that wing be one “corps” in game terms?
There may be units that belong to no corps (independent cavalry formations, for instance). In other armies,
no corps existed at all, with divisions reporting directly to the army commander, and so on.
When you create historical scenarios, try to create corps within the basic guidelines as stated above, and
then let common sense prevail. It is fine if some units have no corps identity, while others do. The game
system is deliberately flexible enough to accommodate these variations.
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Unit Traits
Some units have one or more symbols along the right sides of their cards. These represent unit traits: reminders that this unit has certain special characteristics. There are
eight possible unit traits in the basic game. Each of them is explained in detail in an
appropriate chapter, but we will summarize them here:

Shock. An aggressive or elite unit, typically held in reserve and used for
assault: it has an advantage on the attack. This trait can also be applied to a
unit noted for extraordinary zeal.
Steady. This unit has an advantage on the defense in general due to its
discipline.

Skirmish. This infantry unit has a better-than-average ability to dominate
its opponents’ skirmish lines and thus to confuse or demoralize enemy units.
Firepower. This infantry unit has an advantage when firing volleys.

Impetuous. If this is an infantry unit, its fire is penalized. For both infantry
and cavalry, units with this trait must always advance after winning a combat
(they do not have a choice).
Conscript. These units are unseasoned and hesitant in movement, and prone
to panic when attacked.
Heavy Artillery. This unit receives a bonus when firing at long range.

Mobile. Some units (typically horse artillery) receive this trait enabling them
both to move and to fire in the same turn.
Unit Traits Used Only In The Advanced Rules
Some unit traits are not used in the basic game. We will summarize them briefly here,
just to familiarize you with the symbols. A full explanation of their use can be found in
Chapter 10.

+

Attached Artillery. Infantry unit cards have a grey “ghosted” box with a
cannon symbol. This box is used to indicate whether or not the infantry unit
has an attached artillery battery. If it does, then players will mark in this box,
as explained in Chapter 10.

Over- or Understrength. An infantry or cavalry unit might be over- or understrength. The overstrength symbol is a white “plus” and the understrength
symbol is a white “minus.”
Mixed Brigade. In some armies a unit of cavalry was added to an infantry
brigade. Infantry units with this trait have the symbol of a cavalryman.
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Frontal Arc

Ammo
Boxes

Ammo (Artillery Units)
Artillery units keep track of ammo. Along the rear edge of their unit cards is a series of
numbered circles called the ammo boxes. These circles run from left to right, like an
elan track, but they are used differently.
The left-most unmarked circle is the artillery unit’s current ammo value. Each time the
artillery unit fires, the left-most remaining circle is marked. When the last ammo box is
marked the artillery unit may no longer fire, and in fact retires from the table.

by William Sadler

Chapter
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The Table

The Blücher basic game assumes a simple one-vs-one match
on a modest table, typically 6’ X 4’ in size, onto which the unit
cards and terrain features are placed.
The advanced rules consider the use of larger or smaller tables,
games with more players, and the use of miniature figures on
bases of various sizes. The advanced game also considers scale
changes and the use of different BW increments.
For now, however, let us assume a simple two player game, on
a table six feet wide and four feet deep, using the unit cards
and a base width of 3” or 75mm.

The Basic Game Table
Should be 6’ x 4’. (1.8m X
1.2m).
One base width should be
3” (75mm).
Each table section is 8BW
square, which represents
@ 1.5 miles of terrain.

Table Sections

The table for a Blücher game should be divided into six sections in two rows and three
columns. The rows are lettered, and the columns are numbered, as shown below. Each
section therefore can be identified alphanumerically. (For example, the section in the
lower right is B3). As you can see, with a 6 X 4 table and BWs of 3”, this means that each
table section should be 8BW across.
Imagine a line across the center of the table, from short edge to short edge. This is called
the centerline.

1

2

3

A

B

Table Edges

8BW

Short Edge

The Centerline

Long Edge

The table has four edges: two short edges and two long edges. A game will always specify
which edge(s) are “yours.” Your table edge is friendly to your side. Some table edges
might be neutral. In some cases, part of a table edge might be friendly, but not all of it.
The table edge is an “end of the world” from which units may not return if they move
even partially across it. If a unit ever moves in such a way that at least part of it would
be off the table, then the whole unit is taken off the table. This is explained in Chapter 4.
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On or Off the Table

During a game, some units might be off the table for various reasons. It is important
for each player to use Gneisenau to keep track of his off-table units. There are several
reasons why a unit might be off-table.
• A unit might retire (leave the table either voluntarily or involuntarily).
• A unit might be broken and thus removed from the table.

• In the advanced game, a unit might be en route to the battle as a reinforcement.

It is important for players to keep a well-organized space for any and all units that are off
the table. Gneisenau is very useful for this purpose. A player is not permitted to examine
the units that his enemy has off-table, although he is allowed to know how many units
his opponent currently has retired or broken.

Retired

The active player may retire his units, thus removing them from the table. He may do this
during his movement phase, as long as the unit meets the criteria described in Chapter 4.

In some cases, units are forced to retire by game circumstances, such as being forced to
retreat off the table edge, or as a result of combat or fire.
A retired unit is simply picked up off the table, wherever it is, and placed on Gneisenau in
the proper box for retired units. Once retired, a unit may never return to the table.

Broken

A unit may be broken by enemy fire or as a result of combat. At the moment it is broken, the unit is removed from the table and placed on Gneisenau in the proper box. It is
important to keep track of the total number of broken units for each army.

by Adolphe Yvon
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Distances

Players are always allowed to measure any distances, at
any time in the game.

Measuring Distances Between Units

A player is often required to measure the distance from
one of his units to another friendly or enemy unit. This is
done by measuring the closest portion of one unit to the
closest portion of another, in any direction or from any
angle.

Distances and ranges are usually expressed with the word
“within,” such as: your unit may do such-and-such within
2BW. Something that is exactly X BW distant, is “within X
BW.” For example, if an enemy unit retreated 2BW from
your unit, and you now want to shoot at him, you know
that he is “within 2BW.”

Measuring Distances to Markers

Fla

e

“ To t
h

“ To t
h

nk”

Flank line

nk”

Fla

“Directly to the Rear”

e

e

The rules often ask you to trace a line from
your unit’s centerpoint, and in some cases
that line must be traced in a certain direction, such as “to the front.” If such a line
crosses your unit’s front line, then it is “to
the front,” and if it crosses a flank line, it is
“to the flank,” and so on.

“ To t
h

Something behind your front line is “to the
flank” of your unit. If it is also inside the two
flank lines, it is “directly to the rear.”

Front line

Flank line

Trace imaginary lines parallel to a unit’s
front and flanks, extended indefinitely, called
the front line and flank lines. Something
forward of your front line is “to the front”
of your unit. Something “directly in front” of
your unit is also inside the two flank lines.

“Directly in Front”

“ To t
he

ont ”

Front, Flanks, Rear

The distance between these
two units is measured at their
closest points.

Fr

In some cases it is necessary to measure the distance from
a marker to a unit. The most common example is when a
player uses his CinC marker to activate units within 2BW
of that marker. In this case, he measures as if in a radius
from the center of the marker, and every
unit that is even partially within that radius,
ont ”
is within 2BW of his CinC marker.
Fr

In the interest of clarity, the illustrations in this
book will use these simplified “generic” images of
units for examples, unless it is specifically necessary to show a unit card in its full detail.
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Engaged
Every unit has an engagement
zone, which is the area up to 1BW
from its front edge, directly in front
of it.
Any and every enemy unit that is
even partially in your unit’s engagement zone, is engaged, no matter its
facing. Being engaged places certain
restrictions on the way that a unit
may behave, particularly with regard
to movement.
In the example at right, red units 1
and 3 are engaged, because some
portion of their footprint is within
blue’s engagement zone. Red unit 2 is
not engaged.

1
2

1BW

3
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Terrain

Because of the very large scale of the game, we must take care to represent only those
significant terrain features that would make a difference to thousands of soldiers. The
game recognizes various types of terrain, each of which may have one or more effects.
The default terrain type for the table is open terrain: flat, featureless “naked” tabletop.
All other types of terrain are represented by placing terrain pieces on the table.
Terrain may be recreated on the table by using miniature terrain, or - when playing with
unit cards - it can be represented on paper. You could even create a handsome “period”
map on a large sheet of paper with the terrain pieces drawn in ink.

Terrain Types

The basic game recognizes only five types of terrain pieces: hills, woods, rough ground,
urban areas, and rivers. Rivers are subdivided into minor and major. A river might have
one or more crossings. Bridges and fords in game terms are functionally identical, and
are both called “crossings.” Rivers and marshes are collectively known as water terrain.

Terrain Effects

Terrain can affect the game in four ways:

It might be difficult for units to move
through. A unit in difficult terrain uses a
slower movement allowance and suffers
a penalty in combat. This is explained in
Chapters 4 and 6.
It might provide cover from enemy fire.
If the enemy’s fire passes through that
terrain prior to hitting your unit, then
your unit has cover. This is explained
fully in Chapter 5.

Terrain

Difficult

Obstruct

Cover

Hill Crest

No

Yes

Yes

Wood

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rough Ground

Yes

No

No

Urban Area

Yes

Yes

(Garrison)

Minor River

Yes

No

No

Major River

Impassable

No

No

No

No

No

Crossing

It might obstruct visibility and fire. Obstruction is explained in this chapter.

It might be impassable, meaning that no unit may move into or through it, although
units might still be able to shoot across it (such as artillery firing across a river). Generally
only major rivers are considered impassable terrain, although a scenario might include
some special exceptions.

A terrain piece might have one or more of these effects. The chart above provides a summary of the terrain types and their effects.

Rough Ground

Rough ground comprises three possible types of terrain pieces: rocky ground, marsh, or
ploughed fields. They are all difficult terrain for movement and combat, do not provide
any cover from enemy fire, and do not obstruct vision or fire. Marshes are different from
the other two types of rough ground, in that they are also considered “water” terrain,
which has an effect upon a unit’s ability to fire. Otherwise, all rough ground has the same
effects in the game, and is differentiated only for aesthetic reasons.
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Roads

A road is a narrow area of open terrain that passes through some other type of terrain.
Thus a road through a wood, for example, is a path of open terrain through that wood. A
road that crosses a river is a crossing.
Because of the game’s scale, roads are used only in a special type of movement called
reserve movement.

Urban Areas

Urban areas require several special rules, and are explained fully in Chapter 8.

Sizes of Terrain Pieces

Game scenarios and the campaign system will often set limits on the size of terrain
pieces, such as: “An area of woods 2-3BW ....”
As a general rule, no matter what size BW you use for your game, roads and minor rivers
should not be more than 1” (25mm) wide.
Major rivers can be any width you feel appropriate, although 1BW is usually sufficient.

The Crest of a Hill

It is important for players to be clear at the outset of a game where the crest line of each
hill is located. If players have “flat top” hills with no crests, they may ignore this rule
altogether or create an arbitrary crest line if they prefer.

The crest of a hill provides cover to a unit that is “at” it, which typically means: the unit’s
front line touches the crest line. Thus the unit is at the crest, on one side, able to see
down the slope of the other side, and also visible to the enemy.

The crest of a hill is a special type of obstruction, at which point visibility stops. Thus you
may see an enemy at the crest, but you may not see “over” the crest, nor see any enemy
on the other side of the hill.

C

B

A

The enemy (in red) can see your unit A and can fire
on it without penalty, because A is on the forward
slope of the hill.
If A weren’t there, the enemy could see unit B,
which is at the crest, and could fire on it, but the
fire would be obstructed.

Crest

The enemy can’t see your unit C at all, since it is
behind the crest of the hill.
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Visibility, Obstruction, and Line of Sight

Each unit traces visibility from its centerpoint, in a straight line called the Line of Sight
(LoS) to whatever it is trying to see. Unless otherwise specified, the maximum distance
for visibility is 8BW.
A unit can see through any portion of its own footprint. However the LoS stops at the
moment that it touches any other unit, friendly or enemy.

If the LoS passes through any obstructing terrain then it extends only 1BW further, from
the point where the obstruction appeared.
The crest of a hill is a special type of obstruction, at which visibility stops; it does not
extend another 1BW.

Effects of the LoS

A unit may neither shoot at nor attack an enemy that it can’t see.

4

5

1
2

A
B
6

3
Visibility
French unit A can see British unit 1. It can also see British unit 2 - even though 2 is partly in the woods because A can draw a line from its centerpoint, entirely through open terrain, to any part of 2 and thus see it
without difficulty. It cannot see British unit 3. The woods are an obstruction, and visibility only extends 1BW
once the obstruction appears.
It cannot see British unit 4, because 1 is in the way. If 1 didn’t exist, then French unit A could see British unit 4.
French A can see British 5, because a unit can always see through itself, in any direction. But it can’t see unit
6, because it can’t see through the friendly French unit B that blocks his LoS. (But French unit B can certainly
see British unit 6).
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Objectives
Objective Markers

As part of his setup, a player is usually required to place at least one objective marker.

Players may use something as simple as a coin or token, or create an attractive diorama
for the objective marker, such as camp followers or ornate carriages, and so on. The
marker should not be more than 1” (25mm) on any side.

Placing Objectives

The scenario you choose to play will stipulate the rules for where and when (and how
many) objectives should be placed. (For example, it might state that the attacker places
one objective in the defender’s setup area).
Unless otherwise instructed by the scenario, there are basic priorities with regard to
placing objective markers in a specific area, as follows:
• If an urban area exists there, the objective must be placed in the urban area.

• If no urban area exists, then the objective may be placed on a river crossing or on the
crest of a hill.
• If none of those are in the area for the objective, then the player may place the marker
anywhere in the required area.

Unless otherwise instructed by the scenario, objective markers may not be placed within
8BW of each other, nor within 2BW of the table’s outer edge.

Control of Objectives

If an objective is placed inside your side’s setup area at the game’s start, then it is controlled by your side. At the moment any enemy unit moves even partially onto or through
it, it changes to enemy-controlled. This has ramifications for determining victory in the
game, and is explained fully in Chapter 8.

Control of an objective marker changes each time a unit of an opposing side is the sole
side to have a unit on it or last move through it. (In other words: if both sides have units
on the objective, then its control hasn’t yet changed). An objective marker might change
control any number of times.

Special Objectives

A scenario might include “special objectives,” the control of which is so important that
if a turn ends with one side in control of them, the game ends immediately in that side’s
victory.

The Advanced Game

When playing the advanced game and the Scharnhorst campaign system, there are additional rules for the placement and use of objectives.

Chapter

3

Basics of Play

Game Turns
A game represents a day of battle. That day is divided into thirty turns. A turn is one
side’s activity. Thus you have “your” turn, and then the enemy has “his” turn. Effectively
this means that one side will play all the odd-numbered turns, and the other side will
play the even-numbered turns. The scenario determines which side plays the first turn.

During your turn you are the active side, and your enemy is the passive side. If a rule
refers to “the next turn,” then it refers to the enemy’s turn. But “your next turn” means:
the next time that you have the turn.
A Game Turn
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Information Phase
• Discover enemy units
Movement Phase
• Activate units and move them
• Adjust current MO until phase ends
Fire Phase
• Units that did not move may fire
Combat Phase
• Resolve all combats
Status Phase
• Check for reinforcements (Advanced Game)
• Check army morale
• Roll MO dice for the enemy

Each turn follows a sequence,
with the phases shown at left.
This chapter will summarize
these phases and explain how a
game turn is played. The details
of each phase will be explained
in the following chapters.

The Game Clock
One player (it does not matter which) will keep track of the game clock on the table.
The “clock” is a section of the Gneisenau play aide with two rows of numbered boxes. A
marker is needed (a coin or poker chip will do) to indicate the current turn.

The turns do not represent precise amounts of time, but they correspond roughly to
periods of the day, as shown below. Terms like “morning” or “afternoon” are used to help
scenario designers decide when to begin a battle.
When the last turn ends (turn 30), nightfall has occurred.
THE CLOCK

Morning

1

2

3

4

5

Afternoon

6

7

8

9

Mid Day

10 11 12 13 14 15
Evening

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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Army Morale

Before the game begins each player must count the total number of infantry and cavalry units in his army. One-third of that total number, rounding up any fraction, is his
army morale.
For example, if an army begins with 19 infantry and cavalry units on the table, its morale
is 7.

In the status phase of his turn, the active player counts all the units from his army that
have broken: infantry, cavalry and artillery. He does not count units that have retired
(left the table voluntarily). If the number of broken units has reached or exceeds the
army’s morale, then the army’s morale has collapsed, and he has lost the game.

Note that artillery units do not count toward your army morale, however they do count
against it, when they break.
There is a box on the Gneisenau play aide, for players to keep track of their army morale.
The advanced game includes rules for reinforcements, which can have an effect on army
morale.

Concealed, Revealed, and Discovered
Revealing Units
At the start of the game, most (in some cases all) units are concealed. Their unit cards
are face-down, showing only their national flags. During the game concealed units may
do things that result in them being revealed, which means that their cards must be
flipped over to display all their information. Once revealed, a unit may never again be
concealed.
A concealed active unit must be revealed in either of two cases:
• Whenever it is activated in its movement phase -OR• Whenever it shoots in its fire phase.

Discovering Units

It is possible that concealed passive units may be discovered by the active player. When
discovered, a concealed unit must be revealed. This can happen in either of two ways:

• If the active player fires upon and hits a concealed unit, that unit must be revealed (if
he fires upon it but does not hit it, the unit remains concealed) -OR• If the active player discovers that unit during his information phase.

The latter case (the information phase) is explained in this chapter.
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The Information Phase

In the information phase the active player determines whether his units may discover
any concealed enemy units.

A concealed passive unit is discovered if it is within 4BW of any active units and is visible
to at least one active unit.
It is not necessary for the enemy unit to be visible to the same active unit that is within
4BW of it. As long as it meets both criteria, it is discovered.

A passive unit might be much closer than 4BW, but not visible to the active side (such as
being on the other side of a large hill). Or it might be visible, but not within 4BW (such
as being 7BW away, across an open field). An enemy concealed unit must meet both
criteria — it must be within 4BW and visible — in order to be discovered.
The passive player must reveal all of his units that are discovered.

Discovering Enemy Units
It is the Britsh player’s information phase.
The British unit is easily within 4BW of all
three of these concealed French units.
French unit A is not visible because of the
woods between it and the British. Thus it
remains concealed.

A

B
C

French unit B, however, is both visible and
within 4BW, thus the British player discovers it. (Flip it over so that it is revealed).
French unit C is within 4BW but there is no
way for the British to see it because B is in  
the way and blocks the line of sight.

Summary: When Are Concealed Units Revealed?
When Active:
•

If they are activated in their movement phase.

•

If they shoot in their fire phase.

When Passive:
•

If they are fired upon and hit.

•

If, during the enemy’s information phase, they are visible and within 4BW of an enemy unit.
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Activation and Momentum
Any active unit that will move in the movement phase
must be activated to do so. Units may be activated individually, or together as a force. Activating units and forces
to move costs momentum (MO).
As he activates units and moves them, the active player
keeps track of the cumulative momentum cost of
these actions by adjusting his “current MO” display on
Gneisenau. He can use a die or dice to keep track of his
current MO.

For example, if his current MO was 3, and he activated a
force of units to move that cost 3 more MO, then he adjusts
the marker to show 6 current MO.

Current MO
The Current MO display on
Gneisenau: use dice on this
display to keep track of the
active side’s current MO.

The MO Limit
When the MO Limit was Rolled
In the status phase (i.e. the last phase) of his turn, your enemy rolled three MO dice and
concealed their total result by covering them with a cup. He can see what they rolled, but
you can’t. The total scores of those dice are your side’s MO limit.
Note that a player makes this roll at the end of his turn, but it applies to the enemy’s next
turn. Thus at the end of your turn, you will roll the MO dice to establish your enemy’s MO
limit for his coming turn.

Using the MO Limit

During his movement phase the active player activates units and forces, with each activation costing momentum and thus increasing the total on the current MO display. As he
does this, the passive player keeps an eye on the MO limit.
When the active player completes an activation and adjusts the current MO so that it is
equal to, or greater than, the MO limit, the passive player lifts the cup to reveal the dice
and informs the active player that his movement phase is done. The active player may
not activate any more units to move in this phase.
An Example of the MO Limit:

At the end of his turn, the Austrian player rolled the MO dice, which totalled 12. He conceals
this from the French player. Now it is the French turn. In the French player’s movement
phase, he begins activating units and keeping track of his current MO. After one such activation, the French current MO is adjusted to 14. This is equal to, or greater than the limit, so
the Austrian player lifts the cup to reveal the dice he rolled. The French player’s movement
phase is now over.
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The Movement Phase: Activating Units and Forces

During his movement phase the active player has three options for how to activate units
and move them. He must take care to proceed in this sequence:
First he makes any corps activations that he wishes.
When he is done activating units by corps and moving them, assuming he has not run out of MO, he may
activate any individual units and move them. At any
point in this sequence, he may use his CinC marker to
activate a force of units by command. If he does so,
however, then his movement phase ends at the conclusion of that move.

Three Ways to Activate Units
1.

By Corps

2.

By Individual Units

3.

By Command (ends the phase)

In every case, the active player activates a unit or units, and then moves with them, and
then adjusts his current MO. Then, if he has not yet reached his MO limit, he may activate
some other unit or units and move with them, and so on.

Activation and Distances

Distances between friendly units, or between the CinC and units he is activating, may be
measured across any other units, friendly or enemy, even over impassable terrain. It is
possible that units might move in such ways as to no longer meet the criteria for being
activated together. (For example, they might move far away from each other). This is
perfectly fine, as long as the units were legal at the moment they were activated.

This is what vengeance looks like. The Prussians storm Plancenoit, 18 June, 1815.
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1st: Activate Units by Corps

The active player may choose units of a single corps and declare that they are a force, and
activate them to move as a group. In order to be eligible, those units
• must all belong to the same corps -AND-

• each unit in the force must be within 1BW of at least one other unit in the force.

A corps activation is thus: more than one unit belonging to the same corps, which meet
the criteria above.

Note that a player doesn’t have to activate all the units in a corps as a single force; he can
pick and choose among any/all of the units that meet the criteria. He might make a corps
activation with some units of III Corps on one part of the table, then make another corps
activation with different units of III Corps on another part of the table, and so on.
After the units of the force have been moved the active player adjusts his current MO
accordingly. The MO cost of a corps activation is equal to the number of units in that
force.
If the active player has no corps activations, or if he has finished all his corps activations
and still has momentum, then he may activate individual units. Note that as soon as he
has activated an individual unit, the active player may not return to activating any units
by corps.

A corps activation must comprise at least two units. If a corps is ever reduced to one
unit on the table, or if one unit of that corps is isolated from the others, then it must be
activated as an individual unit.
Not all armies have corps. If an army has no corps at all, then obviously it may never
make any corps activations.

2/I

6/I
3/I

9/V
5/I

Activating by Corps
The French player could activate the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th brigades of I Corps as a single force: they are each
within 1BW of another unit of that same corps. However, the 5th brigade is too far away to be included in this
corps move. And the 9th brigade belongs to a different corps (V Corps), so it may not be included.
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2nd: Activate Individual Units

The active player may activate one unit anywhere on the table, and move it. Doing so
costs two momentum.

If, after completing the unit’s move, he still has momentum, the active player may activate
and move another individual unit, and so on, until he is finished, or until his momentum
has run out, whichever happens first.
3rd: Activate by Command using the CinC Marker
The active player has the option to activate a force “by command” using his CinC marker.
Doing so, however, ends the movement phase, after he moves those units.
To activate by command, the active player places his CinC marker on the table, anywhere
except in a major river, and not within 1BW of any enemy unit. The CinC marker may be
placed “on top” of friendly units, if needed.

Any/all eligible friendly units within 2BW of the CinC marker may be activated together
as a force, regardless of their type, distance from each other, or corps (if any). The marker
remains in that spot throughout the movement of the activated units. It does not move.
Friendly units may move through it and even end “on” it.
Activating a force by command ends your movement phase. After you have moved those
units, remove the CinC marker; the movement phase is over.

# of units
2
ends the phase

Placing the CinC Marker
Although we call him the CinC, this marker represents the focus of attention of the army’s commander,
not necessarily the literal spot of his headquarters at that moment. (Although in the case of a peripatetic
commander like Wellington or Blücher, he might indeed be roaming the battlefield quite a bit). “Placing”
him is therefore figurative, not literal.

Why Activation and Forces?
The concept of momentum and activation represents a limited and unpredictable set of opportunities. How
many things will you be able to do before the enemy can react to them in some way?
The active player must prioritize and focus upon the most important sectors of the battlefield, because he
can’t be sure when his movement phase will end.  
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The Limits of Activation
Only One Activation per Unit
A unit may only be activated once in a movement phase.

A unit might be activated, and then not move. For example, you might want to activate
several units in a corps, in order to move them together, but one or more of those units
might not move (because they will fire, instead, in the next phase). Or you might activate
a unit to mark it as prepared. These options will be explained in the next chapter.

Activation and Concealment

A concealed unit is revealed when it is activated, whether or not it moves at that time.

5/III

1/III
2/III

4/III

6/III

Activating III Corps
The French player activates these five units, all belonging to III Corps, as a single corps move. However, one of
them (unit 5) will not move, because he wants to shoot with that unit in the fire phase.
Even though it didn’t move, unit 5 may not be activated again in this phase. It can’t be part of any other force,
nor part of another corps move (if there were other III Corps units remaining to move), nor may it be activated
individually, nor by command.
Note that the French player had to include unit 5 in this activation, in order to include unit 6, because otherwise unit 6 was too far away from the other units of the corps. Alternately, he could have activated units 1, 2,
and 4 as a corps, and then later unit 6 as an individual unit.

Ending the Movement Phase
The active player’s movement phase can end in three ways:

• It may end voluntarily, if he has activated all units that he wishes to, and he simply
declares that he is done.
• It may end involuntarily, by running out of momentum due to the MO limit.

• It may end because he chose to activate a force by command, using his CinC marker.
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A Complete Example of Activation and Momentum

The Momentum Limit
At the end of his turn, the Austrian player rolled three MO dice. He knows that
they total 11, but the French player does not know. Now it is the French turn.

1st: A Corps
The French player begins by activating five units of the I
Corps: the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th Infantry.

2/I

They can be activated as a force because each is within
1BW of one of the others, and because they’re all from
the same corps: I Corps.

4/I

6/I

5/I
3/I

5

This activation costs 5 MO, so the French player marks
“5” on his current MO.
(The Austrian player shrugs innocently).

Current MO

2nd: An Individual Unit
The French player announces that he has no more corps
activations, and he will move on to activating individual
units. He wants to activate the 1st infantry (I Corps)
because it is too isolated to make a force with any other
units of its corps, and he wants to bring it up into the
action.

1/I

7

This costs 2 MO. Thus he adjusts his current MO to “7.”
(The Austrian player yawns and says, “Keep going”).

Current MO

3rd: Activating a Force by Command
The French player needs to sort out this mess, where
elements of three different corps (I, IV, and V Corps) are
intermixed. This looks like a job for the CinC. He knows
that if he activates by command, it will end his phase,
but it makes sense to do this now.

As soon as he completes the movement for these
units, the French player’s movement phase is over.
The Austrian player lifts his dice cup to reveal the dice
showing the MO limit of 11.
The French player was a bit conservative; he could have
gotten away with more activations before using his
CinC, but of course he had no way of knowing that, and
sorting out this part of the field was a priority for him, so
he didn’t want to risk missing the opportunity.

13/V
7/I
W
2B

Tracing a radius of 2BW from the center of the CinC
marker, we can see that seven units can be activated
in this force. (Unit 8 just barely makes it in the radius).

12/V

10/IV

8/IV

14/V

9/IV

Over
Current MO
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The Fire and Combat Phases
The Fire Phase

After his movement phase is over, the active player conducts a fire phase. He may shoot
with any of his units that did not move in the movement phase. The fire phase does not
require any activation or cost any momentum. Any and all units that are eligible to fire
may do so.

The Combat Phase

After the fire phase is over, the active player conducts a combat phase. In all cases where
his movement this turn brought his units into contact with enemy units, combats must
be resolved. This does not require any activation nor cost any momentum.

As a result of combats, units of either side might fall back and active units might advance
after combat.

The Status Phase
Check Reinforcements
In the advanced game it is possible for armies to receive reinforcements. If an army is
expecting reinforcements, then the active player checks at this time, as the first step of
his status phase. Detailed rules for reinforcements may be found in Chapter 10.
This step is omitted when playing the basic game.

Check Army Morale

In this step of the status phase the active player checks the number of broken units from
his army. If that number equals or exceeds the army’s morale, then morale has collapsed,
and the active player has lost the game.

Roll the MO Dice

Assuming that he hasn’t lost, the active player now rolls the MO dice for his enemy’s
upcoming turn, and conceals them beneath his cup.
Unless otherwise specified by scenario or special rules, each army rolls three MO dice.

Before the First Turn

Since there is no status phase prior to the game’s very first turn, it is necessary for the
passive player to roll the MO dice for his opponent before that turn begins.
For example, the French will play the first turn of the game. Before the French information
phase, the Austrian player rolls the MO dice to set the MO limit for the turn.

Chapter
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Movement

Voluntary Movement
All movement in the movement phase is
voluntary. That means that the active player
chooses whether or not to move a unit, and
then how to move it. (As opposed to involuntary movement, which happens as a result of
combat, and is explained in Chapter 7).

Types of Voluntary Movement
1.
2.
3.
4.

Simple Move
Difficult Move
Reserve Move
Charge

There are four types of voluntary movement that an active player might choose. Each
will be explained in detail in this chapter, but it suffices to summarize them here:

• A simple move allows a unit to use its full movement allowance, but only in open
terrain. The unit must end facing the direction of its move.
• A difficult move allows a unit to move through difficult terrain, and allows it to end
facing in any direction, but only using its lower movement allowance.
• A reserve move may be made only by a concealed unit. It permits a very long move,
with certain restrictions, and the unit is revealed.

• A charge is the only type of movement that allows a unit to move into contact with
the enemy. The unit may use its full movement allowance.

Units activated together as a force do not have to use the same type of movement. For
example, the active player might have a force of several units, and some of them might
make simple moves, some might make difficult moves, some might make reserve moves
and some might charge.

Prepared

When an infantry unit is activated in its movement phase, the active player has the option
to move it, or to place a prepared marker on it. These two things are mutually exclusive:
a unit may either move, or become prepared. Only infantry units may become prepared.
The prepared marker signifies that the unit has stopped moving and done certain things
to prepare for imminent combat. Perhaps it has deployed in more dense formations, or
refused a flank, or drawn in skirmishers, or is ready to form squares if necessary.

Removing a Prepared Marker

A prepared marker is removed whenever the unit moves, voluntarily or
involuntarily. But it can also be removed, if you wish, simply by activating the unit, whether or not it moves.
Otherwise, the marker stays on. The unit remains stationary, awaiting
new orders.

Prepared
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The Basics of Movement
Movement Allowance
Each unit card displays two numbers for the
unit’s movement allowance.

The first, greater, number is its full movement, used for simple movement and
charges. The second number is for difficult
movement. A unit is never required to move
its entire movement allowance.

Standard Movement Allowance

With possible rare exceptions for special units, movement
allowances are standardized by unit types, as shown below:

4-2
Cavalry Units

2-1
Infantry Units

2-1
Foot & Heavy
Artillery Units

Movement Allowance
Full = 4
Difficult = 2

3-1
Horse Artillery
Units
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Pivots and Unit Footprints
If a rule states that a unit may pivot, then it does so by turning on its centerpoint to
face whatever new direction the player desires. (Imagine that it has a pin through its
centerpoint, holding it down to the table and it can only pivot on that point).

As it pivots and as it moves, the unit takes up space. This is called its footprint. It is
important to note the unit’s footprint as it pivots and moves, because that is how we
determine whether or not it passes through certain types of terrain, or interpenetrates
other units, and so on.
A pivot is “free” in the sense that it doesn’t count against a unit’s movement allowance.
Only the distance traveled by the unit’s centerpoint is assessed against its allowance.
That is easily measured from the unit’s centerpoint to the destination where it will end.
To summarize: a pivot is part of your movement, but doesn’t count against the allowance.
Footprint
(Up to its allowance)

The unit pivots on its centerpoint to a new facing,
and then moves.
Note the area shaded in light red; this is the unit’s
footprint as it pivots and then moves.
Note that the space required to pivot is part of
its footprint, but doesn’t count against its movement allowance.

Interpenetration
A unit may never move through an enemy unit. This means that its footprint, as it pivots
or moves, may never overlap any enemy unit. However, friendly units may move through
each other freely, within the following limits.

A unit’s footprint may never pass through a friendly unit that is in contact with the enemy.

You may leave a unit “sitting on” another friendly unit in the midst of the movement
phase, as long as no units are overlapping in this way by the end of that activation.
Effectively that means: a unit may not end its movement sitting on a friendly unit that
was not part of its force (since you could not guarantee that you will get another activation and be able to rectify the situation).
Illegal
The British player wants to move away from
the enemy as quickly as possible. But he
can’t do it in this way, by pivoting and then
moving away. That is because the pivot
would result in his footprint overlapping that
of the enemy, which is illegal.
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Simple Moves
When making a simple move, a unit may first
pivot to any new facing (if desired), and then
move in a single straight line, only in that direction and only through terrain that is not difficult
for it. The unit ends facing in the direction of its
move. As long as a unit obeys all of those criteria,
it is making a simple move and thus may use its
full movement allowance.

Simple Move: A Summary
•
•
•
•

May pivot to any direction
Move only in a straight line, directly
forward
Pass through no difficult terrain
End facing the direction of the move

A Simple Move
The unit pivots on its centerpoint and
then moves straight forward, up to its full
movement allowance.

Not Permitted
The cavalry unit may not use a simple move to pass through the gap between these two areas of woods,
because its footprint passes through woods, which are difficult terrain.
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Difficult Moves

A unit makes a difficult move when it meets either of these criteria:
• Its footprint will pass through any difficult terrain -OR-

• It ends its move facing in a different direction than the direction it moved.

There is no “cumulative” difficulty in movement. A unit might meet both of the above
criteria, but it still makes a difficult move. A unit making a difficult move uses the second
(smaller) of its two movement allowances.

The Path of a Difficult Move

The unit moves in a perfectly straight line in any direction, traced from where its centerpoint is to where it wishes to end. Unlike a simple move, in which the unit pivots first and
then moves, in a difficult move the unit may instead, if desired, move first and then pivot
at the conclusion, to face any new direction the active player wishes.
In other words: when making a difficult move a unit has the choice of pivoting then
moving, or moving and then pivoting. Whether it pivots before or after its move, the unit
may pivot only once.
As with a simple move, the unit’s movement allowance is the straight-line distance
traced by its centerpoint, and its footprint is the area covered while both moving and
pivoting.

A Difficult Move
The French unit needs to retrograde and adjust its position but doesn’t want to turn its back on the enemy.
Thus, although it didn’t pass through any difficult terrain, this unit made a difficult move because it ended
facing a different direction from its line of movement.
Note that the line of movement, however, was still a perfectly straight line. In this case the unit moved first
and then pivoted. (It could have pivoted first and then moved, had the active player preferred). The distance
from start to finish, measured from its centerpoint, did not exceed its movement allowance.
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Reserve Moves
Concealed Units

A reserve move is a special move that can be performed only by concealed units. Since a
concealed unit is always revealed by being activated, a unit may reserve move only once
per game.

Making a Reserve Move

Regardless of its unit type, every concealed unit has a movement allowance of 12BW
when making a reserve move.

The moving unit may bend and curve its line of movement in any way the active player
desires, ending facing in any direction. However, a unit making a reserve move is limited
in the following ways:
• Its movement path may not pass through any amount of woods, marsh, or rough
ground except via a road, nor cross a river unless by a crossing.

• Its movement path may not start, end, or pass through any place that is both visible
to, and within 4BW of an enemy unit.

When it is activated for a reserve move, the concealed unit is revealed.

Units and Visibility

Remember that units, both friendly and enemy, block visibility. This means that you
might be able to bring a unit quite close to the enemy by using a reserve move, as long as
the enemy can’t see it through the line of your other units that block his vision.

Roads

A reserve move is the only way that a unit can take advantage of the presence of roads
on the table. Since reserve moves are assumed to be happening in march columns, they
could follow the path of a road, even though the unit’s width and footprint are much
wider than the road on the table.

The moving player need only state that the path of his move is on or along a road, and
the unit may then use that road as a path of open terrain through woods, across difficult
terrain or rivers, or wherever the road takes it. He may use the road for some or all of
the reserve move.
In other words: when making a reserve move along the road, the unit’s footprint shrinks
temporarily to fit the size and shape of the road.
If the unit ends its reserve move on a road in the middle of difficult terrain, then it is “in”
that terrain, and will have to make a difficult move in its next turn. (For example, if it was
moving along a road through the woods, and ended on that road, then in its next turn the
unit is simply in the woods).
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Example of a Reserve Move

1
2
W
4B

3
B

A
Reserve Move
French unit A is concealed. The French player activates it and takes advantage of the length and flexibility of
the reserve move to pass around the woods. (He would not have been able to make a reserve move through
any terrain other than open ground).
Although unit A is visible to British unit 1, it is careful never to pass within 4BW of that unit. (Being both visible
and passing within 4BW of the enemy is illegal during a reserve move).
The presence of French unit B blocks the line of sight of British units 2 and 3, and thus the French player can
move within 4BW of them without being seen.
Unit A ends quite close to British unit 3, in fact only a bit more than 1BW away. However, there is a large hill
between them and thus they can’t see each other. It is legal to end a reserve move this close to the enemy,
since the moving unit was never visible to that enemy.
Because concealed units are revealed when they are activated to move, French unit A is revealed as it makes
this reserve move and thus is unable to reserve move again in this game.
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The Charge

Moving a unit into contact with the enemy is called charging, and the move to do so is
called a charge. Charging is the only permissible way to move your units into contact
with the enemy. A unit that is charging is an attacking unit, and the enemy that it contacts is called the target of the attack.

Who May Charge Whom?

Only infantry and cavalry units may charge; artillery units do not charge. A unit may not
charge if it is fatigued (i.e. if its elan is 1).

An active unit may charge any enemy unit that it can see, and which it can reach in a legal
charge move. A passive unit might not be a legal target for a variety of reasons, due to
terrain, visibility, or the proximity of other units.

To avoid any argument or confusion, when the active player activates a unit or force to
move, he should explain to his opponent which units will charge and what their targets
will be, prior to moving any of them. Having established that all of those moves are legal,
the players can then proceed with them.

The Charge Move

A charging unit may pivot on its centerpoint up to 45
degrees, if desired, and then its charge move must be a
straight line to the target. The yellow 45-degree angles on
the front corners of all unit cards are useful for illustrating the limits of a pivot when charging.

A legal
charge

Not legal

As with any move, the pivot does not count against the
unit’s movement allowance; it is “free.”

The movement allowance of a charge is 2BW for an
infantry unit, and 4BW for a cavalry unit, the same as a unit’s full movement allowance. If the target cannot be reached in that distance then it is not a legal target. (Always
pre-measure to make sure, before you pivot and move).

The charge move must obey the rules for interpenetration on page 36. The charging unit
may pass through any terrain except impassable. Charging through difficult terrain does
not reduce the unit’s movement allowance.

A cavalry unit may not make a charge move through any woods or an urban area, even
if it completely clears those areas prior to contacting the enemy. No unit’s charge move
may pass through a major river, except across a crossing.
The charging unit stops at the moment that it contacts the enemy. It does not “square up”
nor otherwise adjust its footprint.

A charging unit may not bring any of its flank or rear edges into contact with the enemy.
If a charge move would result in the attacker’s side or rear edges contacting enemy
units, then it may not charge.
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Attack the “Greatest Threat”
A unit making a charge must attack the enemy unit that constitutes the greatest threat
to it. A threat is determined by two criteria:
• The closest unit you can legally attack is a greater threat than one further away.

• A unit whose front edge you can legally attack is a greater threat than one whose
front you cannot attack.

If two or more units are equally threatening and eligible targets, you may choose which
to charge.

Remember that sometimes the closest target is not legal for various reasons such as
impassable terrain or the presence of other units. Hence the importance of considering:
“the closest unit you can legally attack.”

2

1

Attacker

3

4

Attacker

Attacker May Choose

Must attack Unit 4

Both units are eligible targets. Unit 1 is closer but
unit 2 has its front facing the attacker.

Both units are eligible targets. Since they are
equally distant, unit 4 is more threatening because its front can be attacked.

Thus they are equally threatening, and the attacker
may choose one.

Thus the attacker must charge unit 4.

Infantry Charging Cavalry
Infantry units are permitted to charge enemy cavalry units, with certain limitations.
Infantry may not charge cavalry in conjunction with friendly cavalry. That is: you may
not combine an infantry and cavalry attack against an enemy cavalry unit. (Either the
infantry is moving up slowly and cautiously, trying to drive the enemy horsemen off... or
your own cavalry is charging into them in a wild, fluid mêlée... but not both at the same
time).
An attacking unit by definition may not be prepared (since a prepared marker is removed
as soon as a unit moves). Thus infantry take a considerable risk when attacking cavalry.
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The Charge Must Aim for its Target

A charge move is legal if, at the moment of contact, the charging unit’s centerpoint is
“pointing” at the target unit. That is: if you were to extend a line from the centerpoint,
directly forward, that line must pass through some part of the target unit.
If you cannot draw such a line from the charging unit’s centerpoint, then the charge is
not legal.

Sometimes, when units are very close together and forming a continuous front, a
charging unit makes a legal charge against one enemy unit, which also brings him into
contact with another enemy unit. This is legal (and often unavoidable). It is important
that the attacking unit makes a legal charge, “aiming” his centerpoint at one enemy unit.
Additional incidental contacts with the enemy will be resolved duuring the combat
phase.
Legal

The Centerpoint

r
ke

ac
Att

Not Legal

A

rB
Attacke

1

2

French unit A is making a legal charge.
However French unit B is not. It may not
charge the British unit in this way, because
B’s centerpoint does not pass through the
target unit.

1

2

Attacker

Legal Charges
The French unit has two enemy units within charge range. British unit 1 is slightly closer.
But no matter how much it pivots (up to the maximum 45 degrees), the French unit can’t reach unit 1 without
first contacting unit 2. And yet that contact wouldn’t be legal because the French unit’s centerpoint wouldn’t
be pointing at unit 2.
Thus, if the French unit is going to charge, it will have to charge unit 2. Despite being further away, British unit
2 is the only legal target.
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Engaged

If your unit begins its move engaged (as defined on page 19), then its movement options
are severely restricted. If it moves, then such a unit must choose one of the following
three options:
• Move so that it ends its movement no longer engaged -OR• Pivot only, without otherwise moving -OR• Charge, if it has a legal target.

These limitations apply only to voluntary movement in one’s movement phase. They do
not apply to involuntary movement, such as retreating or advancing after combat.

Moving While Engaged

If the active player chooses the first option for his unit (to move so that it ends no longer
engaged) then he may make any legal move, simple or difficult, as long as it ends with his
unit no longer engaged by any enemy unit.

If he chooses to charge, his unit is not required to charge the enemy with whom it is
presently engaged. It may charge any legal target unit.

Conscripts and Enemy Cavalry

Conscript

A unit with the conscript trait may not charge at all if it begins
the movement phase in the engagement zone of enemy
cavalry.

2

A

1BW

3
1BW

1

May not charge if engaged
by enemy CAV

B

Engaged
The British are active. British unit 1 is engaged with French unit A. Unit 1’s movement options are to charge
(the only legal target being unit A), to pivot, or to move in a way so that it is no longer engaged.
British unit 3 is engaged with French unit B. Its options are the same. Note that unit 3 could charge either A or
B, but B is closer, so it is the greater threat.
British unit 2 is not engaged and thus its movement is not restricted.
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Retiring
Retiring Voluntarily

During his movement phase the active player may choose to retire any of his units. In
order to retire, a unit must be activated to move, either individually or as part of a force.
In addition:
• The unit must not be within 2BW of the enemy, -AND-

• The unit must be able to trace a straight line of movement of any length, through
any passable terrain, to a friendly table edge, without that line passing through any
enemy units.

An active unit that meets these criteria may retire. It is removed from the table and may
not return in this game. Place it on the “Retired Units” section of the Gneisenau play aide.

Moving off the Table Edge

If a unit does not meet the above criteria, it may still retire by voluntarily moving so that
some portion of its footprint hangs off a friendly or neutral table edge. At the moment
that happens, remove it from the table and place it on the “Retired Units” section of
Gneisenau.

A unit that moves even partially off the enemy’s table edge is broken. It counts against
army morale just as if it had been broken by enemy fire or combat.

Involuntary Retirement

The above rules list the criteria for voluntarily retiring a unit in one’s movement phase.
However, a unit might also be required to retire involuntarily, as a combat result or as a
result of running out of ammunition. In such cases the unit simply retires and is removed
from the table, no matter where it is. This is explained in detail in Chapter 7.
Voluntary Movement: A Summary

Simple Move

Difficult Move

Pivot to any direction and move in a straight
line, directly forward. Open terrain only.
End facing the direction of the move.

Move in any direction in a straight line. May
pivot before or after the move, but pivot
only once. May move through difficult
terrain.

Reserve Move (Begin Concealed)
Move in any direction, along any straight
and/or curved path, but never become
visible while within 4BW of the enemy. The
unit is revealed.

Charge
Pivot up to 45 degrees and move in a
straight line to contact the enemy. Regardless of terrain, use the unit’s full movement
allowance.

Chapter
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The Fire Phase
The Basics of Fire

The words “shooting” and “fire” are used interchangeably in this book. They refer, collectively, to the fire of artillery and infantry units, both of which occur during the fire phase.
A unit that fires is also referred to as a “shooter.”
Units do not need to be activated in order to fire. Shooting is a “free” activity that any
eligible unit may perform in the fire phase. A concealed unit may fire; it is revealed as it
shoots.

The Sequence of Fire

The active player may resolve fire with his units in any sequence.
Each of his units may fire only once, and each only at one target.

Mobile

May move and shoot in
the same turn.

Units that Moved

Units that moved in the movement phase may not fire in the fire phase. A unit that was
activated, but did not move, may fire.
If necessary, use a temporary marker to remind you. These markers can be removed at
the end of the fire phase. Units with the mobile trait are not marked; they may move and
fire in the same turn.

Prepared Units

Activating a unit to prepare it does not count as “movement” and therefore does not
prevent that unit from shooting.

Infantry units with the prepared marker may fire normally; there is no fire penalty for
being prepared.

Who May Fire at Whom

Infantry and artillery units may fire at any unit types. A cavalry unit may not fire.
Units may only fire at targets they can see.

Terrain and Eligibility to Fire

No unit may fire if its footprint is even partially in
water or an urban area.

Any unit may fire while in rough ground, except marsh.

An artillery unit may not fire if its footprint is even
partially in woods. An infantry unit may fire while
partially in woods, as long as no portion of its front
edge is in the woods.

Who May Shoot in Terrain?
Terrain

INF

ART

Water, Urban

No

No

Rough

Yes

Yes

Woods

Partial

No
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The Line of Fire

A shooting unit must trace a line of fire from its centerpoint, to any point of one enemy
unit. Any target unit that is at least partially within the shooter’s frontal 45-degree arc,
and to which a line of fire may be traced, is a legal target.
The line of fire may never pass through any other units, friendly or enemy. It may not
pass “over the heads” of friendly or enemy units on lower elevations.
A unit may never fire at an enemy unit that is in base contact with a friendly unit. In
other words: you may not fire at a target that is in a pending combat.
45 degree angles are
measured from the
unit’s front corners.

The line of fire must remain within the
shooter’s 45-degree frontal arc. In this case,
the red unit is not an eligible target.

Shooter
Obstruction

Infantry fire may not pass through or into any woods or an urban area. In other words:
infantry may not fire at any unit that is in woods or an urban area.

An artillery line of fire may pass through obstructing terrain, but then it only continues
another 1BW from the point at which it touched that terrain. If it can hit the target within
that remaining 1BW, then it does so, but such fire is called “obstructed” and penalized.

The Range of Fire

The line of fire is traced from the unit’s centerpoint to the closest point of the target
that can be legally hit. That means: the closest part of the target that falls within the 45
degree frontal arc.

An infantry unit has a range of 2BW. It may fire only at those targets to which it can trace
a legal line of fire within 2BW. When shooting at a target within 1BW, it is volleying.
When shooting at a target between 1 and 2BW distant, it is skirmishing.
Artillery units have a maximum range of 8BW. If they fire at a target within 2BW, however, that is called short range, and represents canister fire.
INF Fire

ART Fire

Volley

Skirmish

Short Range

Long Range
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Priority Targets
If an artillery unit has a legal target within 2BW, then it must shoot at the closest legal
target. If it has no legal target within 2BW then the active player may place the line of fire
to hit any eligible target at any range.
Infantry units have a maximum range of only 2BW and must always fire at the closest
legal target.

3

2
1
1BW

Prioritizing Targets
The French artillery has an eligible target within 2BW; if it fires, then it must shoot at British unit 3.
If unit 3 didn’t exist, or if it wasn’t an eligible target (perhaps no line of fire could be traced to it due to terrain
or friendly units, etc), then the French player could fire at either 1 or 2. He can choose either because they are
both more than 2BW away.
However, note the woods in front of unit 1. If the line of fire passes through these woods, which are obstructing terrain, it may only extend another 1BW. Luckily that is just enough, so the artillery may fire upon unit 1,
although that fire would be obstructed.

Fire as an Attritional Process
Fire in Blücher is attritional. It represents the slow grinding down of units, especially between opposing
lines of infantry that are in close proximity for an hour or more.
Infantry units that have the skirmish trait represent those units that had considerable flexibility in
skirmish doctrine (such as the French), or who routinely brigaded significant contingents of light troops
with their line units (such as the Prussians and British).
Note that unlike many games, there is no advantage in firing at a target’s flank or rear. Nor is infantry
fire allowed to penetrate cover. The low-intensity friction represented by infantry fire would not be
sufficient to wear down a unit that has good cover. You will need to attack such a unit instead.
It might seem wrong to allow infantry to fire at cavalry at “skirmish range.” After all, the skirmishers are
probably taking cover or have rejoined the formed battalions; they aren’t hunting enemy cavalry. You
should not think of it literally as skirmishers engaging formed cavalry, but rather as desultory longrange fire, or the fire from squares, perhaps including things like regimental guns.
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Minimum Fire Zone

A shooting unit may not fire through a tiny gap; it must have a broad enough area around
its line of fire in order to be eligible to shoot at that target.

When shooting between units, either friendly or enemy, the line of fire must be at least
half of one BW in width, or it may not pass further.
When shooting between obstructing terrain features, then the line of fire must be at
least half of one BW in width and not passing through any obstructing terrain. Otherwise
it is obstructed from the point at which it no longer has that width.

1
2

Shooting Between Units
The French artillery may not shoot at British unit 2. The gap between British 1 and the French infantry is too
small (less than half a BW). If the artillery is going to shoot anybody this turn, it will have to be British 1.
Note that this situation could not happen at short range, because the shooter would have to prioritize the
closest target in any event.

Shooting Between Terrain

1BW

The French artillery wants to
shoot through the gap between
the two woods, but it’s too
small. The gap is less than half a
BW, so the LoF is obstructed and
continues only 1BW beyond that
point, which is not enough to hit
the British unit.
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Artillery Fire

Artillery and Ammo
Every time that an artillery unit fires it marks one ammo box, as shown below. When it
fires and marks its last ammo box, the artillery unit retires. It does so after all units have
fired in that phase. An artillery unit may not retire in mid-phase, thus opening a field of
fire for some other unit in that same phase.

Short Range

An artillery unit that fires at a target within
short range is assumed to be firing canister.
It marks one ammo box, as usual, but its fire
receives a bonus.

Prepared Units are Easy Targets

An infantry unit with a prepared marker is
an easy target for artillery because it is not
moving and is probably in more dense formations. An artillery unit receives a bonus
when firing upon an infantry unit with a
prepared marker.

Prepared units that garrison a town (see
Chapter 8) are no longer easy targets, and
the modifier does not apply against them.

Mark the left-most
ammo box each time
the artillery fires.

Infantry Fire
An infantry unit’s line of fire must be traced to a target that is visible to the shooter,
within 2BW and within the shooter’s legal 45-degree arc. It may not be traced into or
through any woods or urban area.
When an infantry unit fires at a target within 1BW, it is volleying at that target. If it fires
at a target more than 1BW distant, but within 2BW, it is skirmishing at that target.
Infantry units have no ammo limits; they can fire any number of times during a game.

Firing at Artillery or Cavalry

When shooting at an enemy artillery or cavalry unit, an infantry unit does not receive the
bonuses from any firepower or skirmish traits.

Prepared Infantry

An infantry unit with a prepared marker fires normally. Being prepared does not affect
an infantry unit’s fire. Nor does being prepared affect enemy infantry fire against the
prepared unit.
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How to Fire
Rolling Dice to Fire

An infantry unit rolls a number of dice equal to its current elan. An artillery unit rolls a
number of dice equal to its current ammo number.
In all cases, when rolling dice to fire, each roll of “six” scores one hit. A shooting unit
might therefore score more than one hit on a target, if it rolls more than one six.

Penalties

A unit’s fire is penalized under certain conditions and the number of dice it would normally roll must be halved, rounding up any fraction. (For example, if the shooting unit
would normally roll five dice, then it would instead roll only three in these cases).
An infantry unit is penalized when it is:
• Skirmishing -OR-

• Firing at artillery or cavalry -OR-

• Firing at a target at the crest of a hill (as per page 21) -OR• Shooting with the impetuous trait.

Impetuous
Halve shooting dice.

An artillery unit is penalized when it is:
• Firing at a target that has cover -OR-

• Firing at a target that is concealed -OR-

• Firing at a target that is obstructed -OR• Firing at an enemy artillery unit.

However many penalties apply to one unit, the number of dice is halved only once.

Bonuses

In some cases a shooting unit might receive a bonus, making
its fire more effective. If it meets any of the criteria for a bonus,
then in addition to counting any sixes as hits, the unit may also
count up to one “five” as a hit.

Heavy Artillery
One 5 hits when firing at
long range.

A shooting unit receives a bonus if it is:

• An artillery unit that is firing at short range -OR-

• A heavy artillery unit that is firing at long range -OR-

• An artillery unit that is firing at an infantry unit with a prepared marker -OR-

• An infantry unit with the firepower trait, which is volleying
at enemy infantry -OR• An infantry unit with the skirmish trait, which is skirmishing at enemy infantry.

However many bonuses apply to one unit, no more than one
“five” may count as a hit.

Firepower
One 5 hits when volleying,
when shooting at INF.

Skirmish
One 5 hits when
skirmishing, when
shooting at INF.
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Cover and Obstruction

There are two types of terrain that provide cover against enemy artillery fire: woods and
urban areas. Cover is a concept that applies only to artillery fire, since infantry fire may
never enter woods or urban areas.

In most cases the effect of cover is the same as the effect of fire being obstructed: the
shooter must halve the number of dice it rolls. For example, if the artillery’s line of fire
passes through any amount of woods or an urban area, the fire is obstructed.
Cover from Fire
There is no way for the French artillery unit
to shoot the British infantry without the
line of fire passing through the woods. Thus
the artillery’s fire is penalized because the
target has cover.

The Effect of Fire
Mark hits temporarily on a unit using dice. A target unit might be hit by several shooters
and take multiple hits. After all active units have finished shooting, apply those hits to
the passive units. This means that units do not disappear in the midst of the shooting
phase. No matter how many hits a unit takes, it stays on the table until all shooting is
done, and thus it might remain a mandatory target even though both players know it
will be broken.

Applying Hits to Infantry and Cavalry Units

Each hit to an infantry or cavalry unit causes one fatigue. If the unit takes fatigues that
would reduce its elan below 1, it breaks.

Applying Hits to Artillery Units

Mark hits on an artillery unit using a die or any other temporary marker. When the active
player has finished shooting, any artillery unit with one hit marked on it, must retreat.
(See Chapter 7).
Any artillery unit with more than one hit must retire.
Fire does not break an artillery unit.

Concealed Target

If the target unit was concealed, then it is revealed only if it was hit. If the fire did not hit
it, then it remains concealed.
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Examples of Fire

ELAN = 5
2 BW

Infantry Fire
The British infantry unit has an elan of 5. It also has the firepower and skirmish traits. It is shooting at the
French infantry unit, which is within 2BW, but more than 1BW away. Thus the British are skirmishing.
Because he is skirmishing, the British player rolls three dice (half of 5, rounded up). He gets no bonus from the
firepower trait, since that only applies to volley fire (within 1BW). But he may use his skirmish trait, meaning
that in addition to any sixes he rolls, he may count up to one five as a hit, too.
The shooter rolled a 2, a 4, and a 5. Thus, he scored one hit.

AMMO = 4

Artillery Fire
The British artillery has a current ammo number of 4. (Meaning: its highest remaining un-marked ammo box
shows a 4). It is firing upon the French artillery unit at long range. Because it is shooting at enemy artillery it is
penalized and must halve its number of shooting dice. Thus it rolls two dice.
One of those dice scores a six, and thus one hit is scored. Assuming nobody else hits it in this phase, the French
unit will have to retreat once all the British shooting is done. (If the British had managed to score another hit,
the artillery would have retired and been removed from the table).
If the British artillery had been heavy, then it would have scored two hits, because it would count one “five”
as a hit, as well as the “six.” That would have resulted in the French artillery retiring.

Chapter
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The Combat Phase
The Basics of Combat Resolution

Units which charged in their movement phase are called attacking units or attackers.
The passive units they attacked are called defending units or defenders.
If the active player made any charges during his movement phase, then combats must
be resolved in the combat phase. A combat is defined as opposing units in contact with
each other. Units that are not in contact are not in combat. Each combat is resolved in the
sequence described below.

Each attacking unit has a certain number of combat dice to roll. If an attacking unit
contacts multiple defenders, it must allocate its dice to the different defending units.
The active player marks this temporarily using the dice that unit will roll against each
defender.
Each defending unit also has a number of combat dice
to roll. These are not allocated. Rather, the passive
player rolls the dice for each of his defending units, to
calculate that unit’s defense score. As he calculates
each unit’s defense score, he should mark it temporarily to show the score and to remind both sides.
The active player then rolls his combat dice. All of
the dice allocated against a given defender are rolled
to establish the attacker’s attack score against that
defending unit. (Remember that he allocated these
dice before the defender rolled). If needed, he may also
temporarily mark each defending unit to remind both
sides of the attack score in each case.

Combat Resolution
1.

Attacker allocates his dice

2.

Calculate defense scores

3.

Calculate attack scores

4.

Resolve combats:
• Defenders who lost combats
take fatigues and retreat
• Eligible attackers may
advance
• Attackers still in contact take
fatigues and retreat

After this step, it should be clear to both sides that every defending unit has a defense
score and an attack score.

Note that the attacker calculates a different attack score against each defender. In other
words, attacking units themselves don’t have scores. Rather, each defending unit has two
scores: one that its own player rolled, for its defense value, and one that the attacker rolled,
representing all attacking units and portions of attacking units against it.
The players examine each defending unit’s attack and defense scores, to determine the
outcome for both sides. Units from either side might take fatigues, and/or retreat. In
some cases units might be broken or retire from combat.
The rules for advancing and retreating after combat are found in Chapter 7.
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Combat Dice
Each unit begins with a number of combat dice based upon its type:

• Infantry and cavalry units have a number of dice equal to their current elan.
• Artillery units have a number of dice equal to their current ammo number.

Each unit’s number of combat dice may be modified by several possible factors.

Modifiers

Modifiers refer to the number of combat dice for a unit. (For example, if a unit has a
+1 modifier, then it receives one extra combat die). Regardless of modifiers, a unit may
always roll at least one combat die. There is no upward limit.
Modifiers are usually expressed with the abbreviations ATK or DEF, meaning that this
modifier applies only to an attacker or defender. If a modifier does not have that abbreviation, then it may be applied to a unit on either side.

Universal Modifiers

Some modifiers are “universal” in the sense that they apply in any type of combat. These
are shown at right, and summarized here:
• An attacker receives a +1 modifier if his unit has
the shock trait. A defender receives a +1 if it has
the steady trait.

• A unit on either side receives a -1 modifier if it is
even partially in difficult terrain.
• An attacker receives a -1 modifier if it contacts
any defending unit that is on a higher elevation
than it is, such as a defender at a hill crest, or
otherwise uphill from the attacker.

Universal Modifiers

+1
+1
-1
-1

Combat Type Modifiers

Each unit may also have to apply modifiers based
upon the “type” of the combat (i.e. what type of
attacker vs. what type of defending unit).

CAV Attacks INF

-1

The combat type modifiers are:

• An infantry unit with the conscript trait that has
been attacked by enemy cavalry, receives a -1
modifier.

• An infantry unit that is a garrison in an urban
area (see Chapter 8) receives a +2 modifier when
attacked by enemy infantry.

INF Attacks INF

+2
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Allocate the Attacker’s Dice

In a simple case where one attacker charges one defender, all of the attacker’s dice
are allocated against that one defender. However, sometimes the attacker charges one
defender and ends up also contacting another. In such cases, he must allocate his unit’s
dice among defending units.

The active player calculates how many dice his unit will have, then divides them between
defending units according to the following limitation: the defender that occupies the
most of his frontage may not be allocated fewer dice than any other defender.
“Occupying the frontage” of an attacker is defined by imagining a line extending directly
forward from the attacker’s centerpoint and using it to determine which defender occupies most of the space directly in front of the attacker.

In one-on-one combats this is never a problem because an active unit is not permitted to
charge against an enemy unless his centerpoint aims for that enemy. Thus the defender
always occupies more than half of his front. But sometimes an attacker charges more
than one defender, in which case the second defender might not occupy more than half
of his front.
In the rare instance that two or more defenders occupy an equal portion of the attacker’s
frontage, then the attacker may choose which defender occupies “the most.”

Within these limits, the attacker must try to divide his dice as evenly as possible among
the defenders. “Evenly” means that there is the least possible difference in the number of
dice allocated to different units. For example, an attacker with six dice contacts two enemy
units. He must allocate three to each; he could not allocate four dice to one defender, and
two to the other.
Occupying the Attacker’s Front

1

2
ATK

The French unit charged British 1 but also contacted
British 2. It is obvious, by extending a line from his
centerpoint, that most of the attacker’s front is occupied by British 1. Thus when he allocates his combat
dice, the French player may not allocate fewer dice to
British 1 than he does to British 2.

Multiple Attackers Against One Defender
If the attacker has more than one unit in contact with a single defender, each attacker
allocates its dice against that defender. (For example, if two attacking units, each with
five dice, attacked a single defender, the attacker would have ten combat dice against that
defender).
It is possible that combats may become complex, with multiple attackers and defenders
overlapping. Players should take the time to be clear about allocating dice, to avoid any
confusion before either player rolls.
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2

1
A
Elan = 6

B
Elan = 5

3
C
Elan = 5

D
Elan = 3

Allocating the Attacker’s Dice
Four French units charged three British units.
French A and B contact British 1. They each allocate all their dice against it. They will thus roll eleven dice
(ouch!) against British 1.
French C charged British 2 and in so doing also contacted British 3. He has five dice to allocate, and he must
split them as evenly as possible, but because British 2 is the unit occupying most of his front, no less than half
of C’s dice must be allocated against it. Thus he allocates three dice against British 2, and two dice against
British 3.
French D has only three dice to allocate, all of which are against British 3.
British 3 therefore has five dice allocated against it; two from C and three from D.

Calculate Defense Scores
After the attacker has allocated his dice, the passive player rolls the combat dice for each
defending unit, in any order he chooses. This is called “rolling to defend.”

Each die is counted as a success if it scores a four or higher. The total number of successes is that unit’s defense score.
Use dice to temporarily mark each defending unit, with pips
showing its defense score.

4+

Artillery Ammo in Combat

An artillery unit rolls a number of dice equal to its ammo number. Then, if it survives
a combat and remains on the board, it must mark one ammo box as used. It uses this
ammo box even if the attack came from outside the artillery’s legal fire zone area. (This
represents the use of canister against the approaching enemy, and/or the likelihood that
the enemy may have destroyed or driven-off some caissons, wagons, etc).
If an artillery unit uses up its last ammo box, then it retires after the combat is resolved.
This could mean that the artillery might win the combat and drive off its attackers, only
then to retire because it has run out of ammo.
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Re-Roll if Flanked
A defending unit is flanked if any attacking unit has both:

• no portion of its footprint directly to the defender’s front -AND• its centerpoint is behind the defender’s front line.

A defending unit that is flanked must re-roll all of its successes.
Flanked

A

B

Two French units charged this British defender.
French unit A’s centerpoint is behind the defender’s
front line, but a portion of A is also directly in front of
the defender. Thus unit A doesn’t flank the defender.
However, French B meets both criteria: its centerpoint is behind the defender’s front line, and it has
no portion of its footprint directly in front of the
defender. Thus the defender is flanked.

Calculate Attack Scores
After the passive side has rolled for all of his defending units, including any re-rolls, and
calculated their defense scores, the active side must roll all of his combat dice. This is
called “rolling to attack.” Remember that the active side already allocated his combat
dice to different defenders. Now he rolls those dice, and each score of four or higher is
a success. The total number of successes is the attack score against that defending unit.
Use dice to temporarily mark each defending unit, with pips
showing the attack score against it.

4+

Prepared Infantry
If an infantry unit is prepared (has a prepared marker) then it enjoys certain exceptions
to the normal combat rules.

Prepared Infantry have no Flanks

A defender with a prepared marker ignores the penalty for being flanked. It does not
re-roll its successes if flanked.

Cavalry Re-Rolls

Dice rolled by an attacking cavalry unit against prepared infantry must
be re-rolled. If the attacker has both infantry and cavalry versus this
defender, he should keep their dice separate, because those of the cavalry must be re-rolled, but those of the infantry do not have to be.

Prepared
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Combat Outcomes
Establish the Combat Difference for Each Defending Unit

Every defending unit should have two numbers beside it: its own defense score, and
the enemy’s attack score against it. Every defending unit is therefore able to express
the result as a combat difference resulting from subtracting the lower score from the
higher. For example, the defender scored 6 and the attacker scored 4. The combat difference is thus: Defender +2.
If the two scores are the same, the difference is zero. The defender wins such a “tie.”

Resolve Defenders First

A defending unit whose defense score is lower than the enemy’s attack score against it
has lost the combat by that difference. The defender takes a number of fatigues equal
to that difference, and then must retreat (if it doesn’t break as a result of the fatigues).
A defending unit whose defense score is equal to or greater than the enemy’s attack
score has won the combat. It still takes 1 fatigue, however, and if that breaks it, it must
be removed at this time.

The passive player may proceed in any sequence he wishes, applying fatigues to his units
and then retreating or removing them if he is required to do so.

Resolve the Attackers

All attacking units take 1 fatigue, simply for having attacked any number of defenders.

If an attacking unit contacted any defender that won a combat, and if that defender has
not broken, then that attacking unit must take another fatigue, for a total of 2.
However, if the attacker lost the combat but the defender broke, then the attacker takes
only 1 fatigue.
It is possible that an attacking unit may be broken by fatigues.

Attacking units still in contact with defenders at this time must retreat, in any sequence
the active player wishes.

Special Combat Outcomes

Defending Artillery
Artillery units have no elan and thus do not take fatigues. They handle combat results
differently than other units.

If the attacker’s combat score is double or greater than the defending artillery’s, then
the artillery unit is broken and removed from the table.
If the attacker’s combat score is greater than (but not double) the artillery’s, then the
artillery unit retreats.

Otherwise the artillery is undamaged; it won the combat and the attacker(s) will retreat.
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Infantry vs. Cavalry
Infantry units that are in combat against cavalry do not retreat, whether they attacked or
defended, and whether or not they are also in combat with enemy infantry. After taking
any fatigues from winning or losing the combat, if the infantry unit has not broken then
it does not retreat; rather all enemies in contact with it will have to retreat.

Remember that infantry may not attack an enemy cavalry unit if friendly cavalry is also
attacking that same defender.

Re-Rolls in INF-vs.-CAV Combats

If the defending infantry unit is prepared, then an attacking enemy cavalry unit must
re-roll its successes for its combat score. If an infantry unit is not prepared when in
combat against cavalry, then the infantry must re-roll its successes for its combat score.
There is one exception to this rule, as follows:

If an infantry unit attacked enemy cavalry, and the contact between the two units happens entirely in an urban area or in woods, then the infantry does not have to re-roll.
“Contact... entirely in” means in this case: the entire front edge of the attacker and the
point(s) of contact on the defending cavalry must be completely in an urban area, or
completely in woods. In this case, neither side re-rolls.
Summary of Combat Resolution

DEFENDER OUTCOMES
If the DEF’s score was ≥ the ATK’s score:
•

Take 1 fatigue. If that breaks the defender,
remove the defending unit

DEFENDER FLANKED
•

Must re-roll successes

PREPARED INF

If the DEF was outscored:

•

Has no flanks

•

Fatigues = combat difference

•

Enemy CAV must re-roll successes

•

If not broken, then retreat

INF vs. CAV

ATTACKER OUTCOMES

•

INF does not retreat, whether it won or lost,
attacked or defended

•

If it is not prepared, the INF must re-roll
successes

If any DEFs equalled or outscored this ATK:
•

Take 2 fatigues

•

If not broken, then retreat

WHEN THE DEFENDER IS ART
•

If doubled, it breaks

If this ATK outscored all DEFs it attacked:

•

If outscored, ART retreats

•

Take 1 fatigue

•

Otherwise, it wins the combat

•

May advance if no defenders remain in
contact

•

Mark 1 ammo. If it has no more, ART retires,
even if victorious
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A Complete Example of Combat

Rough Ground

Two Successes
Prepared

Steady

Three Successes

Re-Roll
Shock

Two Successes

A Complex Combat
A French infantry unit (Quiot) and cavalry unit (Watier) have both attacked a British infantry unit (Halkett),
which is prepared. The two opposing infantry units are each partly in difficult terrain.
Halkett has been flanked, but because he is prepared, he avoids that penalty.
Watier’s cavalry is a bit worn down, with 4 elan remaining, but he also has the shock trait, so he adds one die
and thus rolls five dice. He rolls three successes, but because he is cavalry attacking prepared infantry, he will
have to re-roll his successes. After re-rolling, only two successes remain.
Quiot has taken one fatigue and has 5 elan remaining, but subtracts one die for difficult terrain and thus rolls
four. However he rolls quite well, scoring three successes. Thus the attackers have five successes in total.
Halkett’s infantry is fresh with 6 elan, minus one for the difficult terrain, but plus one for the steady trait. He
rolls six dice but scores only two successes.
The defender has lost 5-2, thus by a difference of three. Halkett must take three fatigues. He does not, however, retreat because he is infantry that was attacked by cavalry. That means the attackers, after each taking
their mandatory 1 fatigue for attacking, will retreat. The thin red line is battered, but holding!

Chapter
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Advance & Retreat
Involuntary Movement

There are two types of involuntary movement: retreating, and advancing after combat. They behave differently from voluntary movement in several ways. Involuntary
movement does not prevent a unit from taking other sorts of voluntary movement (for
example, if a passive unit retreated, then it could still move normally in its next turn).
Involuntary movement is not subject to the limitations of being engaged (i.e., within
1BW and directly to the front of an enemy unit). Rather, it is limited in other ways, as
explained below.
An infantry unit with a prepared marker loses that marker if it makes any involuntary
movement.

Advance after Combat
After all combat resolutions are complete - after all units that must retreat have done so some attacking units may be eligible to advance. An active unit may advance if it attacked
in the combat phase, and if it no longer is in contact with any enemy unit (because those
defenders retired or retreated or broke). Passive units do not advance after combat.
Although we call it “involuntary” movement, under normal circumstances the active
player has the choice whether or not he wants his eligible unit(s) to advance after combat. If he does, then the unit may be moved up to 1BW directly ahead, but never into
contact with any enemy unit. It may move very close to the enemy, at your discretion,
but not into contact.
The advancing unit may move through friendly units as long as it ends in a spot where
it is not “sitting on” any unit. If it cannot do so within its 1BW allowance, it stops short.
No unit may advance through enemy units or impassable terrain.
An active unit with the impetuous trait must advance after a
victorious combat. It must advance as far as it legally can, up
to 1BW, without contacting an enemy unit or ending sitting on
a friendly unit.

Impetuous
Must advance after
victorious combat.
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Retreat

Both the active and passive players may be required to retreat as a result of combat.
Passive artillery units might also be required to retreat as a result of enemy fire.

Direction of Retreating

A unit must, if possible, retreat away from the enemy that contacts it. That means that it
must trace a path of movement across the opposite edge from that edge that contacted
the enemy. The unit will end its retreat with its centerpoint at the end of that line.

If attacked on more than one side, or if retreating across the opposite edge would be
impossible due to the presence of enemy units or impassable terrain, then the unit may
trace its movement across any edge not contacted by an enemy unit.
A unit’s path of retreat must be at least 1BW wide and allow the unit’s footprint to pass
without touching any enemy units or impassable terrain.
In any event, a unit’s path to retreat must not pass behind the front line of any enemy
that was in contact with it.

1
A

2

C

B

Retreating from One Enemy

Retreating from Multiple Enemies

British unit 1 was attacked on its front
edge and lost the combat. Thus it
must retreat in some direction across
its rear edge.

The blue unit was attacked on two sides. It must retreat
across one of its open edges, in a way that its footprint
would not touch an enemy unit.

If it can’t, then it could retreat across
one of its other open edges.
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How to Retreat

How to Retreat
A unit retreats in a straight line, in any direction, a distance of 2BW.

An active unit that retreats ends facing the direction it fell back from. That usually
means facing the enemy.

ATK

DEF

A passive unit that retreats (whether from fire or combat) is moved and then turned to
face in the direction of its path of retreat, if it was not already facing that way. That means
that it usually ends this move facing away from the enemy. This is not a “pivot.” The unit
is simply picked up and then put down again in its exact same spot and footprint, but
facing the direction of its retreat.

(Above): An Active Unit Retreats

ATK

DEF

The French unit attacked and lost, and now must retreat. The retreat distance (2BW) is traced from its centerpoint, across its rear, and the unit ends facing in the direction it retreated from.

Turn the unit to
face the direction
of its retreat:
A Passive Unit Retreats
The British unit was defending and lost,
and now must retreat. It moves back 2BW
in a straight line, and then is turned to
face the direction of its retreat, without
changing its footprint.
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Retreat Distance

A unit that retreats may pass through any friendly units without penalty. It may never
pass through enemy units.

A unit may retreat through difficult terrain without penalty, although never through
impassable terrain.

2BW is the minimum retreat distance that a retreating unit must move. If a unit ends its
retreat “sitting on” a friendly unit, then it must keep retreating until it finds space. As
soon as it does, then it ends its retreat there.
The retreat path must be the shortest legal path to reach the closest legal place where it
can end. You may not artificially extend the length of a retreat move to your advantage.

Unable to Retreat

A unit whose path of retreat would take it even partially off the enemy’s table edge, is
broken. If its path of retreat takes it off a friendly or neutral table edge, it retires.
If a unit cannot possibly retreat, due to impassable terrain or the inability to trace movement without passing through enemy units, then it is broken instead.

A unit that has enemies on opposite edges may not retreat. This is defined as: enemy
units in contact, whose centerpoints aim at two opposite edges of the defending unit,
and who each occupy half or more of those edges. If a unit in such a situation must
retreat then it is broken instead.

ATK

ATK

DEF

No Escape
The British unit has been attacked
on opposite edges. Note that the
centerpoints of the French units
aim at the defender’s front and rear
edges, respectively. And note that
each attacker’s footprint occupies
half or more of that edge.
If required to retreat, the British
unit will break.

Retreat due to Fire
A passive artillery unit that took one hit from enemy fire must retreat at the end of the
active player’s fire phase. It may do so in any direction and across any of its edges, as long
as it ends its retreat further away from the unit(s) that fired upon it. As a passive unit, it
ends its retreat facing in the direction of its retreat path.

Chapter
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Rules to Complete
the Basic Game

This chapter provides the remaining information needed for you to play the basic
game.
I strongly recommend that you download the free learning scenario Along the
Danube, and use the free unit cards provided with it, as you play your first game.

Rules in this Chapter
1.
2.
3.
4.

Urban Areas
River Crossings
Victory and Defeat
Pickup Games

Urban Areas
Bases
An urban area is marked on the table by some sort of cardboard or terrain base that can
be ornamented with buildings if you like. A single “base” for an urban area is a square
just over 1BW on all sides.
We say “just over 1BW” because having the urban base is a bit bigger than a unit on all
edges serves as a reminder that any enemy attacking it will have to be at least partly “in”
the urban area to do so.

The Size of Urban Areas

An urban area may comprise more than one base. For purposes of simplicity and standardization, we use the following limits and terms:
• A single urban base is called a village.
• Two bases together are called a town.

• Three or more bases together are called a city.

The Arrangement of Urban Bases

When placing a town or city on the table the player may decide how to arrange and
combine the bases, within certain basic limits. He must square-up each base to at least
one other base, edge-to-edge and corner-to-corner. Urban areas with multiple bases
therefore are linked by their edges, adjoined to each other as shown below.

Not Legal

1BW

A model building
on the urban
base (optional).

Legal

Complete the Basic Game
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Urban Areas as Terrain
An urban area is difficult terrain for all units. Urban areas are obstructing terrain. They
do not provide cover, except for a unit that is garrisoning an urban base (see below).

Shooting and Urban Areas

No unit may fire if any portion of its footprint is in an urban area.

Infantry fire does not pass into or through an urban area. Artillery fire does, although it
is obstructed.

Cavalry and Urban Areas

Cavalry may not charge into, through, or against an urban area.

Garrison

An infantry unit may garrison an urban base. In order to do so, its footprint must be
entirely in that base (i.e. with no portion of the unit outside the base). The active player
must activate the infantry unit and mark it with a prepared marker. In other words: a
prepared infantry unit in an urban base is called a garrison.
When it is a garrison, the infantry unit is no longer considered to be in difficult terrain.

Although the garrison is prepared, enemy artillery do not receive the bonus for firing
against prepared units when shooting at a garrison.

Only infantry units may garrison a base. A cavalry or artillery unit that is entirely in the
urban area is not a garrison; it is just a unit in difficult terrain.

Garrisons in Fire and Combat

As a prepared unit, a garrison has no flanks or rear; it is never flanked.

A garrison has cover when being fired upon by artillery. Any other type of unit, or an
infantry unit that is in an urban base but not a garrison, does not have cover.

A unit attacking into an urban base always incurs the -1 penalty for the attacker for difficult terrain. The defending garrison also receives a +2 modifier in combat when attacked
by enemy infantry. Needless to say, garrisons are very difficult to dislodge!

Moving or Attacking out of an Urban Area

At the moment a garrison moves, it loses its prepared marker and is no longer a garrison.
Thus an infantry unit that had been a garrison, and which is now attacking an enemy unit
nearby, even in an adjacent urban base, is once again considered to be in difficult terrain.

Attacking an Urban Area

If an active unit attacks an enemy that is entirely in an urban base, that attacker is also
considered to be partially “in” the urban area, and thus in difficult terrain. This is true
even if the defender is lined up perfectly at the edge of the base, with seemingly no bit of
the base beneath the attacker.
An active unit attacking a defender that is partly in an urban base, may or may not be “in”
the urban area, depending upon its footprint.
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K
AT

Examples of Urban Areas

K
AT

P

The British infantry is a garrison: entirely in the base
and prepared. The French infantry is attacking it.
The French unit suffers the -1 modifier for being in
difficult terrain. The British will get the +2 modifier
for being a garrison.

The French attack the British. Neither side is entirely
in the urban base.

K
AT

Both sides will apply the -1 modifier for difficult
terrain.

CAV

A British cavalry unit is being attacked by French
infantry.
Even though it is entirely in the urban base, a cavalry
unit may never be a garrison. Both sides are in difficult terrain.
Note also that the French infantry will not have to
re-roll its successes in combat, since it is attacking
enemy cavalry in an urban base, as per page 60.

B

A
The British unit is partially in the urban base, and being fired upon by two French artillery units. The British
unit receives no cover because it isn’t a garrison. Artillery A’s fire is obstructed, but B’s is not.
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River Crossings

River crossings (bridges and fords) are usually much narrower on the table than a typical unit’s frontage. Thus we must imagine, when we move a unit across, that the unit
compresses its formation temporarily in order to cross.
The crossing is a road. Thus a unit moving along a road, using a reserve move, may continue along the crossing as it is a continuation of the road.
You may leave a unit on a crossing. Its centerpoint must be lined up in the center of the
crossing, aiming directly for the exit on the other side.

A unit on a crossing may look like its edges are “hanging off” into the river, but it is not
“in” impassable terrain. The enemy may, however, shoot at those “hanging” edges.

Other Limitations to Crossings

An infantry unit on a crossing over an impassable river may not be prepared.
No unit that is even partly on a crossing may fire.

No unit may make any sort of movement (not even a pivot) except directly forward
across the crossing until its footprint has completely cleared the crossing.

Fighting across River Crossings

Units may fight on crossings if one side charges across against another, or if a unit on a
crossing is attacked in mid-crossing, and so on.

Attacking through the crossing, or attacking a unit that is on the crossing, requires the
attacker to aim his charge so that his centerpoint can trace a line along the entire length
of the crossing, and contact the defender. That line must not “leave” the area of the crossing at any point, otherwise the attack is not legal.
A crossing is not difficult terrain for movement. However, a unit on a crossing that is in
combat, whether attacking or defending, applies the combat modifier for being in difficult terrain.
Combat on Crossings
The French player wants to charge
across the bridge to attack the
British unit. He is allowed to do
so because he can trace a line
from his unit’s centerpoint, along
the length of the crossing, to the
defender.

ATK

Attacking leaves the unit on the
crossing (even though the contact
occurs just past the crossing). The
French unit will therefore apply
the modifier for difficult terrain. If
it loses and must retreat, it may do
so only directly along the crossing.
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Chapter 8
Victory and Defeat

During his status phase, a player checks to determine whether the game has ended. He
does this in four steps, which must be completed in the order listed here. If he meets a
criterion, then he does not proceed to the next step; the game ends at that point.
For example, if his army morale has collapsed, then
the active player does not check to see whether he
controls all objectives. Checking army morale comes
first, and thus if his army morale collapsed, he has
lost, even if he held all the objectives.

Check Army Morale

Check for Victory
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check army morale
Check retirement
Check any special objectives
Has nightfall occurred?

If the active side’s army morale has collapsed, it loses.
The other side has won. See page 25 for calculating
army morale.

Check Retirement

If the active player reaches this step with more units retired (voluntarily or not) than he
currently has on the table, he loses. His opponent wins the game.

Special Objectives

Most games involve at least one objective marker, as explained on page 23. However, an
historical scenario might stipulate certain special objectives, the control of which is so
important that if a turn ends with some or all of them in the control of one side, the game
ends at this time in that side’s victory.
Special objectives are optional for players creating special scenario victory conditions.
They are not to be confused with “normal” objectives, which are used at nightfall as
described below.

Nightfall

A game that ends due to completing the last turn has reached nightfall. If one side holds
all the objectives at this time, that side is considered the winner. Otherwise, the game is
considered a draw.

Gentleman’s Concession

It is not necessary to play to the bitter end. Among friends, it is perfectly acceptable for
the active player to concede the game. If the other side accepts the concession, then all
active units immediately retire, no matter where they are on the table, and the game
ends at that time in a victory for the passive side.

Complete the Basic Game
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Quick Setup and “Pickup Games”
For your first game of Blücher I recommend that you use the free scenario Along the
Danube, which can be downloaded from the HONOUR website. Print and cut out the free
unit cards, and you can set it up and be playing within the hour.
What comes next? If you would like to play the basic game a few more times before
graduating to the full advanced rules, then here is a quick and simple way to organize
pickup games for two players.

Quick Armies

The advanced game has a complete army-building system with a full range of unit types.
For a quick basic game, you and your opponent should try to keep each side around 20
units or less. You and your opponent will need to discuss the composition of your armies
and what is “fair,” lest somebody show up with an army comprised entirely of Old Guard
Grenadiers. (Again, if you want a more regulated approach to this process, the advanced
game, specifically Chapter 11, provides it).
Each army should be divided basically evenly into 3-4 corps.

Quick Terrain

The advanced game includes a complete terrain generation routine as part of the
Scharnhorst campaign system. For a quick basic game, however, the following will suffice:

Start with a plain 6’ X 4’ table. Each player rolls two dice and keeps the higher of those
two results. That is the number of terrain choices he will have. The players will now
alternate placing terrain; the player with the most terrain choices starts. In a tie, roll a
tiebreaker, and award one extra terrain choice to the winner. He then goes first.

Each player places a piece of terrain anywhere on the table. Keep the pieces relatively
small (about 3BW across or long). Terrain choices can include hills, woods, an urban
base, a length of minor river, or rough ground. The players alternate until all terrain
choices have been placed.
A player may not “pass” or save his choice for later. If he opts not to place any terrain,
then he is finished; he forfeits any remaining terrain choices.

Remember that this basic process assumes two friends whose trust and good sportsmanship do not require many rules. If you want to play with the full, detailed terrain generation
system, then you must play the advanced game.

Choosing Sides
After setting up the terrain the players should roll a tiebreaker. The winner of that roll
gets to choose whether to be the attacker or the defender. Whatever he chooses, his
opponent must accept the opposite role.
The defender gets his choice of table edge; he must pick one of the long edges of the table
as “his” side. Everything within 6BW of that edge is the defender’s setup area.
The other player will take the opposite table edge and will be the attacker; everything
within 4BW of that edge will be his setup area.
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Place Objectives and Armies
After the defender has chosen his side, the attacker must then place two objective
markers in the defender’s setup area.

The defender then sets up his army in his setup area. When he is finished, he may place
one objective marker in the attacker’s setup area. After the defender has placed that
objective marker, the attacker may set up.

The objectives must be placed according to the limitations for objective markers specified
on page 23, including not being placed within 2BW of the table’s outer edge.
Objective markers within a side’s setup area are controlled by that side at the game’s
start. The attacker has the first turn.

6 BW

Defender’s Setup Area

4 BW

PICKUP GAME SETUP

Attacker’s Setup Area

Attacker places two objectives in defender’s setup area.
Defender places one objective in attacker’s setup area.

And that’s the Basic Game
You are now ready to play your first game of Blücher. Download the free Along the Danube scenario, cut
out the unit cards, and have fun!
On the Downloads page of the HONOUR website you will also find extra copies of the Gneisenau play aide,
a template of blank unit cards so that you can create your own historical or fictional units, and several
accessories for the advanced game.
When you are ready to try the full advanced game, read on ....
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The Advanced Game
Chapter 9.
Chapter 10.
Chapter 11.
Chapter 12.
Chapter 13.
		

Playing with Miniatures
Advanced Rules
Army Building
Scharnhorst: Campaigning with Blücher
Historical Scenarios
Appendices

My French try their luck against Phil Karecki’s British while the Poles slog through rough terrain
toward the Spanish lines.
This is a large (5’ X 8’) board, using 4” square units in 28mm, to get that “grand scale” look that is
so appealing when playing with miniatures.

Chapter

Playing with
Miniatures     
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Blücher is a tabletop game that can be played using miniature figures and terrain. The
basic rules have been written with the assumption that players will use the unit cards, at
least initially, as they learn the game. Playing with miniature figures and terrain adds a
wonderful visual spectacle to one’s games and requires only a few modifications.

How far you want to go along this route is up to you. You might use miniature figures
only for the CinC marker, for instance, or you might decide to create elaborately terrained
bases with elan tracks for all your units.

Unit Sizes and BWs

Feel free to use miniature units of any size or scale. Whatever size you choose, however, bear in mind that all of your units should be the same size, or at least should have
the same frontage (i.e. their front edges should be the same length). That size should
approximate the BW measurement that you choose. For example, if you play with small
figures on 2” square units, you should use a BW of 2” (50mm).
Recommended BW and Table Sizes
If One Unit is

1BW should be

Min. Table Size

1 to 11/2” (25-40mm)

11/2” (40mm)

3’ X 2’ (1m X .6m)

2” (50mm)

2” (50mm)

4’ X 3’ (1.2m X 1m)

3” (75mm)
Or Unit Cards

3” (75mm)

6’ X 4’ (1.8m X 1.2m)

Use this chart to determine
what 1BW should be, and what
the approximate minimum size
of your playing surface should
be, based upon the size of
game unit that you play with.

On the left, four bases of 15mm figures from Lasalle. On the right, one base from Grande Armée.
As you can see from the 3” (75mm) BW stick, either one is a fine game unit at 1BW = 3”.

Playing with Miniatures
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Game Size and the Table
The table is always divided into six sections. In the basic game, using 3” (75mm) BWs,
that means that on a standard 6’ X 4’ table each section is 8BW across.

You should also feel free to adjust the size of the table and sections in the context of your
unit sizes and BWs. As a general rule: a table section should be no smaller than 8BW
across, and no bigger than 12BW.
Let’s look at two examples of how to manipulate the table and unit sizes in order to scale
the game to your needs:

Example #1: A Cramped Space

This player has only a dining-room table and uses small units, each of which is a single
base that is 2” (50mm) square. His BW is therefore 2”.

Using the game’s standard of a table section that is 8BW across, his table would measure
24BW wide and 16BW deep. With a 2” BW, that comes to only 48” wide by 32” deep: four
feet by a bit less than three feet. This meets his needs perfectly.

Example #2: Borodino on a Budget

This player loves epic-sized battles. He has a large collection of small (6mm or 10mm)
figures on 2” square bases but he only has space for a 6’ X 4’ game table. By using 2”
(50mm) base widths, he can make each table section 12BW across. That gives him 50%
“more game” than the standard table size of the basic rules.
His table is thus 36BW wide (which comes to 72”, or six feet), by 24BW deep (which
comes to 48”, or four feet).

Bases and the Prepared Marker

When using miniatures you can get rid of the “prepared” marker and thus have less
clutter on the table. If your game units comprise more than one base, you can turn one of
the bases around to face differently from the others, to signify that the unit is prepared.

A French infantry unit in 15mm, made with four bases. The right-rear base is turned around to
show that the unit is prepared.
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Identifying Miniatures Units

The most important difference between unit cards and miniatures is the question of
how to represent the information for each unit. There are at least three good options for
this, depending upon your personal and aesthetic preferences.

Option 1: The Unit Cards as Labels

Most of the vital information for a unit is found
along the bottom edge of its unit card. This is
deliberate; it allows you to tape or otherwise
affix the card beneath your miniatures unit
with only a half-inch strip of card appearing
under the edge. Thus you will have a label
that you can mark on, and which will tell you
the historical organization to which this unit
belongs.

Certain other information about the unit will
have to be memorized. The unit’s movement
allowance, for instance, and its special traits,
in addition of course to the unit’s historical
name, will either have to be marked in some
other way, or simply be indicated by the type
of figures you use. Hopefully this is no more
difficult than any other miniatures game that
asks you to remember that grenadiers have the
shock trait and so on.

The unit card affixed under the unit, and
used as a label.

Option 2: Elan and Ammo Markers

If players know their units’ identities and abilities so well
that they need only to record fatigue and ammo usage, the
simplest solution is to create small markers. The marker on
an infantry or cavalry unit would show its current elan. As
the unit takes fatigue, that marker is adjusted. Most units
have a starting elan of six or less, so this could be marked
with colored dice.

An elan marker in 28mm

Artillery markers require a little more work, because their
ammo numbers do not decrease in a perfectly linear way.
You could make some custom dice or use a hexagonal marker
with numbers on each edge, counting down the ammo by
rotating the marker.

This method will suffice for players who have a good knowledge of the game and its units, and who hate paperwork. But
it is not recommended for very large games, as markers can
begin to clutter the table.

An artillery ammo marker
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Option 3: Use a Roster
The HONOUR website provides you with a blank roster form that you can print out and
reproduce as you like. It allows you to record all unit information without the enemy
observing it. This is a more historically-sound method of keeping track of unit abilities,
but it does require opponents who trust each other’s good sportsmanship.

When using a roster, each miniature unit needs only a method of identification, such as:
1/2/III (first brigade, second division, third corps), or the name of the unit commander,
such as “Schmidt / IV” (Schmidt’s brigade of IV Corps).
For copies of the roster, go to the Downloads page of the HONOUR website.

Rules Changes for Miniatures

There are only two significant basic rules concepts that must be modified when playing
Blücher with miniature figures.

Stacking and Interpenetration

During his movement phase, the active player may leave units of one force temporarily
“sitting on” other units of that same force, as long as they do not end the activation that
way. However, we cannot “stack” miniatures units. Thus when playing with miniatures
apply the following adjustment:

You may end a unit’s movement overlapping a single friendly unit, as long as you immediately pick up that other unit and move it, thus setting down the first one in its place. In
order to avoid argument, it is best to dialog this process with your opponent, or perhaps
even enlist his help. Declare and measure the moves that your units will make, so that
your opponent understands your intent. Then pick up the first moving unit with one
hand, and pick up the second unit with the other hand, and as you place the first one,
you can then move the second one. Thus you can “stack” at least one miniatures unit on
another for a moment while moving them.

Concealment

Unlike the unit cards, miniatures units cannot be flipped over to their “concealed” side.
When playing with miniatures, you have at least two options in this regard:

1. You could play with both unit cards and miniatures. When units are concealed, they
are represented by unit cards. When they are revealed, those cards are then replaced
with miniatures units. This option works well if your miniatures units are roughly
the same size as a unit card. If your units are very different in size from the cards,
then you will either have to create your own cards -OR-

2. You could play without the concealment rules altogether. All units that are on the
table are revealed. Create a “reserve marker” to place on all units that have not yet
moved in the game. The first time a unit moves, whether by reserve move or some
other method, it loses that marker, and thus may not make another reserve move.
Players are encouraged to invent their own solutions to the problem of concealing miniatures units. Whatever works for you and your friends, and does not require fundamental
alterations in the game rules, will suffice.
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The rules in this chapter do not
have to be taken all together.
They can be added as players
wish, in an à la carte fashion. That said, several of the
advanced rules in this chapter
refer to other advanced rules.

Players are therefore encouraged to read all the advanced
rules before trying any of them.

Advanced Rules    
Rules in this Chapter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Weather and Seasons
Scale Variations
Reinforcements
Entrenchments
Multi-Player Games
Mixed Brigades

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Rally
Artillery
Over/Under Strength
Army Exhaustion
CinC Personality
Subcommanders

Weather and Seasons
Seasonal Day Length
The game’s length may be modified to reflect the long north-European summer days, or
the short winter days.

A battle set in winter should last 24 turns. A battle set in high summer should last 36
turns.

Bad Weather

If a battle or historical scenario involves muddy ground, then all long-range artillery fire
should be penalized (halve the number of dice). In other words, all long-range artillery
fire behaves as if the defender has cover, whether he does or not.
Infantry fire and short range artillery fire are not affected by mud.

If a battle or an historical scenario involves steady rain, then no infantry fire at all should
be allowed, and artillery should fire only at short range since it cannot see targets at a
distance. It maintains, however, the bonus for canister fire. (The enemy is bogged down,
too, and under fire longer than normal).
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Scale Variations

The recommended game scales in Chapter 1 are not cast in stone. Blücher’s scales can be
adjusted within certain basic guidelines.

The game envisions a player as the commander of an “army” or some significant portion of an army, but of course the size and composition of armies varied tremendously
throughout the Napoleonic era and from place to place.
The chart at right offers just two
suggestions for scale changes, but
players are free to adjust and tweak
as they see fit.

The “Small Scale” is useful for those
campaigns in which an army was
rarely more than 40,000 men, such
as the Peninsular, or the Italian
campaigns of the young General
Bonaparte. “Grand Scale” is useful
for those big late-war campaigns in
central Europe from 1809 to 1813.

ALTERNATE GAME SCALES

Small Scale

Grand Scale

1200-2000 men

3000-5000 men

@ 2-3 battalions

@ 6-9 battalions

600-1200 men

2000-3000 men

@ 4-6 squadrons

@ 12-18 squadrons

12-16 guns

24-36 guns

@ 2 batteries

@ 4-6 batteries

Regarding Changing the Game Scales
Some players might object that changing the unit scale should also entail changes in things like
movement rates, weapon ranges, or the radius around the CinC marker when activating by command.
Blücher’s approach is in some ways a throwback to the older or “classic” concept of wargames, in which
movement rates, weapon ranges, and the lengths of turns were deliberately elastic so that you can play
battles using the figures and space that you have. It does not matter whether an infantry unit represents
three battalions, or four, or five .... It matters only that the units interact with each other and with the
enemy in plausible ways.
The rules are concerned with relative proximity and engagement. Are your units committed against the
enemy or not? We still need to know things like: can this enemy reach the artillery to attack it in this turn?
But that’s a question that can be answered with movement rates; it doesn’t require a fixed scale.
As for scaling casualties, fire effects, and so on: we are not counting dead men in any event, since even
the most gruesomely bloody battle produced a relatively small number of men actually killed in action.
We are concerned with the effect of combat on units: does this fire break the will of the men to carry on?
Does this cavalry charge make exhausted defenders run away? Those sorts of questions don’t change
whether a unit represents 1000 men or 3000 men.
Weapon ranges, of course, can begin to look odd if people do the math on large table scales. If this really
bothers you, then you can change the scales or ranges or whatever you like. But I suggest you play it first,
and I suspect you’ll find that the ranges and movement rates “work” in game terms and produce results
that make sense, even if a literal interpretation of the distances wouldn’t make sense.
Blücher’s most important goal is not a faithful scale representation of the range of a Brown Bess. Rather
it is to allow you to play battles in as many ways as possible, within the limitations of your space, time,
and collections.
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Chapter 10
Reinforcements

In some battles one or both sides may be expecting reinforcements. The active player
checks for reinforcements during the first step of his status phase.
Reinforcements are typically grouped according to their historical organization. (For
example, “All units of the French III Corps are reinforcements ....”) Units that are en route
to the army should be kept concealed, organized by groups if more than one group of
reinforcements exists, in the area for them on Gneisenau.

Destination and Reinforcement Factor

Each group of reinforcements is given a destination, which is the table edge of a specific
table section. (For example, the south edge of table section B1).
Each group is also given a reinforcement factor. This is usually 4, if the reinforcements
are arriving in friendly-controlled territory (such as coming up from the rear), or 5 if
they are attempting something more difficult (such as arriving on the enemy’s flank).

Before the game starts each group of reinforcements should have all of this information. (For
example, “The Brunswick Corps is a reinforcement
on the west edge of map section B1. Reinforcement
factor: 4”).

The destination for each group should be limited
to the outer edge of a specific table section. For
example, as shown at right, the reinforcement
area is the east edge of section B3.

1

2

A

N
W

B

3

E
S

Many different groups of reinforcements might be expected at any number of different destinations. It is not a good idea, however, to design a scenario in which opposing
groups of reinforcements are heading for the same destination.

Checking for Reinforcements

When a player checks for a specific group of reinforcements, he rolls one die and multiplies its result by the factor. If the result is equal to or lower than the current turn
number, that group of reinforcements has arrived.
For example, the Prussian II Korps has a reinforcement factor of 4. In the status phase of
the 10th turn, the Prussian player rolls for them. He rolls a 3, multiplied by the factor of 4,
which gives 12. That is not equal to or lower than the current turn number, so the II Korps
does not yet arrive. The next Prussian turn will be 12, so he will try again, this time hoping
to score a 12 or less.
A player might have multiple groups of potential reinforcements for which he is rolling
in the same status phase. He must roll once for each group.

If a group of reinforcements includes a subcommander, he “arrives” when any of his
units arrives, but his marker is kept off-table until he is used in the game (see page 94).
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Placing Reinforcements

A reinforcing unit may not be placed within
2BW of an enemy-controlled objective
marker.

Reinforcement Move

After he places his reinforcements, the active
player now must make a reinforcement move
with each of them, in an attempt to bring
each onto the table.

The unit may move in one straight line of the
player’s choosing up to 2BW. The unit must
move in a way that would end with it being
completely on the table (i.e. no part of its
footprint is “hanging” off the table), otherwise it may not enter.

A reinforcing unit that was not in the first
rank of units lined up against the table edge
(i.e. those that are waiting behind others to
arrive) moves 2BW toward the table edge, as
if that space between it and the table edge
is just an extension of open terrain near the
battlefield. If that 2BW move is enough for it
to end with its footprint completely on the
table, then it may arrive.

A B C
D E
F G

Objective

Table Edge

When reinforcements arrive the active
player should place their front edges up
against the correct section’s table edge. He
may place as many of them as may legally
fit flush against that edge, with others flush
behind them in any sequence he wishes, as
they are waiting to get onto the table. All
reinforcing units must be placed face-down
and are concealed.

Placing Reinforcements
Seven French units have arrived as reinforcements. This table edge, however, has an
enemy-controlled objective marker. (Normally
objective markers may not be placed so close
to the table edge, but this scenario has mandated it). The French units may not be placed
at the table edge within 2BW of that marker.
Note that units D and E are flush behind their
comrades A-B-C, and units F and G are “waiting
in line” behind D and E. There is no limit to the
number of reinforcements that can be backed
up in this way, waiting to enter the table.

Otherwise, units simply move closer to the edge, directly forward, as their comrades in
front are moved onto the table. They will have to wait to enter in the status phase of their
side’s next turn. Units might potentially be “backed up” and waiting at the table edge for
any number of turns if there is a lot of traffic. But once placed there, they may not move
or “slide” around the table edge to arrive elsewhere.
Units may interpenetrate any friendly units during a reinforcement move, as long as they
do not end “sitting on” any friendly units.
(See example of a reinforcement move on the following page).
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D
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Not Allowed

The Reinforcement Move
Continuing the example: French units A-E had enough movement to
enter the table, and have done so.
Units F and G cannot enter yet, because they were too far “back” to
arrive fully on the table, and there is not enough space for them to
end their move completely on the table. They will be certain reinforcements in this spot, in their next turn.
Notice the sneaky move the French player attempted with unit C, making a dash toward the objective as the unit entered the table. This is
not legal because if it moves in that direction, unit C ends with part of
its footprint off-table.

Revealed or Concealed?
If its reinforcement move passed through any difficult terrain on the table or contacted
the enemy, the unit is revealed. Otherwise it remains concealed until revealed later in
the game for some other reason.

Contacting the Enemy

Any unit using a reinforcement move
may contact any enemy unit. This is not a
“charge” and does not result in any combat. Rather, at the moment the contact is
made, the passive player whose unit was
contacted must react as follows:

The passive unit retreats, as per the
normal retreat rules for a passive unit,
ending facing the direction of its retreat.
If the moving reinforcement unit has any
movement remaining, it may continue that
move, even potentially contacting other
passive units and causing them to retreat.

Reinforcements Contacting the Enemy
A French unit entered with a reinforcement move
and contacted the British unit. The British unit
must immediately retreat, which it does, and the
French unit, now revealed, may continue if it has
any of its 2BW movement allowance remaining.

Any number of active units might contact any given passive unit, each time causing it
to retreat. An active unit might contact any number of passive units, causing them all
to retreat. A passive unit is broken if forced to retreat when it cannot (if blocked by
impassable terrain or other enemy units).
A reinforcing unit that contacts an enemy is revealed. If the passive unit had been concealed, it is also revealed as it retreats.
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Crowded Reinforcements

It is possible that opposing reinforcements might enter the same table section from two
different edges.

Since reinforcements enter in the active player’s turn, there will never be a case when
opposing sides are entering simultaneously. However, there may be cases when one
side’s reinforcements enter a table section immediately after the other side’s did.
If players anticipate a situation such as the one
illustrated at right, it is best to adopt this simple
rule: reinforcements may not enter within 2BW
of the corner of the table edge. That will help
prevent opposing reinforcements from colliding
with each other on the very first turn they arrive.

Reinforcements from
both sides could
possibly enter the
same table section.

Reinforcements and Army Morale

Each turn in which new units arrive, the active player must recalculate his army morale.
Note that checking for reinforcements happens in the status phase before checking
morale, so that it is possible for an army to be “saved” by the arrival of reinforcements.
Add the number of infantry and cavalry units that the army had at the game’s start to the
total number of infantry and cavalry units that have arrived thus far in the game. Divide
this total by one-third, to recalculate the army’s new morale.

For example, the army began with 19 infantry and cavalry units on the table, and thus its
morale at game’s start is 7. It lost a few units, but then six more infantry units arrived as
reinforcements. Add six to the original number (19). The new number (25) means that the
army’s morale has risen to 9.

Summary

Remember that the reinforcement move happens in the active player’s status phase.
Reinforcement moves apply only to those units not yet on the board, which are entering. This is not “normal” movement, in that it doesn’t require activation, nor cost any
momentum. In that player’s next turn, of course, any units now on the board will have to
be activated and moved as per the normal rules.

Note also that reinforcements begin concealed, and may make their reinforcement moves
and remain concealed, unless they contact an enemy unit or move through difficult terrain. They might be revealed in a later turn’s information phase or by being activated.
Reinforcements and the Edge of the World
The playing surface creates an artificial edge of the world that makes it very difficult to represent the
approach of reinforcements, particularly when enemy forces are nearby. These rules are meant to prevent
the nefarious practice of lining up an “execution squad” of units at the table edge, waiting for the enemy
reinforcements to arrive, or perhaps simply blocking them altogether. That is why you may see the odd sight
of an artillery unit entering the board, contacting enemy cavalry, and driving it off.
Essentially, the intent of these rules is to create a sort of “entry zone” for arriving units, and to punish a
player who tries to blockade it too closely.
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Entrenchments

Some scenarios or army lists might allow certain units to begin the game with entrenchments. Units may not create entrenchments during the game.

An infantry and/or artillery unit may have one entrenchment, a linear piece of cover that
obstructs fire and extends across the length of that unit’s front edge when it is set up. An
entrenchment may be placed in open terrain or on a hill, but in no other type of terrain.
Entrenchments themselves are not difficult terrain.
Cavalry units may not be entrenched. Even if a cavalry unit were standing exactly behind
the entrenchments, it would not receive any of its benefits.

The Facing of Entrenchments

When an entrenchment is placed during setup, it must be placed across the front of an
infantry or artillery unit. The entrenchment faces the same direction as that unit. The
benefits of the entrenchment only apply to a unit that is “behind” it in this way.
Entrenchments remain on the table when “their” unit moves or is removed. They may be
occupied and used by any other unit of either side, but only in the position and facing in
which they were originally set.

Entrenchments in Fire and Combat

Any infantry line of fire that passes across an entrenchment is treated as skirmish fire,
regardless of the range. In other words, all infantry fire across an entrenchment halves
its dice.
Artillery fire across an entrenchment is obstructed. If the target is the unit that is itself
entrenched, then that target has cover.

A defender applies a +1 universal modifier in combat if it is entrenched and the enemy
attacks (i.e. contacts) across its entrenchment. If there is any question, extend a line
from the attacker’s centerpoint directly forward. If that line crosses the entrenchment,
the attacker is attacking via the entrenchment.
If any enemy unit(s) attack via some other side, or
not via the entrenchment, then the defender does not
receive this modifier.

+1

Entrenchments
French unit A began the game with an entrenchment across its front edge. The arrow in the center
reminds us that the entrenchment faces in that
direction and thus only offers protection to a unit
behind it.

A

The British unit has contacted the French on the
latter’s front right corner. The French are not
flanked, but they don’t receive the modifier for
the entrenchment, since the line from the British
center does not pass through that entrenchment.
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Multi-Player Games

The basic Blücher system is a two-player game of modest size. The game very easily
adapts to multiple players and larger battles with the following modifications.

The Number of Players

No matter how many players you have, the game assumes that each player will command roughly the number of units that he would have, had he played a one-vs-one game.
In other words, each player should limit himself to controlling about two dozen units.
Therefore if you want to play a truly big battle, gather lots of players.
And what if you want to play a one-vs-one monster game of Borodino? In that case it is
best to adjust the game’s scales, as explained on page 79.

The CinC

One player should be chosen as his side’s CinC. Each side will have only one CinC marker,
no matter how many players there are, and only that CinC player will be allowed to use
that marker.

Momentum and Activation: Playing Rounds

The enemy CinC player rolls and keeps the dice for your side’s MO limit during his status phase. In your side’s movement phase, your players take activations together as a
round, as follows:
Each player takes one activation and then moves those units. Players are individually
required to make all corps moves before activating any of their individual units, as per
the basic rules. However, each player keeps track of that for his own units.

For example, John and Frank are corps commanders. On their side’s first round, they each
make a corps activation. Then their side plays another round. John makes another corps
activation, but Frank is finished with his corps and needs to activate an individual unit, so
he does. Frank can’t go back and make any corps activations at this point, although John
could keep doing so.
After each player on a side has taken one activation (i.e. their side has played one round),
the active player whose current MO is highest is checked against the MO limit. The
passive CinC will inform the active side whether or not they may continue with another
round, or whether they have used up their momentum. If they may continue, then they
play another round of activations.
The process is repeated until any active player’s current MO equals or exceeds the limit.

A player may “pass” and choose not to take an activation in a round. That does not prevent him from taking an activation in a subsequent round. This can be a useful tactic
for a player who wants to activate a single huge corps move, without running the risk
of ending the phase before his friends have had a chance to make their smaller moves.
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Activation By Command
After all players complete a round, the active CinC player may use his marker to activate
a force by command. If he does so, that ends the active side’s movement phase.
The CinC is a player like all the other players. He commands some units on the table and
takes activations with them in rounds like the others. However he also has the ability to
use the CinC marker after any given round, to activate a force by command, thus ending
the movement phase for his side.

If he chooses to activate by command, the resulting force may comprise any friendly
units that have not yet been activated in this turn. He may do this only if the MO limit has
not already ended the phase at the conclusion of that round.

Victory

Each side calculates its army morale. Add all of the infantry and cavalry units that start
the game on-table for that side and calculate the morale as one-third of that number,
rounding up any fractions. The side keeps track of all losses as a single number, and
there is a single morale check in that side’s status phase. You’re all in this together!

For example, four French players between them have 87 units on the table. The French
side’s army morale is 29.

Coalition Armies
Several battles featured more than one national army on a side, perhaps the most famous
example being Waterloo.

It is possible to run two entirely separate allied armies on the table, each with its own
morale, and with the enemy rolling two different sets of MO dice, one for each allied
army, etc. However, there are no official rules for that. If you want to experiment with
that, you will need to create some house rules.
Rather, Blücher recommends that you treat all allied forces as a single “side” in a multiplayer game.

To use Waterloo as a well-known example: the allied army under Wellington begins the
battle and Prussian reinforcements start to arrive at mid-day. If you place the CinC to
activate British units, then it represents Wellington; if you activate Prussian units, the
marker represents Blücher.
You might place restrictions on the use of the allied CinC marker to activate units of
both armies at the same time, but I will leave that to your discretion as per the specific
historical scenario you are creating.

In any case you may still only place the CinC once per turn, and doing so ends the movement phase. That might seem discriminatory against coalition armies (that they can’t
both activate by command in the same turn) but we can ascribe that to the notorious
difficulty of synchronizing multiple command systems.

While this arrangement might not satisfy the historical purists, it is by far the easiest
and simplest (and above all, fastest) method for managing large multi-national forces
on the table.
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Mixed Brigades

In several armies it was common to find a few cavalry squadrons attached to an infantry
brigade. This was often done in the expectation that the brigade might be operating on
its own and in need of cavalry support, but it also had some utility on the battlefield.

An infantry unit that has some cavalry component is called a mixed brigade. It is still an
infantry unit for all game purposes. However, it is given the mixed brigade trait, symbolized by a cavalry figure. (Note that the exact figure varies from army to army. A Prussian
unit has a Prussian cavalry figure, a French unit has a French cavalry figure, and so on).
A unit with the mixed brigade trait has two advantages:

• An enemy infantry unit shooting at it with the skirmish trait is not able to use the
bonus normally conferred by that trait. The shooter may not count a “five” as a hit
when skirmishing against a mixed brigade.
• As long as the mixed brigade is not in, nor attacking into, woods or an urban area,
then it receives a +1 modifier in combat, whether attacking or defending.

Using This Trait

The mixed brigade trait may be used for historical scenarios and units. In some cases it is also used in fictional
army-building but is available only to those armies that
specifically allow it, as noted in their army descriptions
in Chapter 11.

Mixed Brigade

Rally
Some armies or scenarios might specify that certain units have the ability to rally.

An eligible infantry or cavalry unit must be activated individually (not as part of a corps
activation) to rally. Rather than moving, it rolls one die. On a roll of 3 or higher it recovers
one elan (i.e. it erases one fatigue). Regardless of the outcome of the roll, the unit is
treated as having moved, meaning that it may not fire in this turn unless it has the mobile
trait.
In order to be eligible, the unit must not be within 2BW of any
enemy unit, and it must have more than one fatigue marked.
An infantry unit that is marked with a prepared marker may
be activated to rally without losing that marker.

3+

To summarize: an infantry or cavalry unit that is specifically permitted to do so may
attempt to rally. The attempt requires that it be activated individually, and that it gives
up both movement and fire in this turn. A unit may never rally-away its “first” fatigue and
thus become fresh again.
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Artillery

The representation of artillery at the grand-tactical scale is always problematic. Much
artillery “vanishes” into the footprint of infantry units, but those same guns might be
massed with other batteries at some other point and thus need to be represented as
artillery units in some way. Blücher’s approach strives for maximum flexibility.

Historical Batteries

Each historical artillery company is referred to in game terms as a battery. When creating an historical scenario the order of battle will tell you how many batteries existed
within corps, divisions, and so on.
The army building rules in Chapter 11 will likewise use batteries as the increment of
artillery when creating fictional armies.

When you know how many batteries exist, and of which types (foot, horse, or heavy),
then you may decide how to represent them. You may choose to attach them to infantry
units, or to mass them and create artillery units.

Attaching Artillery

A battery can be attached to one infantry unit, which then confers the attached artillery
trait upon that unit. Attaching a battery means that it “disappears” into the footprint of
the infantry unit, but also confers the trait upon that unit. That artillery battery shares
the fate of its attached infantry unit thereafter. The specific type of the battery (foot,
horse, or heavy) does not matter; one battery of any type confers the trait. No more than
one battery may be attached to a given infantry unit.
A battery may be attached only to an infantry unit in its same corps. Batteries that do not
belong to any corps may be attached to any infantry units.

The Attached Artillery Trait

This trait adds an extra die to an infantry unit’s basic number of shooting dice. In other
words, its elan, plus one, is the number of shooting dice it begins with. If the unit must
halve its shooting dice, then it halves that modified total.
For example, a French infantry unit has 6 elan and the attached artillery trait. It would roll
7 dice when volleying and 4 dice when skirmishing.
Attached artillery is not “artillery fire.” It does not apply any of the rules for artillery fire,
nor does it keep track of ammo. It is a bonus to infantry fire.

Indicating Attached Artillery

Infantry unit cards have a grey “ghosted” box with a
cannon symbol. This box is used to indicate whether or
not the infantry unit has an attached artillery battery.
If it does, then draw a black frame around the symbol
and/or put a black dot in the grey box, to remind you
that the attached artillery exists for this unit. If the unit
has no attached artillery, leave the box unmarked.

This unit has attached artillery.
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Massed Artillery
Instead of attaching batteries, a player
may mass them to create artillery units in
the game. Three artillery batteries must
be massed to create one artillery unit.
Batteries may only be massed if they
belong to the same corps, or if they have
no corps designation at all.

Three batteries create one ART unit.

For example, you may mass batteries from the I Corps and the army reserve, but you may
not mass batteries from the I and II Corps into an artillery unit.

Types of Artillery Units
If all the batteries that are massed in one unit are horse artillery, then they create a
horse artillery unit that has the mobile trait. If all the batteries that are massed in one
unit are heavy, they create a heavy artillery unit with the heavy trait.
Otherwise, the artillery unit is considered simply normal foot artillery.

Artillery and Game Scale

The artillery rules assume that you are using the game’s basic recommended scales. If
you change the game scale then you may wish to adjust the rates at which you convert
historical artillery batteries into attached artillery traits, or simply not allow that trait at
all and instead allow only the massing of batteries into artillery units.

I Corps: D’Erlon

An Example of Representing Artillery

1st Division: Quiot

D’Erlon’s I Corps at Waterloo has four 6-pdr foot
batteries, one horse battery, and one heavy 12pdr battery.

• 2 Infantry Brigades
• 1 BTY of foot artillery

2nd Division: Donzelot
• 2 Infantry Brigades
• 1 BTY of foot artillery

3rd Division: Marcognet

The corps also has eight infantry brigades (eight
units in Blücher’s scale).
The French player has three options, with regard
to how he wants to represent the I Corps artillery:
1.

He could attach it all. Six French infantry
units would get the attached artillery trait,
while two would not.

2.

He could mass it all. Three foot batteries
create one foot artillery unit. Then one foot
battery, one horse battery, and one heavy
battery create a second unit. Because this
second unit comprises both foot and horse,
and both heavy and not, it is also just a
“foot” artillery unit with no traits. Thus I
Corps would have two artillery units.

3.

He could attach three of the batteries to
infantry units, while massing the other three
to create one artillery unit.

• 2 Infantry Brigades
• 1 BTY of foot artillery

4th Division: Durutte
• 2 Infantry Brigades
• 1 BTY of foot artillery

Cavalry Division: Jaquinot
• 2 Cavalry Brigades
• 1 BTY of horse artillery

Corps Reserve:
• 1 BTY of heavy artillery
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Artillery: A Summary
A Battery of Artillery
(An historical unit, usually 6-8 guns).

May be attached to an
infantry unit, thus giving it
the attached artillery trait.

Or it may be massed with two other
batteries to create an artillery unit.

+

=

+

Pedro Velarde’s epic defense of the Spanish artillery on the Dos de Mayo, by Joaquin Sorolla
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Over/Under Strength

When creating scenarios, it can be frustrating to find historical units that do not easily
convert to game units. One often wants to preserve the historical identity of a particular
brigade, for example, despite it being too small or too large to make a game unit.

The overstrength and understrength traits can be used to represent infantry or cavalry
units whose strengths fall within about 25% of the scale norms that you are using. For
example, in the game’s standard scale, an infantry unit has between 2000 and 3000 men.
You could “squeeze” an historical brigade of 1500 men into a unit, by giving it the understrength trait. Similarly, you could squeeze an historical unit of about 3800 infantry into
a single unit, by giving it the overstrength trait. If the historical units are more than 25%
over- or understrength, then you should consider either changing your game scale, or
breaking them up or amalgamating them into “legal” game units.

Over- and Understrength on Unit Cards

Overstrength is represented by a white plus symbol, and understrength by a white minus
symbol, immediately to the right of the unit’s elan track.

Effects of Over- and Understrength

This trait is applied as a +1 or -1 universal combat modifier for that unit, whether attacking or defending. It is a modifier; it does not change the unit’s elan. The modifier does not
affect the unit in any other way.
Artillery units do not apply this trait.

Understrength

Overstrength

A Word of Caution
If you find yourself creating a scenario in which many of the units are either over- or understrength, then
you should rethink the game scale. This status should be rare and exceptional.

For Historical Scenarios Only
The overstrength/understrength traits are to be used for creating more historically accurate game units
from orders of battle. They are not used in fictional army building, nor is there any unit point value
adjustment for them.
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Army Exhaustion

Large battles often ended with both sides fatigued and unable to carry on. While this
is historically accurate, it isn’t much fun as a game. Thus the basic rules do not make
any provision for army exhaustion. However, if you wish to represent the fighting dying
down as evening approaches, use this simple rule:

No matter on which turn the battle begins, after 20 turns have been completed, each side
rolls only two momentum dice, rather than the normal three.

CinC Personality
The following rules offer several possible personalities for the army’s CinC. You may
add these to your scenarios as you wish. When building fictional armies using Chapter
11, certain limitations apply with regard to which personalities might be available (or
mandatory) for your army’s nationality.
A CinC might have more than one personality.

Excellent Staffwork

A CinC with this personality may make one corps activation, comprising any number of
units, for a cost of only 2 MO. It must be the first activation of his movement phase.

In a multi-player game, this corps may belong to any player on that side. The CinC simply
declares, in the first round, which corps activation his staffwork will assist. That player
then makes that activation at a cost of only 2 MO.

Immobile

This commander is elderly or infirm. Once he establishes his headquarters (in the rear)
he will depend upon other officers to inform him of events on the field.

When he activates a force by command, place a die showing three pips beside the CinC
marker. In your status phase, reduce the number of pips by one. When the last pip is
removed, the CinC may activate by command again in his next turn. (In other words, this
CinC may activate by command only once every three of his side’s turns).

Mobile

This commander is very active. He frequently roams the battlefield to do his own reconnaissance and to give orders to officers on the spot.

Activating a force by command does not end the movement phase. Rather it simply costs
an amount of MO equal to the number of units in that force.
In a multi-player game the CinC player waits until the end of a round before activating
by command, as normal, but in this case creates his own special “round” consisting only
of this activation. He adjusts his own current MO and checks to determine whether the
phase ends, as one would do after any other activation or round.
Each side may use the CinC marker to activate a force only once per turn.
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Intuitive

A CinC with this personality may choose to roll his own MO dice. If he chooses to do so,
then he must declare this to his opponent in that player’s status phase. Rather than the
enemy rolling the dice and keeping them hidden, the intuitive CinC rolls his own MO dice,
visible to both sides. His opponent then has the option to re-roll one of the dice.
When using this personality, the MO dice remain visible throughout the turn.

Legend

His reputation among the soldiers is such that the rank and file are confident that all
will be well as long as he is in command. Temporary reverses will not shake the men’s
confidence.
When calculating the army’s morale, divide its total number of infantry and cavalry units
in half, rounding up any fraction (rather than one-third, as is normal for other armies).

For example, if an army has 22 infantry and cavalry units, its morale would normally be 8.
If commanded by the legend CinC, however, its morale would be 11.
In a multi-player game, remember to calculate the total number of infantry and cavalry
units of all players on that side, and then divide in half.

Subcommanders
At the scale of Blücher most officers below the CinC are “invisible,” doing their jobs competently but unremarkably to fulfil the commander’s plans. The advanced rules enable
us to represent certain extraordinary senior officers whose talents influence the performance of some portion of the army. We call these men subcommanders.

Remember that a “corps” in game terms (as defined on page 13) might be an historical
corps d’armée or a large division or a “column” or some other entity.
An historical scenario or a fictional army may feature one or more subcommanders.
Each is represented by a marker. Each subcommander has one or more distinctive personalities that can be used during play.

The Subcommander Marker

A marker of any size (although smaller is better, since it
will fit on the table better) may be used for a subcommander. Obviously the ideal arrangement is to use a
beautifully-painted miniature of the great hero.

The subcommander’s marker should feature his name,
the name of the corps to which he belongs, and his
personality. (For example, Marshall Lannes, V Corps,
Inspiring).
A subcommander marker
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Attaching the Subcommander
At the start of a game all subcommander markers are kept off-table.

During his movement phase, before making any activations, the active player may
attach a subcommander marker to one of the units in his corps, signifying his presence there. It does not matter whether there is physical room on the table for him; the
marker is merely a reminder. Any number of subcommanders may be attached at this
time, each to one unit in his corps.
The marker may only be attached to a unit in that subcommander’s corps. (For example,
Marshal Lannes commands V Corps, and thus may only attach to V Corps units). In some
cases, a subcommander has exceptional characteristics that permit him to attach to
units from more than one corps. Nonetheless no more than one subcommander may
attach to any given unit.
The attached marker will move with that unit, but does not take up any space. It does
not matter if friendly or enemy units move through it; the marker is not the man himself
but simply a reminder of where he last was. If the unit breaks or retires the marker is
removed from the table. It can be attached again in that side’s next turn.

Moving Subcommanders

A subcommander marker remains off the table until he is attached for the first time.
Then he remains with that unit until it leaves the table or until he is moved.

The active player may move any/all of his subcommander markers at the beginning of
his movement phase, before he has made any activations. A subcommander marker that
was off-table at the start of the movement phase may be moved onto the table. A marker
that was already on-table may be moved anywhere within 4BW of its present location,
as long as it would not have to move through an impassable river. Or the marker may be
removed from the table.
For example, some units of V Corps are deployed on the far left and others on the far right
of the battlefield. Marshal Lannes is attached to a unit on the far right. Now the French
player decides he needs him on the left. But those units are much further than 4BW away
from Lannes’ present location. So the French player removes Lannes from the table. In his
next turn, the French player may attach Lannes to any V Corps unit.

If all of the units from his corps have been broken or retired, the subcommander is
removed from the game.

At Risk

A subcommander is at risk if the unit to which he is attached is broken, or when he uses
a personality that specifically places him at risk.
When his unit breaks or after completing the action that placed him at risk, the player
must roll one die. If that die rolls a six, then the subcommander has been wounded and
is removed from the game.

If you are playing a game that is part of a longer campaign (such as The Hundred Days),
then a second roll is necessary after determining that the officer has been wounded. Roll
again: on a roll of 5+ he is killed and removed from the campaign. On any other roll he
recovers after the battle and returns to the campaign the following day.
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Using Subcommander Personalities

Blücher only recognizes subcommanders who were in some way exceptional and beneficial to the units under their command. Thus all exceptional subcommanders have at
least one personality, which confers some benefit to the unit to which he is attached, or
in some cases to an entire activated force of units.
Each subcommander’s personality may be “used” (i.e. give that benefit) only once per
turn. He is never required to use it; personality is always voluntary.

An attached subcommander may or may not be able to give a benefit to the unit to
which he is attached. (For example, he might give a modifier to an infantry unit, but is
presently attached to an artillery unit).
Subcommander Personalities

Vigorous
When making a corps activation that includes the unit to which he is attached, the MO
cost of that activation is halved, rounding up any fraction. The total cost of the activation
may not be less than 2 for the force.
If the CinC has excellent staffwork, then 2 is still the minimum MO cost for any force,
regardless of its size, even if its subcommander is vigorous.

Inspiring

An infantry or cavalry unit to which he is attached receives a +1 universal modifier in
combat, whether it is on the active or passive side. This personality places the subcommander at risk.

Hero

He has the ability to rally the unit to which he is attached, as per the rally rules on page
87. However, the hero may rally any infantry or cavalry unit to which he is attached (not
just those that have the special rally ability). And he may rally them even if they are
within 2BW of the enemy. If this personality is used when the enemy is within 2BW, it
places the subcommander at risk.
In rare cases where a unit has the ability to rally on its own, and is also attached to a hero
subcommander, that unit may still make only one rally attempt per turn.

Steadfast

An infantry unit to which he is attached receives a +1 modifier in combat when defending. It does not have to retreat even if it lost the combat, unless the attacker(s) scored
more than double as many successes as the defender did. If it does not retreat, its attackers will have to retreat instead, even though they “won” the combat. This personality
places the subcommander at risk.

Note that this personality is used only when the subcommander is on the passive side,
and only for infantry units.
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Artillery Officer
This subcommander does not belong to any corps. He may attach to any artillery unit in
the army. All friendly artillery units, anywhere on the table, are “his,” but he may never
be attached to an infantry or cavalry unit.

When attached to an artillery unit, the artillery officer may do one of two things: lay the
guns, or resupply.

If he lays the guns, the artillery unit adds one to its ammo number when firing. (That
modified number might then be halved). He does not affect the ammo number if the
artillery unit is attacked by the enemy.

If he resupplies, then the artillery unit to which he is attached, if it is eligible to fire in its
fire phase, may recover one ammo box instead of firing. (For example, if you had recently
marked the “4” ammo box when you last fired, you may now un-mark it instead of firing
this turn). An artillery unit that is not eligible to fire (if it moved, for example) may not
resupply.
If the artillery unit to which he is attached retires, either because of using its last ammo
box, or as a result of combat, the artillery officer is removed from the table. He may be
placed on the table again in his side’s next turn.

Cavalry Officer

A subcommander with the cavalry personality is an exceptional cavalry officer whose
superior abilities in reconnaissance provide vital intelligence to the army. On the table, a
cavalry officer’s corps might include any units, but he may never be attached to any unit
other than cavalry or horse artillery.

The use of this personality requires that players use the Scharnhorst campaign system
in Chapter 12.

The subcommander’s cavalry trait may be used before the game when calculating the
recon score. A cavalry officer is “committed” to recon, as per Chapter 12. This places him
at risk.
If he is wounded during recon, then he will not appear in the tabletop battle.

A cavalry officer may have an additional personality trait which he can use on the table,
albeit limited by the fact that he may attach only to cavalry or horse artillery units.

Note that other subcommanders who are not cavalry officers may attach to any types of
units under their command, including cavalry. (Marshal Lannes, for example, may attach
to any unit in his V Corps, including the corps cavalry unit). However, a steadfast subcommander’s personality applies only to infantry units and only cavalry officers confer
the recon bonus.

Joachim Murat

Cavalry, Inspiring

15

Cavalry Officer

Murat is a cavalry officer, which we know because he
has the cavalry personality. In addition, when used on
the table, he has the inspiring personality, although he
may apply it only to cavalry units. (Assuming he isn’t
wounded before the battle during recon).
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Why not depict all of the corps commanders and have the CinC give orders to them?

That is the traditional grand-tactical game: the CinC gives “orders” to the subcommanders and then those
orders determine what the units under each subcommander can do each turn. Unfortunately it never
worked very well for Napoleonic games. For one thing, there are many examples of armies without any
corps structure at all. At other times an army might have some units organized into corps, while others reported directly to the CinC, or some corps were organized under a wing commander while others weren’t.
Even among those armies that did have nominal corps structures, the corps were often widely divergent in
size. (Is a cavalry corps with 2000 men a “corps” in the same sense that an infantry corps with 30,000 men
is? And if not, then … what is it?) This becomes a problem if you treat the CinC’s attention as a limited
resource (i.e. he has a limited command radius, or a number of orders he can give, or command points,
or whatever). In that case, obviously the army with the fewest subcommanders will have the greatest
advantage because it will divide that limited resource among the fewest components. Yet that was hardly
the case. I think we can assume that if the Duke of Wellington had really believed that his Peninsular army
would have been better-organized in only two corps, he would have done something about it.
Even if units started the battle separated neatly by corps, as the fighting progressed things got messy as
units moved up from reserve to support other units from different corps that had been engaged earlier.
Hoping to sort out those inevitable messes into tidy “activations” by corps commander is wishful thinking,
and probably not even particularly accurate historically in any event.
Finally and most practically: if a command system is based upon subcommanders, then presumably those
officers need to be placed somewhere on the table, meaning many markers. That necessitates several
pages of rules for things like their radii, the behavior of “their” units that aren’t within their radii, the
repercussions of moving units that end up “sitting on” their markers, when/how those markers need to be
moved, what happens when they are moved, and so on.

Why aren’t there any negative personality traits for subcommanders? What about somebody
like General von Doofus?
This is one of those things that players think they want, until they actually have to use it. It is nearly
impossible to write good rules that would force a player to use a subcommander who has a negative
impact on his units. I even considered having the “bad officer” placed on the table by your opponent,
to guarantee that he always pops up with his disability at the most inconvenient time, but players
hated that idea even more than they hated having to play with a subcommander who had any negative
characteristics in the first place!

by Friedrich l’Allemand
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Army Building     

This chapter provides rules for players to create fictional armies for pick-up games
against any opponent as explained in Chapter 8, or for use in the Scharnhorst mini-campaign, as explained in Chapter 12.
If you are interested only in creating historical scenarios, then you do not need this
chapter.

Basic Philosophy
Powers and Army Lists
This chapter offers armies for seven powers: the armies of major belligerents in the
Napoleonic Wars. At the scale of Blücher, only seven nations could be considered powers: Austria, Britain, France, the Ottoman Empire, Prussia, Russia, and Spain. You will
first select a power whose army you wish to play.

Each power has at least one army list. An army list provides information for the options
and limitations of that army, such as the minimum or maximum number of various sorts
of units it may have, any special rules that apply only to that army, and so on. An army list
is a sort of menu of options and instructions for creating an army for that power.

In some cases, army structures or compositions were dramatically revised or changed
due to events, resulting in more than one possible army for that power. Choosing an
early-war Prussian army, for example, is different from choosing a late-war Prussian
army. There is a total of nine army lists.

Points

Armies are created by spending points. Each player has a certain number of points with
which to build his army by “purchasing” infantry and cavalry units, artillery batteries,
and various other special rules or personalities.
After playing a few times, players should feel free to experiment with and adjust the total
number of points to suit their tastes and available collections. As a general recommendation, one-vs-one games on a normal 6’ X 4’ (1.8m X 1.2m) table work well when armies
are limited to 200 or 300 points.

Open Architecture

The system by which unit points are calculated may be found in Appendix B of this book.
It is deliberately open-architecture, so that advanced players may change it if they wish.
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Points and Game Balance

The army lists express certain absolute limitations, such as “This army must have at
least three corps, with at least four units in each corps.” Bear in mind that such rules
become more difficult to apply as the total number of points changes. Therefore if you
want to play with less than 200 or more than 300 points, you may need to make some
adjustments in the form of house rules.
Another recommended adjustment is to use one MO die for each hundred points in an
army. For example, if armies are based on 200 points, then each side should roll only 2
MO dice, rather than the normal three. (And if you wished to play with 400 point armies,
then use four MO dice). If you adjust MO dice in this way then do not use the “Army
Exhaustion” advanced rule from Chapter 10.
MO dice

200 Pts

A small game (2-3 hours) with 12-16 units on each side.

300 Pts

A large game (3-4 hours) with 20-24 units on each side.

Multi-Player Games
In a multi-player game each player on a side brings an “army” to the battle. The composition of each army is governed by this chapter. It is up to the players to decide whether
they will limit the choices of each player in order to achieve some historically-plausible
combination. For example, will one player be designated as “the Guard” and the other players forbidden from choosing Guard units for their armies?
It is a good idea to nominate one player from each side to agree upon a limited number
of army points and a set of house rules, if such limitations are desired.

It’s Up to You

It is tedious and probably futile to write comprehensive rules that would require absolute historical fidelity in a fictional army. These fictional armies are not an attempt at a
snapshot of any historical battle or Order of Battle. Rather, they are plausible replicas:
armies that could have fought historically.
This approach might bother people who prefer armies to be faithful replicas of historical
forces at a particular battle. If that is the case, then you are of course free to use Blücher
only for historical battles. Chapter 13 provides guidelines and examples for doing so.

These army lists are intended to allow maximum flexibility to create an historically
plausible fictional army. Maximum and minimum numbers of units reflect the likelihood
of those units appearing in an army the size of a player’s force in the game. Units of
the Napoleonic Wars tended to reach the battlefield in a condition rather different from
their theoretical or paper establishments. Elements had been detached along the route
of march, others were strung out or delayed and did not reach the field, and army commanders often formed ad-hoc commands as the need arose, drawing units from different
parent organizations as they arrived. Your role as CinC is therefore: the highest-ranking
commander on the scene, at the moment that these units are available to fight.
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Customizing the Army Lists
The first time you play, you should treat the army lists as Holy Scripture and adhere
faithfully to their limitations.

After some experience, however, you may decide that you want to alter the limitations
expressed by these army lists. For example, if you are a great fan of the Polish troops
and want to represent an entire Polish army corps in your French army, then you need
only persuade your opponent to allow you to exceed the maxima for Polish units. As
long as both players agree, it is “legal.” Or, for example, if you and your friends agree, you
could add Russian or Prussian allied units to your late-war Austrian army, and so on.
Once you understand the game, feel free to make adjustments to suit your preferences
or historical sensibilities.
The same is true with subcommanders. Each army list has a few subcommanders, each
of whom serves as an archetype for a certain kind of personality or talent. If you don’t
see your favorite Napoleonic officer among the choices, then feel free to substitute one of
the existing ones with your favorite, as long the points cost and effect remain the same.

The subcommanders are available without much attempt to restrict them to historical
combinations. For example, Robert Craufurd and the Duke of Brunswick never served
together in the British army because the latter wasn’t in Spain, and the former died
there. If it offends your historical sensibilities to have Black Bob fighting alongside the
Black Duke, then simply don’t do it. But of course it could have happened, so you are free
to try it out.
If we can’t play make-believe with a game, then when can we?
What is an “Accurate” Fictional Army?
One of the amusing quirks of historical wargaming is the great emphasis placed on getting fictional
historical armies “right.” You are forbidden from including Bavarians in your French Peninsular army, for
example (since no Bavarians were sent to the Peninsula). You can’t have an aggressive Austrian general
because the Austrian generals were notoriously cautious. You must choose between a Peninsular British
army and a Hundred Days British army, as their structures and allied contingents were so different. And
don’t even think about having more than two cuirassier brigades for your 1813 Prussians, since they only
fielded four regiments.
Then, after the game has devoted dozens of pages of rules to strait-jacketing you into choosing only those
options that are historically defensible ... you are free at last to take your 1813 Prussian army down to the
club and fight against your friend’s Ottomans on a battlefield that looks suspiciously like Portugal.
It is one of the many strange but lovable examples of cognitive dissonance in historical wargaming. We all
agree that you should not have more of Unit X than actually existed historically, yet you are free to fight
against Opponent Y, in a match-up that could never have happened.

But, But, But ...
If you are looking for limitations based on specific campaigns, then I’m sure that every army list is
“wrong” in some way. For example, should Saxon troops be allowed in a French army in 1806, when they
were in fact allied with the Prussians in (most of) that year? Shouldn’t there be a different French army
list for the Peninsular, than for the Danube campaign of 1809? And so on, and on, and on. In response to
questions like this, I offer one very simple rule:
If you think that mixing certain kinds of units in an army is “wrong” for historical reasons, Then Simply
Don’t Do It. I, however, can’t possibly predict all the ways in which people will use their armies, nor which
opponents they will fight, and I have no desire to enter that minefield.
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Reading the Army Lists

Each army list is divided into several sections. Although no two army lists are the same,
they all follow the same format.
Army Stats

At the top of each list is a set of at least three rows of information that looks like this:
This army must comprise at
least three corps. Each corps
must have at least four units.

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

This army may purchase up to
two subcommanders.

Max. Subcommanders

3
4
2

Minimum # of Corps / Minimum Corps Size
The army must comprise a minimum number of corps, each of which must have at least
a certain number of units. Unless specifically forbidden otherwise, a player may create
more corps, or corps with more units in them, than these minima.

Max. Subcommanders

The maximum number of subcommanders this army may purchase is shown here.
Outstanding CinC
Your army’s CinC is a competent but nondescript man in middle age who looks rather
surprisingly like you. Most army lists, however, allow you to purchase an outstanding
CinC who benefits the army in some way. Not all armies allow you to purchase an outstanding CinC.
If playing a large multi-player game with several armies on each side, only the player
who is chosen to be the CinC for a side may purchase an outstanding CinC.

Charles
Mobile

25

If you purchase the Archduke
Charles as your CinC, you gain the
advantage of his personality. In this
case: mobile.
The cost in points, to purchase
Charles as your CinC.
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Subcommanders

Subcommanders
Each army list allows you to purchase at least one subcommander, and all armies have at
least three from which to choose. Each subcommander is depicted with his personality
trait(s) and cost in points.

If your army has corps, then a subcommander must be assigned to command a corps in
your army, and no more than one subcommander may be assigned to each corps. Each
subcommander is a unique individual and you may not have more than one of each.
(Although I debated creating two of General Vandamme, just to test Napoleon’s statement
that he would order one of them to kill the other).
You may not have more subcommanders than corps in your army.

Louis Ferdinand
Cavalry, Inspiring

10

Prince Louis Ferdinand is a Prussian
subcommander. He is a cavalry
officer, and has the inspiring
personality trait.
The cost in points, to purchase
Louis Ferdinand for your army.

Using miniatures opens a huge range of scale possibilities, as shown by these two British infantry
units. On the left, two bases in 10mm. On the right, four bases in 28mm.
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Unit Display

All of the infantry and cavalry unit types available to this army are displayed on a table
called the unit display. For the sake of clarity, infantry and cavalry units are separated
using different background colors.

To the left of the unit’s name is a number. If the number is white with a dark outline,
it is a maximum number. That means that the army may not purchase more than that
number of this unit. If the number is black with a white outline, it signifies the minimum
number of that unit type that must be purchased. When a minimum number appears
there is no maximum number for that kind of unit.
Each unit’s cost in points is shown against a coin background.

Each unit’s elan is a dark number over a white flag. (For example, a unit with an elan of
six would have six elan boxes, marked: 6-5-4-3-2-1).
Finally, each unit’s traits, if it has any, are displayed to the right.

Basic Army Limitations

All armies must obey the following simple limitations:
• An army must have at least one cavalry unit.

• An army may not have more cavalry units than infantry units.

Maximum Number

Unit Type

Points Cost

Elan

Cavalry

Infantry

This army may purchase no
more than two of these units.

2
1
1
4

Foot Guards

2
2

Guard Horse, Hvy. Dragoons

Light Infantry
Elite Infantry
Foot Regiments, KGL

Light Cavalry

20
21
19
15

7
7
7
6

14
10

7
6

Minimum Number
This army must purchase at least four of
these units. There is no upward limit.

Traits
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Artillery Batteries
In addition to purchasing infantry and cavalry units, the player
may also purchase a certain number of artillery batteries. As
explained in Chapter 10, each battery represents an historical
unit, usually of 6-8 guns.

Purchasing Artillery
Batteries

2
3
3

Each battery costs two points (if a foot battery), or three points
(if a heavy or horse battery).

There is usually no limit to the number of batteries that an army
may purchase. Each battery, however, must either be attached
to an infantry unit (thus conferring the attached artillery trait on
it), or massed with other batteries to create artillery units.

Artillery Units

Each army list uses the artillery units display to show the maximum number of artillery units that may be created.

Artillery Ammo

The artillery ammo display on each army list shows the ammo
numbers that an artillery unit in this army has. In some armies,
different types of artillery units have different ammo numbers.

Artillery Ammo

5

4

4

3

2

Artillery Units

4
3
2
This army may have
no more than 4 foot,
3 horse, and 2 heavy
artillery units.

2

If you mass artillery batteries to create artillery units in this
army, these are the ammo numbers that those units will have.

The Cost of Artillery
Notice that a player never buys an artillery unit. Rather, he buys batteries, which he can then disperse
among his infantry or mass as units as he prefers.
Some armies place regulations on how many batteries may be purchased and/or attached. All armies,
however, place regulations on how many artillery units may be created.
You can see, therefore, that the attached artillery trait effectively “costs” 2 extra points for each infantry
unit, because you paid that much for a battery of foot artillery.
It would make no sense to pay 3 points for a heavy artillery battery if you’re going to attach it. The only
reason to buy the more expensive heavy and horse batteries is if you intend to create artillery units. (A
unit of horse artillery, therefore, effectively costs 9 points since it is composed of three horse batteries,
costing three points each).
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Allies

Many army lists include allied units. These can represent the forces of smaller states that
typically contributed contingents to this power. For example, a French army has allied
units from Bavaria, Saxony, Italy, and several other places. In some cases, the allied units
represent a contingent sent from a major power, such as a Russian corps in a Prussian
army.
Allied units, if chosen, are an integral part of your army. They are “your” units, just as
much as any others. Unless your army’s rules specify otherwise, you may mix them
freely in corps with other units in your army.

In some cases, subcommanders are available to command certain allied units. If so, their
names are displayed in a blue background, and an explanation of their role and limitations is given in your army’s special rules.

You may purchase artillery batteries for allied nationalities, but they behave exactly as
“your” artillery and may be mixed freely within your army. For example, a Westphalian
artillery battery costs the same as a French battery, may be attached to a French infantry
brigade, or massed with Italian and Polish artillery to create a “French” artillery unit, and
so on. They are all effectively “French.”
Unless your army’s rules specify otherwise, you may not create any allied artillery units.
For example, a late-war Prussian army could not create Russian artillery units, although
it could purchase Prussian artillery batteries to attach to its Russian allied infantry units.

Allies and Army Special Rules
Allied units are part of your army, just as much your own units. They do not “bring” any
special rules from their own nationality, unless your own army’s rules specify otherwise.
(For example, Spanish allied units in the British army may not be entrenched for an extra
1 point each. That is a rule for the Spanish army, not for this handful of Spanish units that
have been placed under British command. That means that Spanish infantry in a British
army has a different cost in points than in a Spanish army).

Phil Karecki’s Polish infantry in 28mm
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The Austrian Army List
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
4
1

5

4

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

Charles
Mobile

25

4
3
2

4

3

2

2

Archduke Charles
You may spend 25 points to have the Archduke
Charles as your CinC. Charles is mobile.

Subcommanders

Michael von Kienmayer

Johann von Klenau

Cavalry, Hero

Steadfast

15

5

Heinrich von Bellegarde

Inspiring

10
15mm Austrian artillery. Here, two bases for Lasalle
comprise one artillery unit for Blücher.
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Unit Display

4
4
4
2
2
4

Grenadiers

4
4
4
2

Cuirassiers

Veteran Grenz Regiments
Avant-Garde Brigade
Veteran Infantry Regiments
Conscripts, Grenz Infantry
Landwehr

Hussars
Other Cavalry
Insurrection

16
12
14
10
9
6

7
6
6
6
6
5

15
14
10
3

7
7
6
4

Special Rules

Avant-Garde
An avant-garde brigade typically comprised
a mixture of regular infantry, Grenz units,
light artillery, and cavalry. Ideally each
infantry corps had one. Thus no more than
one avant-garde unit may be present in each
Austrian corps.

Grenzers and Avant-Garde

When playing a Scharnhorst campaign, the
Austrian army may employ any number
of veteran Grenz units and avant-garde in
reconnaissance. Each unit adds 1 to the
recon score and suffers fatigue, just as a
cavalry unit would. (Austrian cavalry units
may also be used for recon, as in any other
army).
The rules for reconnaissance are found in
the Scharnhorst campaign (Chapter 12).
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The British Army List
Army Stats

Artillery Units

0
Minimum Corps Size
2
Max. Corps Size
4 or 9
Max. Subcommanders 3

2
1
1

Minimum # of Corps

Artillery Ammo

Wellington
Mobile, Intuitive

40

5

4

4

3

2

2

The Duke of Wellington
You may spend 40 points to have the Duke of
Wellington as your CinC. Wellington is mobile
and intuitive.
If Wellington is the CinC, the British army
receives one extra terrain choice.
Subcommanders

Friedrich Wilhelm

Robert Craufurd

Hero

Vigorous

5

10

Rowland Hill

Thomas Picton

Inspiring

Hero

10

10
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British Units

2
P 1
1
4
2
2

Foot Guards
Light Infantry
Elite Infantry
Foot Regiments or KGL
Guard Horse, Hvy. Dragoons
Light Cavalry

20
21
19
15

7
7
7
6

14
10

7
6

12
12
8
8
6
7
6
12

6
6
5
5
5
5
5
6

10
3
7
6
4

6
4
5
5
4

Allied Units

P
P
H
H
P
P
H

2
3
3
6
4
4
4
1

P
H
P
P

1
1
4
2
2

Brunswickers
Veteran Portuguese
Portuguese
Dutch-Belgian
Dutch, Hanoverian Militia
Spanish Infantry
Spanish Provincial Infantry
Nassauers
Brunswick Cavalry
Portuguese Cavalry
Dutch-Belgian Cavalry
Spanish Light Cavalry
Spanish Irregular Cavalry
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Peninsular or Hundred Days
The British player must declare whether his army represents the Peninsular
War or the Hundred Days.
If the Hundred Days, then he may not purchase any units with the “P” symbol.
If Peninsular, then he may not purchase any units with the “H” symbol.

P
H

Units without either symbol may be purchased for either army choice.

British Corps

The British army rarely used a formal corps structure that was comparable to that of the
continental powers. A British “corps” in the game therefore usually represents a division.
The British army does not have any minimum number of corps; it may opt to create none
at all. If it does create corps, then it has a maximum corps size dependent upon which
army is being represented:
A Peninsular army has a maximum corps size of 4 units. A Hundred Days army has a
maximum corps size of 9 units.
If you include Bob Craufurd (anachronistically) in a Hundred Days army, then his point
cost increases to 15.

The Duke of Brunswick

Friedrich Wilhelm, Duke of Brunswick, may be taken as a subcommander only if the army
has at least two Brunswick units. The Black Duke’s corps may comprise only Brunswick
units, plus up to one artillery unit.

The Brunswickers and their duke may appear in either a Peninsular or a Hundred Days
army, even though their historical presence in the Peninsular was quite small. (It is,
however, a plausible-enough What-If to warrant including everybody’s favorite Men in
Black).
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The French Army List: Early War (1805-1812)
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
4
3

5

4

4

3

2

2

(Guard) ART Ammo 6

5

5

4

3

3

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

Napoleon
Legend, Staffwork

30

4
2
3

Napoleon
You may spend 30 points to have Napoleon
as your CinC. Napoleon is a legend and has
excellent staffwork.
Unless Napoleon is your CinC, you may not
purchase any Imperial Guard units.
Subcommanders

Louis-Nicolas Davout

Jean Lannes

Vigorous

Inspiring

15

10

Antoine Drouot

Michel Ney

Artillery

Hero

5

10
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Joachim Murat

François Kellerman

Cavalry, Inspiring

Cavalry, Hero

15

15

Eugene de Beauharnais

Jozef Poniatowski

Vigorous

Hero

15

10
Unit Display: French Units

2
4
2
4

Old Guard

2
4
4
6

Guard Cavalry

Guard Infantry
Elite Infantry
Ligne, Légère Regiments

Cuirassiers, Carabiniers
Dragoons
Light Cavalry

My French artillery in 28mm

22
18
16
12

8
7
7
6

19
15
11
10

8
7
6
6
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Unit Display: Allied Units

Allied Units

2
4
4
4
4

Elite Infantry 1

1
2
2
2

Elite Cavalry 5

Polish Infantry
French-Model Allied Infantry 2

Other Allied Infantry 3
Conscripts 4

Polish Cavalry
Allied Cavalry 6
Poor Cavalry 7

Notes for the French Allied Units
1. Vistula Legion, Swiss, Baden regiments,
Italian Guards.

2. Line regiments of Kingdom of Italy, Duchy of
Berg, or Kingdom of Holland. Guard or light
infantry of Westphalia or Saxony.
3. Bavarian, Württemberg, Danish, and any
other infantry not listed in #4 below:

4. All Neapolitan regiments, line regiments of
Westphalia and Saxony, Confederation regiments, Spanish infantry.

5. Westphalian, Polish, and Saxon cuirassiers,
cavalry of Berg and Baden, Italian Guard
cavalry.
6. All other cavalry not mentioned in #5 or #7
below:
7. Danish, Neapolitan, Confederation cavalry.

17
13
12
10
6

7
6
6
6
5

15
11
10
7

7
6
6
5
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Poniatowski
Jozef Poniatowski may be taken as a subcommander only if the army has a corps with
at least three Polish infantry and/or cavalry units. This corps will be his command. His
corps may also include infantry or cavalry units other than Poles.

Guard Corps

If you purchase any Guard units, they must be part of a separate Guard corps. This corps
must comprise only French Guard units, although up to one allied infantry or cavalry
unit may be attached, as long as that unit’s elan is 7.

Guard Artillery

Artillery of the Imperial Guard is purchased in batteries, like any other artillery. If those
batteries are attached to infantry, then they cost the same as any batteries of the line.
However, if massed into Guard artillery units, those units have higher ammo numbers
and cost additional points to create.

Each Imperial Guard artillery unit costs an extra 3 army points to create. In other words:
you purchase the requisite number of batteries to mass and form a French artillery unit,
and then pay an extra 3 points to designate it as a Guard unit. Up to two Guard artillery
units may be created. They may belong to a Guard corps, or to no corps at all.

Reserve Cavalry Corps

French and allied heavy cavalry units must be organized into corps that comprise only
other cavalry units (of any type or nationality) and/or horse artillery units.

A heavy cavalry unit, for example, could not be part of a corps that contained infantry or
foot artillery units.
Heavy cavalry is defined as cuirassier and
carabinier regiments and the elite cavalry of
the allied armies.

The Hundred Days Campaign (1815)

If you want to create a French army from the
1815 campaign, use this army list but remove
all allied units. You may wish to make some
house-rule modifications, too, such as removing certain subcommanders like Murat, Lannes,
Eugene, and Poniatowski. And you might even
reduce Napoleon’s cost to 20 and remove his
excellent staffwork personality.
I’ll leave that to your discretion, since I know
that the question of Napoleon’s deity is a touchy
subject.
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The French Army List: Late War (1813-1814)
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
4
2

5

4

4

3

2

2

(Guard) ART Ammo 6

5

5

4

3

3

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

Napoleon
Legend

20

6
4
4

Napoleon
You may spend 20 points to have Napoleon as
your CinC. Napoleon is a legend.
Unless Napoleon is your CinC, you may not
purchase any Imperial Guard units.
Subcommanders

Laurent Gouvion de St. Cyr

Auguste Marmont

Steadfast

Vigorous

5

15

Antoine Drouot

Michel Ney

Artillery

Hero

5

10
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Édouard Mortier

François Kellerman

Hero

Cavalry, Hero

10

15

Unit Display

French Units

2
8
4
4

Old Guard

2
3
3

Guard Cavalry

Guard Infantry
Veteran Infantry
Conscript Infantry

Heavy Cavalry, Dragoons
Light Cavalry

22
18
12
9

8
7
6
5

15
10
7

7
6
5

Allied Units (All Nationalities)

2
4

Veteran Infantry

2

Allied Cavalry

Conscript Infantry

12
6

6
5

7

5
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Guard Corps
If you purchase any Guard units, they must be part of a separate Guard corps. This corps
must comprise French Guard units only.

Guard Artillery

Artillery of the Imperial Guard is purchased in batteries, like any other artillery. However,
if it massed into Guard artillery units, those units have higher ammo numbers, and cost
additional points to create.

Each Imperial Guard artillery unit costs an extra 1 point to create. In other words: you
purchase the requisite number of batteries to mass and form a French artillery unit, and
then pay an extra 1 point to designate it as a Guard unit. Up to four Guard artillery units
may be created. They may belong to a Guard corps, or to no corps at all.
(This is a different cost from the early war French army list).

Cavalry Corps

French heavy cavalry and dragoon units must be organized in corps that comprise only
other cavalry units (of any type or nationality), and/or horse artillery units.

A heavy cavalry or dragoon unit, for example, could not be part of a corps that contained
infantry or foot artillery units.

Marie-Louises

The French conscript infantry have an elan of 5 but also the shock trait. This reflects that
they were relatively fragile in defense, but could be quite enthusiastic on the attack.

The Class of ‘14. My French conscripts slog forward.
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The Ottoman Army List
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size
Max. Subcommanders

Artillery Ammo
Muhammad-Ali
Legend

30
Ali of Janina
Intuitive

30

5

3
4
1
4

3
0
3
4

3

2

2

Muhammad-Ali
You may spend 30 points to have MuhammadAli as your CinC. He is a legend.

Ali of Janina
Alternatively, you may spend 30 points to
have Ali Pasha of Janina as your CinC. He is
intuitive.

Subcommanders
Hoursid Pasha

Mustafa Bairakdar

Vigorous

Hero

15
Koça Hüsrev Pasha

Inspiring

10

10
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2
4
3
3
4

Elite Janissaries

12
12

Regular Cavalry

Veteran Janissaries
Conscript Janissaries
Provincial Infantry
Nizam e Çedid

Irregular Cavalry

17
12
6
7
11

7
6
5
5
6

9
7

6
5

Special Rules

Reconnaissance
The Ottoman army has a nearly-unlimited supply of irregular light cavalry. When playing a Scharnhorst campaign, Ottoman irregular cavalry units that are used for recon do
not suffer the fatigue penalty, as is normal for other armies. If not playing Scharnhorst,
reduce the cost of irregular cavalry units by 1 point each.

Entrenchments

The Ottoman player may spend up to 10 points to purchase entrenchments. Each point
spent allows one Ottoman infantry unit that starts on the table to set up entrenched.

Artillery

Ottoman artillery batteries may not be attached to any units except Nizam e Çedid. Aside
from those, all Ottoman artillery must be massed as ART units.

Terrain Choices

Turkish commanders usually preferred to fight in
dense or broken terrain. When playing a Scharnhorst
campaign, an Ottoman army may “buy” in advance up
to three additional terrain choices. Their cost increases
proportionately as shown at right.

Bear in mind that the situation on the table might not
always permit a player to use all of the terrain choices
to which he is entitled.

Terrain Choices

1 Additional Choice

5

2 Additional Choices

15

3 Additional Choices

30
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The Prussian Army List: Early War (1806-07)
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
3
2

5

4

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

1
2
1

4

3

2

2

Subcommanders and Special Rules

Gebhard von Blücher

Louis Ferdinand

Cavalry, Vigorous

Cavalry, Inspiring

15

10

Anton von L’Estocq

Steadfast

5
Cavalry Officers
Prince Louis Ferdinand and General von Blücher may command and attach to any types
of units. However, as long as their corps include at least one cavalry or avant-garde
unit, they may also be used as cavalry officers to modify the army’s recon score.

Avant-Garde

When playing a Scharnhorst campaign, the Prussian army may commit any number of
avant-garde units to recon. Each one adds +1 to the recon score, as a cavalry unit does.
Prussian cavalry may also be committed.
No more than one avant-garde unit may be present in each Prussian corps.
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Unit Display

Prussian Units

4
4
4

Guards, Grenadiers

6
6

Heavy Cavalry

Avant-Garde Brigade
Infantry Brigade

Light Cavalry

18
14
12

7
6
6

15
11

7
6

6
5
7

Allied (Saxon) Units

2
4

Guards, Grenadiers
Infantry

11
7

6

Heavy Cavalry

15

Notes on Prussian Units
The early-war Prussian army preferred to mix units of different types within brigades.
An avant-garde brigade (or sometimes division) often combined musketeers with light
fusilier battalions, light artillery, and cavalry of various types. An infantry brigade often
included a battalion of grenadiers. Elite heavy cavalry might be assigned to infantry
corps in the same manner as light cavalry. Yet “reserve” units might concentrate elite
units, such as an all-grenadier brigade, or a concentrated force of heavy cavalry.
The options presented here are an attempt to approximate an army structure that was
unfortunately not entirely rational.

“Heavy Cavalry” refers to the cuirassier and dragoon regiments, as well as the Guard
cavalry. “Light Cavalry” refers to the hussars and lancers.

This army has a number of fine units, but is hobbled by a lack of leadership and its
reluctance to mass its artillery.
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The Prussian Army List: Late War (1813-15)
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
4
3

5

4

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

Blücher
Legend, Mobile

30

4
3
3

4

3

2

2

Blücher
You may spend 30 points to have Blücher as
your CinC. Blücher is a legend and mobile.

Subcommanders

Johann von Thielemann

Friedrich von Bülow

Steadfast

Vigorous

5

15

L. Yorck von Wartenburg

Friedrich von Röder

Hero

Cavalry, Inspiring

10

10
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Unit Display

Prussian Units

2
6
2
2

Guards, Elite Infantry

1
6
6

Guard Cavalry, Cuirassiers

Line Regiments
Reserve Regiments
Landwehr

Light Cavalry
Landwehr Cavalry

18
12
10
6

7
6
6
5

15
10
6

7
6
5

Allied (Russian) Units

6

Russian Infantry

11

6

4
2

Russian Light Cavalry

10
4

6
4

Cossacks

Notes on Prussian Units
A late-war Prussian “brigade” typically comprised at least three regiments, and usually
included two or more squadrons of light cavalry (often Landwehr cavalry). The triangular structure, with its attached cavalry and companies of light infantry and sometimes
grenadiers, is difficult to represent at this scale.

The brigade usually comprised three infantry regiments, each of which was nearly large
enough to make a “unit” at the game’s standard scale. Therefore each infantry unit represents a regiment of three (sometimes four) battalions, plus attached sharpshooters,
possibly grenadiers, and probably two squadrons of cavalry.
Not all Prussian brigades were organized in this way. Some had more than three regiments, not all brigades had equal representation of all types of regiments, and some
regiments were detached or employed elsewhere. Nonetheless for game purposes, we
will assume something close to a “standard.”
The “light cavalry” category includes all hussars, dragoons, and uhlans.
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Special Rules

Mixed Brigades
For each three Prussian infantry units, you may add the mixed brigade trait
to one of them. (For example, if you had seven infantry units, then two of them
could have this trait). Adding the trait adds 2 extra points to the cost of that
infantry unit.

General von Röder

The late-war Prussian army did not have a concentrated cavalry reserve massed in a
single corps. Röder was among the most talented cavalry commanders, but he was rarely
given command of more than 4,000 horsemen. To reflect this, if Röder is chosen as a
subcommander, his corps may comprise no more than three cavalry units and up to one
horse artillery unit.

The Landwehr

The Prussian Landwehr is difficult to represent, because its performance was so variable.
Although imperfectly trained, these units often exhibited high morale and enthusiasm,
especially on the attack.
A Prussian player may pay an extra 1 point per Landwehr unit, to add the
shock trait to it. He may do this with no more than half of his Landwehr units.
This is not an expression of any sort of “eliteness,” but rather an acknowledgement that some Landwehr units were more capable on the attack than
their 5 elan might otherwise suggest.

Hundred Days or War of Liberation

If the Prussian player wishes to represent historical campaigns more faithfully, then he
can limit himself by declaring whether he is playing an army from the Hundred Days
(1815) campaign. If so, then he may not choose any allied units, but may increase the
maximum allowable number of line regiments to 9, and the maximum number of light
and landwehr cavalry to 8, each.

15mm Prussian Infantry.
Four bases for the game Lasalle,
here comprising a single unit.
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The Russian Army List
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
3
6
2

6

5

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size
Max. Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

Kutusov
Legend, Immobile

10

6
2
4

5

4

3

3

Kutusov
You may spend 10 points to have Prince
Mikhail Kutusov as your CinC. Kutusov is a
legend, but is also immobile.

Subcommanders

Mikhail Miloradovich

Pyotr Bagratian

Cavalry, Vigorous

Inspiring

15

10

Nikolai Rayevski

M. Barclay de Tolly

Steadfast

Vigorous

5

15
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Subcommanders, Continued

Alexander Kutaisov

Dmitri Neverovski

Artillery

Hero

5

10

Unit Display

4
4
4

Guards, Grenadiers

4
6
4

Guard Cavalry, Cuirassiers

Infantry
Militia

Other Cavalry
Cossacks

16
11
6

7
6
5

15
10
4

7
6
4

Regarding Russian Organizations
The Russian military underwent considerable reform and reorganization in the period
1808-1810. In game terms, however, we can encompass both the early and late-war
Russian army in a single list.

A Russian “infantry” unit comprises both/either musketeer and jäger regiments (the
individual experiences and capabilities of any given regiment were more important than
any theoretical difference implied by their names). Grenadier battalions were sometimes
included, at other times massed as separate brigades and even divisions (in which case
they fall into the same elite category as the Guards units).
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Special Rules

Russian Corps
Russian corps were generally smaller than those of other nations (and became smaller
still after the 1810 reforms). Consequently, the Russian army has a maximum corps size
of 6 units.

Russian Guards

Russian guard and grenadier units may be mixed in corps with other units. Alternatively
or in addition, the Russians may create a Guard Corps. It may comprise only those infantry and cavalry units with an elan of 7, and must include at least three such units plus
any number of artillery units. If a Guard Corps is created, its maximum size is 10 units
and its minimum size is 4 units.

Russian Artillery

Russian artillery batteries had twelve guns, considerably more than in any other army.
Consequently Russian artillery units have better ammo numbers than the artillery of
other nations.

However, a Russian battery attached to an infantry unit confers only the normal attached
artillery trait, as in any other army.

French prisoners guarded by the Russians. A diorama by G.P. Aroldi.
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The Spanish Army List
Army Stats

Artillery Units

Max. Subcommanders

3
3
2

4

4

Minimum # of Corps
Minimum Corps Size

Artillery Ammo

2
1
1

3

3

2

2

Subcommanders
Francisco Ballesteros

José Zayas

Steadfast

Steadfast

5

5

Pedro Girón

Vicente Cañas

Inspiring

Hero

10

10

My Spanish militia
make up with
enthusiasm what they
lack in uniformity.
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Unit Display

4
10
6
6
4
3
2

Guards, Grenadiers, Foreign
Regular Infantry
Provinial Infantry
Militia

12
8
7
3

6
5
5
4

9
6
4

6
5
4

Heavy Cavalry
Light Cavalry
Irregular Cavalry

Special Rules

Rally
All Spanish infantry units may attempt to rally. The point values of infantry units have
been increased by one to reflect this.

Artillery Shortages

The Spanish army may not spend more than 30 points on artillery batteries.

Spanish artillery units have lower ammo numbers than those of other nations.

Entrenchments

The Spanish player may spend up to 10 points to purchase entrenchments for up to ten
units. Each point spent allows one Spanish infantry unit that starts on the table to set up
entrenched.

Terrain Choices

With their weaknesses in artillery and cavalry, the
Spanish prefer to fight in broken terrain. When playing
a Scharnhorst campaign, a Spanish army may “buy” up
to three additional terrain choices. Their cost increases
proportionately as shown at right.
Bear in mind that the situation on the table might not
always permit a player to use all of the terrain choices
to which he is entitled.

Terrain Choices
1 Additional Choice

5

2 Additional Choices

15

3 Additional Choices

30
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La Guerilla

You may spend army points to enlist the assistance of the
local guerilleros. You may purchase any or all of the following
effects as part of your army, for the amounts of points shown.

La Guerilla

Several of these effects apply only when playing in a
Scharnhorst campaign. Their use is described below, but for
the definitions of the relevant terms see Chapter 12.
Each effect may be used only once.

Delay. Interference from partisans delays the start of the
battle by 6 turns.
Information. If playing a Scharnhorst campaign, the Spanish
player may reveal one enemy column on the map at the end
of the first campaign day. It remains revealed for the rest of
the campaign. This effect can be used in conjunction with the
ambush effect, in any sequence the Spanish player desires.

Delay
Information
No Prisoners
Counterstroke
Ambush

5
15
10
10
≤ 25

No Prisoners. At any point in the tabletop battle the Spanish player may choose one
enemy unit that has already retired and change it to “broken” instead. It now counts
against the enemy’s army morale.

Counterstroke. Somewhere in the rear partisans have seized some minor objective,
potentially turning the tables in this battle. If playing a Scharnhorst campaign, the
Spanish player may use this effect to add 1 victory point before the campaign begins.
Ambush. The Spanish player may purchase up to five ambush dice, for 5 points each.
Thus he may spend, at a maximum, 25 points for five dice.

If playing a Scharnhorst campaign, the Spanish player may select one of the enemy’s
columns on the map and ambush it at the end of the first campaign day. He rolls all of
his ambush dice and totals their scores. That is the number of ambush hits scored on
the units of that column. Each ambush hit causes 1 fatigue or marks out one ammo box.

The enemy player may choose which units he will mark and in what combinations, to
satisfy the total number of hits that he must apply. He may choose to eliminate entire
units, or spread the losses throughout many units in the column. If the units were not yet
revealed, then those units which have the losses applied must be revealed. (Unaffected
units may remain concealed).
It is of course possible that an ambush might eliminate a column entirely if the Spanish
player rolls very high against a small column.

Mandatory Campaign Map

When playing a Scharnhorst campaign the Spanish player has a unique restriction on
campaign maps. If he spends any points on La Guerilla then the campaign must occur on
the Peninsular campaign map. Players skip step one of the campaign (selecting a map)
and proceed to the recon scores.
If the Spanish player did not spend any points on La Guerilla, then players proceed with
the map selection step of Scharnhorst as explained in Chapter 12.
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Summary of the Army Building Process

Building your own historical/fictional army is great fun and can be absorbing. Once you
complete your army, you can play against a friend in a simple one-vs-one pickup game
or as part of a larger club game with several players and armies. Or you can use Chapter
12 to play a Scharnhorst campaign.

Although it may seem anticlimactic, in the interests of fairness and transparency you and
your opponent should examine each other’s army lists to verify that you each have all
the information required to start the game. That information is summarized here.

Corps and Officers

An army should be divided into corps. Each corps must have at least its army’s minimum
required size in units. In some armies, corps also have a maximum size.
The British army is an exception, in that it is not required to divide into corps.
If you purchased a CinC with a personality, that should be noted.

If you purchased one or more subcommanders, each one must be committed to command one corps in the army, and a corps may have only one subcommander.

Special Abilities

If your army’s special rules allow you to spend points on other things, these should be
noted:

• A Spanish army that spends points on La Guerilla must note precisely which guerilla
effects it has purchased.

• If your army can spend points on entrenchments, make a note of how many points
and thus how many units will be allowed to set up entrenched.
• If your army can purchase additional terrain choices for Scharnhorst, make a note of
your total number of terrain choices as a result. (For example, Chapter 12 gives every
army two choices, but if you purchased two more then your army has four choices).

The Army Roster

To help players record all information about their armies, the HONOUR website provides
free “army rosters” that you can download and fill out.
Go to: www.sammustafa.com/downloads.

Mystery Foes

Among players or groups who all trust each other and prefer a bit of surprise, it can be a
fun house rule to waive the option to look at each other’s army lists before the game and
to randomize the selection of one’s opponent.

Chapter
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Scharnhorst
Campaigning with Blücher

Scharnhorst is a campaign system that enables players to create fictional battles in an
historical setting, using armies they have created for the Blücher game.

Scharnhorst acts as a “pre-game” that two opponents play in order to set up a tabletop
battle. The campaign should take 20-30 minutes, and the result will be a unique tabletop
battle with its own context, terrain, and victory conditions.
This chapter assumes that two players have chosen legal armies from the army lists in
Chapter 11, and that they are experienced with all of the advanced rules.

What You Need for Scharnhorst

Each player should go to the Downloads
page of the HONOUR website and download the free Scharnhorst Campaign
Maps PDF. This will provide players with
all of the maps as well as a sheet of campaign counters that should be cut out for
use on the maps.
Set aside a small space on your gaming
table and you are ready to proceed.

The Scharnhorst PDF has six campaign maps on a
white background, to be merciful to your printer.

Bigger Historical Campaigns and The Hundred Days
Scharnhorst is designed to generate one fictional tabletop
battle in a realistic setting. But its basic systems can be
applied to larger historical campaigns for players who want
to recreate famous historical struggles.
The first campaign supplement for Blücher is called The
Hundred Days. Go to the HONOUR website and download
the free campaign rules and maps. If you like what you see,
then you should purchase The Hundred Days card set from
the HONOUR online store. This will give you everything you
need to play Napoleon’s final campaign and generate any
number of fascinating What-If battles from 1815.
Even if you don’t want to play the full 1815 campaign, The
Hundred Days card set is an invaluable resource anyway.
It provides all of the unit cards for three complete armies:
Prussian, French, and Anglo-Allied, plus useful cards for
outstanding subcommanders, objectives, column markers
for the map, and more.

Scharnhorst: Campaigning with Blücher
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The Campaign Maps
Each player should go to the Downloads page of the HONOUR website and download
the free Scharnhorst Campaign Maps PDF. The file includes six campaign maps, each
representing typical but fictional terrain features for six common campaign areas of the
Napoleonic Wars: Flanders, the Peninsula (Spain & Portugal), Italy, Northern Germany,
Southern Germany, and Eastern Europe.
Each map is a grid of 48 squares in six lettered rows and eight numbered columns. Each
square can therefore be identified (for example, E-3).

Map Squares

Each square is adjacent to four other squares. There are no diagonal connections.
Adjacent squares are separated by a border.

Each square may have one or more terrain features which indicate a mandatory type of
terrain in that square.
Rivers, major and minor, flow along the borders between some squares.

Roads pass through a square. A road is contiguous if you are following its path from one
square to the next.
Urban areas are represented by a building symbol. The larger the symbol, the larger the
urban area. There are three sizes: villages, towns, and cities.
The squares along the edges of the map have external borders known as the map edge.
That is: any border that does not touch another square, is part of the map edge.

Who Was Scharnhorst?
Gerhard Johann David Scharnhorst was an artillery officer, originally from Hannover, who entered Prussian service in 1801 and became a member of the military
reform commission. Elevated to the aristocracy (and thus acquiring the “von”) in
1804, he became a prominent figure among Prussian staff officers and a leading
advocate of modernization and a national army.
Wounded at Auerstädt in October 1806, he retreated with Blücher’s corps to Lübeck
where he was finally taken prisoner by the French. By then Blücher considered
him indispensable for his courage, energy, and intelligence. He was released on
Blücher’s demand and rejoined the fight in 1807.
Scharnhorst was one of the obvious choices to lead and organize Prussia’s military rebirth. Closely linked
to the other Prussian reformers and patriotic activists, Scharnhorst was arguably the most important
figure in the regeneration of the Prussian army. His organizational talents laid the foundation for a new,
modern military. The Iron Cross, which inadvertently became the symbol of the War of Liberation, was
the result of his activism. His personal ties and loyalty to Blücher earned him the position of chief of staff
when Prussia re-entered the war in early 1813.
On 2 May 1813, during the fighting at Grossgörschen, Scharnhorst was shot in the knee. His conduct
during the battle earned him the Iron Cross. If he felt any sense of irony at being awarded the decoration
that he himself had advocated, he did not comment upon it. The wound became infected and debilitating,
and six weeks later, after penning a farewell letter to his daughter, Scharnhorst died.
He is widely considered one of the most important military thinkers in German history.
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Key to Map Symbols
Small Wood

Major River

One Small Hill

Forest

Minor River

Two Small Hills

Village

Road

One Large Hill

Town

Marsh

Two Large Hills

City

Rocky Ground

Ploughed Fields

A border. A3 is adjacent
to A4.

Four roads connect in B3,
in the town of Berlare.

The road crosses the
minor river at the border
between C3 and D3.

The minor river enters
the major river at the
corner of these four
squares.
Square D1 contains both a ploughed
field and the village of Reninges.
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The Steps of a Campaign
Prepare for a Campaign
A Scharnhorst campaign involves two players
and generates one battle.

Each player should have an army created
according to the army building rules in
Chapter 11. Unit cards are very useful during
the campaign, even if you intend to fight the
battle using miniatures. This chapter will
assume that the players are using unit cards
at least for the campaign. (It is however possible to do the campaign with army rosters
and no cards).

Each player should download the free campaign maps from the HONOUR website, and
create a set of eight campaign counters. A
piece of scrap paper is useful for keeping
track of each side’s victory points and other
temporary information.

The Steps of a Scharnhorst Campaign
1.

Choose a campaign map

2.

Create columns and do reconnaissance

3.

Play campaign days
• Option to declare a battle
• Move columns

4.

Set up the terrain
• Place mandatory terrain
• Place terrain choices
• Place objectives

5.

Set up the armies
• Player who declared the battle sets
up first

6.

During the battle
• Keep track of VPs if they change
• Check for reinforcements

The Sequence of the Campaign

The two players begin by selecting a campaign map. Each player chooses one, and if their
choices are different, they will roll to determine whose map is used.

Next, they organize the units of their armies into columns. Each column is represented
by a counter on the map, and will move around the map during the campaign. After
organizing into columns, each player determines his reconnaissance score. The higher
score will have the ability to choose which side of the map he enters, and will enter first.
The players then play campaign days. These are the “turns” of the campaign, during
which the players move their columns on the map. At the start of each campaign day, the
players decide whether or not to declare a tabletop battle. Then they move columns. As
they move, the columns might take control of urban areas that give victory points (VPs)
to that side. Having more VPs confers an advantage in the subsequent tabletop battle.
If one side declared a battle, six squares of the map are “frozen” and become the six
sections of the tabletop. Columns already within those six squares are the units that will
begin the battle set up on the table. Other columns might reach the battlefield later as
reinforcements.

The players then set up the tabletop. Terrain depicted on the map is mandatory and
must appear on the table. More and different terrain can appear as terrain choices. The
players then place objectives and set up their starting forces.
During the battle both sides keep track of VPs in case any objectives change hands, and
they check for the arrival of any reinforcements. The winner of the tabletop battle wins
the campaign.
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Choose a Campaign Map

A Scharnhorst campaign begins with each player secretly choosing one of the campaign
maps, and then simultaneously revealing their choices. If they chose the same map, then
they proceed to the next step: creating columns and doing reconnaissance.

If they chose different maps, then they will roll to determine whose map is chosen. The
highest roll wins; his map is chosen.
In the event of a tie, a map is chosen at random. Roll another die: the result of that roll
chooses the map. (A roll of 3 means: Campaign Map Three, and so on).

Create Columns
Each player should have eight campaign counters. There are two of
each, for each player. (For example, the red counters have two “A” counters, two “B” counters, and so on). One side’s counters are lettered A-D,
while the other side’s are numbered 1-4.

Columns

Each player secretly divides his army’s units into up to four columns.
A player may have fewer than four columns, but each column must
conform to the size limits described below.

How Many Units in a Column?

Each column must comprise at least one infantry or cavalry unit. In
other words, a column may be as small as one unit, as long as that one
unit is not artillery.

A

3

The maximum size of a column depends upon the number of points used to create the
armies:
• If playing with 200-point armies, a column may not comprise more than 8 units.

• If playing with 300-point armies, a column may not comprise more than 10 units.

If playing with 400-point armies or larger, you should limit columns to no more than 12
units each, and then add a fifth column to each army. (Jokes about “fifth columns” are
encouraged at that point).

Assigning Units to Columns

The units in each column may or may not conform to the corps of the army, as the player
wishes. For example, if he has three corps, he could simply create three columns, one
for each of them. It is generally a good idea to keep corps relatively concentrated, but a
player has the freedom to put any of his units in any column(s).

Scharnhorst: Campaigning with Blücher
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Assigning Subcommanders to Columns
Each subcommander must be assigned to a column that contains at least one of the units
he commands. There is no limit to the number of subcommanders that may be present
in a column.
To represent the subcommander’s assignment, either create a card for him and place
it with the unit cards of that column, or write it down on a piece of paper separately. If
using the Hundred Days set, all subcommanders have cards.
It is not necessary to assign the CinC to a column; we assume that he will rush to the
battle as soon as it is declared.

Cavalry on Reconnaissance

At least one of the army’s cavalry units must be committed to reconnaissance. Cavalry
units on reconnaissance are not included in any column. They should be kept separate
from the army’s other units.
Column

I Corps

A

Column

II Corps

B

Column

Cavalry
Reserve Corps

C

Column

D

One Cavalry
Brigade

Reconnaissance

This French army has three corps: two infantry corps and a cavalry reserve. The French player creates one
column each, for his I, II and cavalry corps. The II Corps includes a subcommander, Eugène.
Finally the player creates a fourth column, comprising only one cavalry unit that he plans to use as a distraction or to seize some objective in the enemy’s rear.
The two remaining light cavalry units are on reconnaissance and thus not part of any column.
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Representing the Columns
When playing with miniatures, the composition of each column of your army may be
written on a piece of paper, concealed from your enemy.

When playing with unit cards, arrange the cards into up to four stacks, face-down. Place
one campaign counter, also face-down, on top of each stack. Thus each of the four counters you will use on the campaign map corresponds to a stack of units, but your opponent
has no way of knowing which counter corresponds to which stack of units.

Counters and Columns

The words “counter” and “column” are often used interchangeably in this chapter.
A counter is the chit or token that you move on the campaign map, to represent one
column. Thus a rule might refer to “moving a counter” or “moving a column,” meaning
essentially the same thing.

Creating Columns: Summary

Each player groups his units, secretly, into up to four columns. For each of those columns,
he will have a campaign counter that he will move on the campaign map. That counter
represents the presence of that column. The opposing side knows how many columns
you have, but doesn’t know which counters moving on the map represent which columns.
In addition to the units in the columns, a player sets aside a number of cavalry units for
reconnaissance. These do not go in any column and are kept out of sight of the opponent.

Above: Using the French army from the previous example, here are the army’s unit cards, face-down, in four
stacks representing the four columns. Note the counters on top of each stack, also face-down, so that the
enemy can’t see which column matches which stack.
You may examine the units at any time, but your enemy has no idea which column is which; he knows only
that you have four columns, one of which is very small (only a single unit).
Not visible above are the two cavalry units that the French player has committed to reconnaissance.
Below: The four campaign counters, face-up, that you will move on the campaign map. You will know, when
you move each one, what units are in that column. But your enemy will know only that you have something
in that map square.

Column

A

Column

B

Column

C

Column

D
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Reconnaissance (Recon)

As he creates columns, a player may opt to commit any number of his cavalry units
instead to reconnaissance (recon). He must commit at least one cavalry unit, if his army
has any at all, to recon. There is no upward limit.

Cavalry units on recon are not included in any columns. They are held in a separate
place, concealed from the enemy until both sides have finished creating their columns. If
his army has any subcommanders with the cavalry personality, a player may also devote
them to recon at this time, but only if at least one cavalry unit from that subcommander’s
corps was also committed. After both sides have finished creating their columns, they
simultaneously reveal the cavalry units and subcommanders that they committed to
recon.

Recon Score

Each side has a recon score equal to the number of all its
committed cavalry units, plus 2 for each cavalry subcommander committed. Some armies have additional modifiers, as per their special rules.
The side with the higher recon score has the intelligence.
In the event of a tie, roll a tiebreaker. Feel free to tease
your opponent about the fact that he has no intelligence.

Recon Score
•

1 for each CAV unit

•

2 for each cavalry officer

•

Any additional modifiers

Recon is something done at the start of the campaign; it has nothing to do with scouting,
which is a movement option taken by columns during the campaign days (see page 44).

The Intelligence

The side with the intelligence chooses which of the four sides of the campaign map he
wants for his entry edge. His opponent must take the opposite edge. The side with the
intelligence will move first in the campaign.
(For example, the French recon score was 5; the Russian score was 3. The French won the
intelligence and decide that they will enter from the East edge. The Russians must therefore
enter from the West edge).

Recon Units
Units and subcommanders committed to recon will not appear on the campaign map.
They are kept aside, while the remaining units and subcommanders of your army are
formed into columns. The recon units will reappear for the tabletop battle, albeit with
fatigue.

Subcommander Risk

Committing a subcommander to recon places him at risk. After calculating recon scores
roll a die for each subcommander committed. On a roll of 6 he is removed from play and
thus may not join the tabletop battle.
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Playing Campaign Days

The campaign is divided into campaign days. Unless you
have some historical campaign in mind with specific
dates, it is easiest simply to count the days, starting
from one, such as: “Day 1, Day 2 ...” and so on.
Each campaign day has up to three steps.

Steps of a Campaign Day
1.

Option to declare a battle

2.

Move eligible columns

3.

Fight the battle

Option to Declare a Battle

Each player counts his current number of VPs and adds a die roll. The player with the
lower total has the first option to declare a battle. If he declines, his opponent has the
option. If the two players’ totals are tied, roll a tiebreaker to determine which side has
the first option to declare a battle.

Move Eligible Columns

Whether or not a battle has been declared, the players take turns moving eligible columns. If a battle was declared for this day, there will be certain restrictions on movement
onto the map squares that will comprise that battlefield.

Fight the Battle

After both sides have finished moving their columns the tabletop battle — if one was
declared — will now be set up and fought.
If no battle was declared this day, a new campaign day begins.

Revealing Columns
Sometimes things happen in the campaign that forces one or both players to reveal units
in a column.

When this happens, the player must show his opponent the unit cards (or list of units)
of the revealed column(s), for his opponent to inspect. Once revealed, the units remain
revealed for the remainder of the campaign.

When are Columns Revealed?

Units can be revealed as the result of an “overrun” of a drastically-outnumbered small
force and/or its subsequent retreat. Both situations are described in detail in this chapter.
Certain army special rules might also result in a column being revealed.
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Declaring a Battle

If both players decline the option to declare a battle, there will be no battle on this campaign day. However if one of them declared a battle, they follow this procedure.

Map Squares Become Table Sections

In order to declare a battle, the player must have at least one column comprising at least
five units, adjacent to an enemy column. If he meets this criterion, then he may draw an
imaginary box around six squares on the map, in a 3X2 rectangle, and declares that to
be the battlefield.
A tabletop battle will be fought there and the table will be set up with six sections, based
upon that terrain on the campaign map. In other words: the squares on the map become
sections on the table.

The player who declares the battle must have a counter with at least one unit in one of
the center map squares. In other words, one of your counters must be in the “middle” of
the three squares on that 3X2 square battlefield. It does not matter whether that column
is the one that is adjacent to the enemy. As long as you have a counter in that spot and a
column adjacent to the enemy, then you can legally declare the battle.

The battlefield must have six sections; a player may not declare a battle with fewer or
greater than six map squares.
Illegal for Two Reasons:

1
A
Center map
squares

Neither side has a column in contact with
the enemy, and doesn’t have a counter in
one of the center squares.

Illegal for Blue:
Blue could not have declared this
battle because one of the counters
of the player who declared the battle
must be in a center square.

2
B

Red, however, could have declared
this battle.

Legal: (Blue Declared the Battle)

3
C

D

Blue has a column with at least five units
(C) adjacent to an enemy column. But he
chose to declare the battlefield based on
having counter D in a center square. Thus
the battlefield is centered on D.

4
Legal:
No matter which side declared this
battle, it would be legal. The E-vs-5
contact is the basis for this table.

E

5
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Freezing the Battlefield
When a player declares a battle, all columns in that six-square battlefield, both friend
and foe, are “frozen” in their squares and may not move on the campaign map in this
campaign day. Other columns elsewhere on the campaign map may still move, and may
even enter the battlefield if there is an open square for them to do so, but once any unit
moves onto a battlefield square, it must stop.

Starting Forces and Reinforcements

All units in those columns that are on the battlefield (i.e. within those six squares) will be
on the table and set up at the game’s start. Columns that end their movement in squares
adjacent to those six will be potential reinforcements that might enter during the battle.

Generate One Battle

Only one battle may be declared in Scharnhorst; once it is declared, that is the battle of
the campaign.

All of the Blücher tabletop battles start with Turn 1, unless you and your opponent prefer
otherwise. (We assume that the armies have marched toward each other the previous
day, camped nearby, and will begin fighting in the morning).

Gentlemen’s Agreements and House Rules

Players are invited to make any house rules that they feel necessary with regard to the
agreement on placing a battle. Bear in mind, however, that the purpose of this process
is to generate a tabletop battle. Scharnhorst is not a game unto itself, and you should not
seek to prolong it in the hope of creating the “perfect” battle.

The most common reason for house rules is to guarantee some sort of “critical mass” for
battles, so that they are guaranteed to be a certain size. For example, you and your opponent might agree that no battle may be declared if each side can’t possibly have at least
twelve units on the battlefield. In order to enforce a house rule like this, you will need
to arrive at some understanding about revealing how many units you do in fact already
have on the field, and so on, as well as whether you consider likely reinforcements to
count toward that total.

But is it Fair?
Scharnhorst will generate battles that are not perfectly balanced. This is deliberate. A battle is more fun
and challenging if it is unexpected and inconvenient. Most generals in most battles would probably have
preferred to fight elsewhere, and with more units.
On the campaign map the player is presented with the classic challenge of whether to spread his forces
in order to occupy key places, or to concentrate in order to bring the enemy to battle on favorable terms.
While making this decision he has only a rough idea of the enemy’s strength.
Wargames traditionally impose an artificial role of “attacker” and “defender” in order to script the players
and guarantee that we get to the necessary action. In Scharnhorst the battle is part of the larger story that
the players themselves have scripted, and both sides know what is at stake.
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Moving Columns on the Map

Whether or not a battle was declared, the second step of the campaign day is for the
players to move their columns on the map. Columns that begin this step frozen on a
declared battlefield may not be moved.
The player with the intelligence declares whether he wishes to move first or second.
The first player then moves one column, his opponent moves one column, and so on,
alternating, until all columns are moved. It is possible that one player might move two
or more columns in a row if his opponent finished first because he had fewer to move.

Moving a Column

Each counter may be moved only once per day.
Thus when he chooses to move a column, the
player must choose one that he has not yet
moved.
All columns have the same movement allowance of six movement points.

As it moves, a column spends these movement
points. It may only enter a square if it has
enough movement points to do so. The cost to
enter a square is shown on the table at right.

A moving column may use none, some, or all
of its movement points. It is legal to “move”
a column (i.e. to say that it has completed its
movement) without expending any points or
leaving its square.

Movement Costs

1
2
+1
+1
+1
+2

Certain types of movement increase the cost in points. These costs are cumulative. For
example, crossing a border without a road, if a minor river flows along that border, while
leaving a square in an enemy zone of control, would cost four movement points (2 + 1 + 1).

Basic Limits of Movement
A counter may never enter a square occupied by another friendly counter. There is no
“stacking.” A counter may not normally enter a square occupied by an enemy counter,
except in cases of overruns.
A counter may only move across a border; there is no diagonal
movement.

Zones of Control (ZoC)

Each square on the map has four adjacent squares to its north,
south, east, and west. Squares on the diagonal are not adjacent. A
unit exerts a zone of control (ZoC) in all adjacent squares.
There is no additional cost to enter an enemy’s ZoC, but leaving
an enemy’s ZoC costs an extra one movement point. There is no
additional cost if leaving that square means leaving multiple ZoCs.

ZoC

ZoC

ZoC
ZoC

The four squares of
a ZoC. No diagonals
are involved.
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B

A

1

6

2

3

4

5

4

1

Examples of Moving Counters on the Campaign Map
Blue column A begins on a road. Its movement remains entirely along that road, and thus each square it enters
costs only one movement point. When it arrives at the town of Zelleröde, however, it is now in the ZoC of red
column 1. With only one movement point remaining, A doesn’t have enough movement allowance left to
move any further, so it ends in square C5.
Blue column B begins in square A6. Moving due south is difficult. There is no road, so crossing the border costs
two movement points, plus another two for crossing a major river without a road. Thus it costs four movement
points to move the one square. And now B is in an enemy ZoC. It can move one more square, along the road
to B5. The one movement point cost of moving along the road is increased to two for leaving an enemy ZoC.
Thus B has spent all six of its movement points.

Scouting the Enemy
If your column enters a square adjacent to an enemy column, then it may expend 1 additional movement point to scout the enemy. You may scout multiple enemy columns, in
multiple squares during your move, each time paying 1 movement point to do so.

Scouting the enemy forces him to reveal how many units are in his column. He does not
have to provide you with any other information about those units (their types, identities,
etc), only the number of units in the column that you scouted.
Once a column has been scouted, it remains scouted for the rest of the campaign. That
means that the number of units it comprises remains public knowledge, and can be
marked in some way (such as revealing the counter sitting atop that stack of units).

The First Day

On the first day of the campaign, each player must move all of his counters onto the
map from his map edge. Think of the space beyond the edge as a bordering square with
unlimited stacking. Thus any number of columns may enter from the same edge, into or
through the same squares, as long as the stacking rules are obeyed on the map.
On the first day, all columns have a movement allowance of only 3 movement points.
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Overrun
A moving column may not normally enter
a square with an enemy column unless it
qualifies for an overrun. If the enemy column has been scouted (and you therefore
know how many units it comprises), you
may overrun it if your moving column
meets the criteria and follows this process:

In order to overrun, your column must
have enough movement allowance to
enter the square. You do not have to pay
an extra 1 movement point for “leaving”
his ZoC (since you are not leaving it),
although you would still pay that penalty
if your unit would be leaving a different
enemy column’s ZoC by making this move.
If your moving column is not already
revealed to the enemy, then you must now
declare how many units it comprises. In
order to overrun the enemy, your column
must have at least a 4-to-1 superiority in
units over the enemy column.

If your moving column meets all of the criteria then it overruns the smaller enemy
column. That column must retreat to an
adjacent open square, other than the one
from which the enemy moved. If it cannot
retreat, then it surrenders and all of its
units are eliminated from the campaign.
All units of a retreating column are
revealed, if they were not already.

A

1

Overrun
Blue column A starts adjacent to red column 1.
Blue spends one movement point to scout and
learns that 1 is only a single cavalry unit. He thus
reveals that his column A comprises seven units:
more than enough to overrun.
Blue moves into square B2, which costs one movement point because the move is along a road.
This forces red 1 to retreat. The red player has a
number of options for the direction of his retreat,
since all three adjacent squares are open, but he
chooses to retreat to the south. Because he is a
cavalry unit, this does not cause any fatigue.
Blue A now occupies square B2 and has three
movement points remaining. He could overrun
red 1 again if he wanted to, but prefers to hold the
village of Delebio, so he is done moving.

All retreating infantry units take 1 fatigue.
All retreating foot and heavy artillery units mark 1 ammo box. Retreating cavalry and
horse artillery units are not affected.
A column that retreats from an overrun is still eligible to move normally, if it has not
already done so in this campaign day.
A unit might be overrun by any number of enemy columns, and it might retreat any
number of times. It is even possible that units might be eliminated in this fashion, if their
last elan or ammo box is marked.
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Urban Areas and Victory Points (VPs)
During the Scharnhorst campaign both sides must keep track of their victory points. Map
squares with urban areas have a value in VPs, depending upon the size of the urban area.
A village is worth 1VP, a town is worth 2VPs, and a city is worth 3.

When a player’s counter moves into that square, he controls those VPs. They remain
under his control even if his counter moves on. He continues to control them until an
enemy counter moves into that square, at which point the enemy takes control of it.
Control of VPs can change any number of times, as either side may take and re-take them.
Players should keep track of how many VPs are under their control, as it can change with
each move.
For example, the Russians currently have 4 VPs and the French have 5. A Russian column
moves into a French-controlled town on the map. Two VPs thus change hands. The Russians
now have 6VPs and the French have 3.

VP Advantage
If the battle ends at nightfall, the side with more VPs at that moment wins the game.

If both sides have the same number of VPs when a battle ends at nightfall, the game is
treated as a draw unless some other criterion results in one side’s victory.

Note that control of VPs may change during the tabletop battle, for example, if the two
sides are battling for control of a town. It is possible, even likely, that one side might
begin the battle with the VP advantage, then lose it during the battle, and perhaps take
it back, and so on.

Five Day Limit

Scharnhorst is not a game unto itself. The goal is to fight a tabletop battle. That said,
it is possible that very competitive players might refuse to engage unless they set up
their perfect battle, and thus a stalemate might result. To prevent this from happening,
Scharnhorst imposes a limit of five campaign days. If the players cannot produce a battle within five days, then the player with the most VPs wins. Pack up and go home; you
have dishonored the monarchy.

The (Optional) Fairness Clause

All right, so you just can’t take the risk of fighting an imbalanced battle. This optional rule
is for players who want to ensure that the tabletop battle is always agreeable to both sides.
If your opponent declares a battle that you absolutely do not want to fight, you may veto
his declaration for that campaign day. Doing so, however, adds 2 to his total number of
VPs. Each player has only one veto per campaign.
What Victory Means
Scharnhorst is not the game; the tabletop battle is the game. You can’t “win” Scharnhorst; you can only
win the tabletop game that Scharnhorst generates. Even if you were to take every VP on the map, you still
would not win until you have fought the tabletop battle.
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Reinforcements
Reinforcement Factor
Once the battle begins, any columns that are in squares
adjacent to the battlefield are potential reinforcements. In
the status phase of his turns during the tabletop battle, the
player will roll for these columns, as per Chapter 10. The
reinforcement factor for a column depends on whether it is
attempting to enter the table via a friendly or neutral, or an
enemy-controlled, table section.

Reinforcement Factors

4
5

As per Chapter 10, if the reinforcement roll, multiplied by the factor, is equal to or less
than the current turn number, then these reinforcements have arrived at that section of
the table edge.
A column may not reinforce if entering the table at that section edge would require it to
cross a major river without a bridge.

Friendly or Enemy Table Section

A column uses a reinforcement factor of five if it is attempting to enter the battlefield
onto a table section that was controlled by the enemy at the game’s start. It does not matter if, during the game, that section is completely evacuated by the enemy or conquered
by your side.

By the same token, it uses a factor of four to enter a section that was friendly-controlled
or neutral at the game’s start, even if enemy forces swarmed into that area subsequently
during the game.

One Section Only

A reinforcing column may enter the table only across the edge of the one table section to
which it is adjacent. Of course, upon entering, units may use their reinforcement moves
to enter other table sections if movement permits. Detailed rules for entering reinforcements may be found in Chapter 10.

Reinforcing is Optional

A column is not required to reinforce. A player might wish to move it adjacent to the
battlefield and deliberately not reinforce.
However, once he rolls to enter a column, he must carry on doing so in each of his turns,
attempting to bring it onto the table.

Bigger Campaigns with Multiple Battles
The Hundred Days expansion set (unit cards and campaign rules), available for purchase from the HONOUR
online store, provides additional rules for ongoing campaigns with multiple battles.
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3

4

B
A

1

2

Reinforcements
Blue declared the battle, as shown in the black-yellow dashed line. Red had two columns (1 and 2) on the battlefield already, and two (3 and 4) nearby. Blue has two columns (A and B) on the field at the start of the day.
Red column 3 was already adjacent to the battlefield when it was declared and the red player decided not to
move it. Because 3 is adjacent to the battlefield, it is a reinforcement, but entering via an enemy-controlled
table section means that it uses a factor of five.
Red column 4 was in square A4 when the battle was declared. It moved onto the field. Its move cost five
movement points, because it entered two squares without a road, plus one for crossing a minor river. This
means that Red 4 will now be set up at the game’s start in table section B3.

“In the tabletop battle I had one column totally crushed by the enemy’s entire army and
there was nothing I could do about it. I hate this game!”
So you left one of your columns stranded and isolated as the enemy closed in on it, you were chasing VPs on
the map instead of watching his army and thus he got the first battle declaration, you have already used up
your veto, and your forces are so badly dispersed that you can’t reach the battlefield in time with reinforcements. I agree, that stinks. As I see it, you have two options:
1. Distract him with junk food and cheat somehow, OR
2. Man Up and accept that you’ve gotten yourself in a bind, and now you’ll have to fight a seemingly
hopeless battle against terrible odds. It will be an epic defense worthy of remembrance in song, legend, and
hyperbolic 19th century novels. In the movie version you’ll probably be played by Sean Bean, but maybe if
you’re lucky, Russell Crowe.
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Set up Mandatory Terrain
Now that you have declared a battle, determined what forces will be present and what
reinforcements might arrive, it is time to set up the tabletop.

Battlefield Sections

The battlefield is always divided into six sections: the six map squares chosen by the
player who declared the battle. If a section has one of your counters in it, then it is “your”
section, and your forces will be allowed to set up in it. You may not set up in a table
section unless you have a counter in that map square.
A table section that belongs to neither side at the game’s start is called a “neutral section.”

Mandatory Terrain

If a square on the campaign map contains a terrain feature (or is bordered by a river),
then this is a mandatory feature that must be placed on that table section. Some squares
have more than one type of mandatory terrain.

For example, in the illustration on the previous page, map square B3 contains an area of
rocky ground, and has a minor river running along its northern edge (which is also the
table edge). A road is also present. These features must be set up.
The players alternate placing mandatory terrain as follows:

The player with the intelligence (the side who won the recon score) must set up the
mandatory terrain in one of his table sections first. Then the other player sets up the
mandatory terrain in one of his sections. They alternate until all mandatory terrain is set
up in their sections.

Then one player (it does not matter which) selects a neutral table section (a section in
which neither side has a column). They each roll a die and the player with the higher roll
sets up the mandatory terrain for that section. A tie is won by the side with the intelligence. If there is another neutral section, they repeat this process until all table sections
have their mandatory terrain set up.

Placing Mandatory Terrain

The player who places the mandatory terrain controls its precise size, shape, and location. The rules on the following pages offer guidelines for size, such as a range of numbers that expresses the diameter of the terrain piece. (For example, a small area of woods
(2-3 BW) should be at least 2BW across, measured from any edge, through its center, to the
other edge. And it should not be more than 3BW across).
The player should try to place the terrain in the general area of the table section, in
accordance with what is shown on the map. For example, if a hill is in the upper-left
corner of a map square, then it should be in the upper-left corner of that table section.
Obviously, not all terrain pieces have perfect center points and the terrain pieces won’t
be able to conform perfectly to the map. A degree of good sportsmanship is required as
players make a good faith effort to get as close as possible to the intent of the rules and
the map.
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Placing Mandatory Terrain

Small Wood

One small area of woods, 2-3 BW in diameter.
Forest

One large area of woods, 3-4 BW in diameter.
Ploughed Field

An area of ploughed fields, with sides 2-3BW in length.
Road

A road passes through this table section, as shown on the map. If it passes through the
symbol for other terrain, then it is a road through/over that terrain. If it passes through
a river, then a crossing exists at that point.
Village

Place a single urban base to represent the village, and place an objective marker in its
center to represent its VP value.
Town

Place two adjacent urban bases to represent the town. Place an objective marker in the
center of one of them to represent the town’s VP value.
City

Place three adjacent urban bases to represent the city. Place an objective marker in the
center of one of them to represent the city’s VP value.

Placing Urban Bases

When placing a town or city, the player may decide how to arrange and combine the
urban bases, within the limits explained in Chapter 8. Every urban base of a given town
or city must be inside the same table section, as depicted on the map.
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Placing Mandatory Terrain

Major River

A major (impassable) river, up to 1BW wide, runs along these section borders.
Minor River

A minor river, up to 1” (25mm) wide, runs along these section borders.
Marsh

An area of marshy ground, 2-3 BW in diameter.
Rocky Ground

An area of rocky ground, 2-3 BW in diameter.
One Small Hill

A small hill, 2-3 BW in diameter.
Two Small Hills

Two small hills, each 2-3 BW in diameter.
One Large Hill

A large hill, 3-4 BW in diameter.
Two Large Hills

Two large hills, each 3-4 BW in diameter.
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Rivers and Crossings

If the campaign map shows a river along the border of table sections, then it does not
matter which player places it, since it does not vary in location or length. If the map
shows a road crossing a river in this section, then a crossing should be placed in conformity with what is shown on the map.

Backs to the River

Sometimes the outside edge of a table section is bordered by a river. Players must still
place the river along that outside edge. The river takes up to 1BW of the terrain along
that edge of the table section.
A crossing must be placed
here, where the road
crosses the minor river.

Rivers Along the Outside Edges
On this battlefield, both major and minor rivers border
several of the outside edges. The outside 1BW of the lower-right section, for instance, is an impassable major river.

If a crossing is shown on the map, it must be placed even if it is a “bridge to nowhere”
heading off the table edge. The crossing is mandatory terrain. Players may place additional crossings along these rivers as terrain choices.

It is often important to do so, because without these crossings, reinforcements might not
be able to arrive on these table sections. (Reinforcements may not enter the table across
a major river without a crossing).
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Terrain Choices
Number of Terrain Choices
After all mandatory terrain has been placed, each player makes a number of terrain
choices. Each army has a basic two terrain choices. Some armies have special rules that
may increase their number of terrain choices, or allow them to purchase more.

Using Terrain Choices

Terrain choices allow a player to add more terrain features to the table within certain
limits. The available terrain choices are listed below.

The players take turns placing terrain choices, with the player who has the intelligence
placing first. Each player may put no more than one terrain choice in any given table
section, although a player may place a terrain choice in any table section, including an
enemy’s. A player may not “pass” or save his choice for later. If he opts not to place any
terrain, then he is finished; he forfeits any remaining terrain choices.
Permissible Terrain Choices

One Small Hill

Small Wood

Road

A road of any length may pass through
this section. It must link to an existing
road at a section border, and/or exit
the table edge at some point.

Village

Place a single urban base to represent
a village. It may not be placed within
2BW of any existing urban area. Do not
place an objective marker in it at this
time. An objective marker might be
placed in it later during the setup.
Ploughed Field

Crossing

A crossing (a bridge or ford) may be placed across a river that runs along the borders of
any table sections, even sections controlled by the enemy. A crossing may also be placed
so that it “exits” the table edge across a river that runs along that table edge, as described
on the previous page.
Crossings are exempted from the limitation that a player may only place one terrain
feature per table section, since they border sections, and are not “in” them. A player may
place any number of crossings along the same border between sections, except that no
crossing may be within 2BW of another crossing.
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Unless specified otherwise by these rules, a terrain piece must be placed entirely within
one table section. You may not, for example, place a hill that straddles the border between
two sections.

Unless specifically forbidden, terrain pieces may be placed alongside or next to each
other, to create larger areas of that same type (for example, placing two woods together
to form a single larger forest).
In some cases, terrain may be placed “on” existing terrain. This is limited to the following
cases:
• Rough ground, woods, or a town may be placed fully or partially on a hill.

• A smaller hill may be placed on top of a larger hill, thus creating a hill with greater
elevation or multiple “levels.”

• A road may be placed anywhere except in an urban area. If a road is placed across
a river, it automatically creates a crossing. Placement of roads is limited to what is
shown on the map. Thus, if you later place a hill “on” the road, for example, then the
road goes “over” that hill. If you place a forest on a road, the road goes through that
forest, and so on.

With the exception of those three cases, terrain may not be placed on top of other terrain.

Don’t Be a Jerk

There is no way to write rules for terrain placement that can cover all of the nefarious
tricks that a player might conceive to abuse the system. Rather, an all-encompassing
“Don’t be a jerk” rule applies here. For example, do not run a road along the length of a
river, claiming that it’s just moving “across” the river, but at such an oblique angle as to
create a massive “bridge” over it. Do not zig-zag a river like an airport security queue,
bending back and forth on itself to create a lake. I’m sure there are other examples I
haven’t thought of.

A captured French howitzer and an oxcart: my Spanish artillery gets to the battle any way it can!
(You don’t need limbers in order to play Blücher. I just like painting them).
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Objective Markers and Victory Points
Urban Areas
Victory points (VPs) on the Scharnhorst campaign maps are found in
the urban areas. A village is worth 1VP, a town is worth 2VPs, and a
city is worth 3VPs. If an urban area is depicted on a map square, then
it is mandatory terrain and must include an objective.
The player who sets up the terrain in that table section with a mandatory urban area must also place an objective marker and make note
of its value. Although an urban area might have multiple bases, only
one objective marker is placed, and in only one of those bases, at that
player’s choice.

VP Values
1.

A Village

2.

A Town

3.

A City

For example, a city has three bases, and is worth 3VPs. Nonetheless it would have a single
objective marker placed in one of its bases and that marker would be worth 3VPs.
A battlefield might have multiple urban areas with multiple objectives. Control of the
objectives is determined before the battle began, since an objective is controlled by one
side or the other on the map, and thus also on the table.
It is possible that some objectives might not yet be controlled by either side at the game’s
start. It is also possible that a battle might have no urban areas and thus no mandatory
objectives to set up.

Control of objectives can change during the battle, and the players must keep track of
this during play.
For example, the battle begins with the French player controlling 4 VPs and the British
controlling 6. There is a 2 VP objective on the table, controlled by the British. If the French
capture that objective they take 2 VPs from the British and thus the French now have 6 VPs
and the British have 4.

Additional Objectives
In addition to the mandatory objective markers placed for VPs, each player, prior to setting up his army, must place one additional objective marker. It is wise to use a different
sort of marker from the others, in order to remind both sides that this objective has no
value in VPs.

A player must place this additional objective marker only in one of his table sections;
not in a neutral or enemy-controlled section. He may not place it in a mandatory urban
area that was already set up, although he might place it in an urban area that he or his
opponent placed as a terrain choice and which does not yet have an objective marker. He
may not place the marker within 2BW of the table edge.
Aside from the limitations stated above, his placement of this marker must conform to
the priorities for placing objectives on page 23.
The additional objective markers have no value in VPs. They are used only if the battle
ends at nightfall, because controlling all of the objectives on the table at nightfall is one
way to win the game.
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Set Up the Armies

The player who declared the battle must set up first. He must set up all the units of his
columns in their correct table sections. All units may be set up concealed if desired.
Infantry units may be set up with prepared markers, although if they are, then they may
not be concealed. Infantry units may set up prepared in urban areas as garrisons.
Subcommanders begin the game off-table.

After the first player sets up, his opponent does so under the same restrictions above.

No unit may be set up within 2BW of a section border that borders an enemy-held
section.
The player who declared the battle will play the first turn.

Return of the Recon Cavalry

All of the units that you committed to recon have made it to the
battlefield just in time, albeit fatigued. You may set them up in any
of your table sections.
Roll a die as you place each one. On a roll of “6” that unit starts the
battle with 2 fatigues. On a roll of “1” it starts the battle with no
fatigues. On any other roll, it starts with 1 fatigue.

CAV

6
2-5
1

Remember that any cavalry subcommanders sent on recon must roll for being “at risk.” If
that roll resulted in a “6” that subcommander was wounded during reconnaissance and
will not take part in the battle. Otherwise he will return to the army and be available for
this battle. As with all subcommanders, he begins off-table.

Victory
Victory in the tabletop battle can be achieved in any of the ways described in Chapter 8.
However a Scharnhorst battle can also be decided by victory points (VPs).

Keeping Track of VPs

It often happens that you and your opponent begin a battle with a certain amount of
victory points, but those numbers change during the battle. For example, objectives may
change hands, thus changing the VPs for each side.
Players should keep track of changes in each side’s VP totals as the game proceeds. It
may happen that one side starts the battle with a lower number of VPs but then captures
objectives, and now no longer feels the need to keep attacking, since it knows it now has
the advantage. That places the burden on the other side to counterattack, and so on.

If the battle ends at nightfall, then victory is won by the side that controls all the objective markers - both the mandatory ones in urban areas and the two additional ones.
If neither side controls all the objectives, then the side with the larger number of VPs has
won. If that is also tied, then the game is a “true” draw.
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Example of a Campaign Day

3
1st

3rd

2

4
4th

1
A

C

Retreat

B

2nd

D

The red player has fewer VPs and rolled low, so he gets the first choice of whether or not to declare a battle. He
declines. The blue player, however, does declare a battle, as shown by the yellow dashed lines.
The battlefield is now frozen, meaning that columns 1, A, and B may not move. The other columns may do so,
however, and since Blue has the intelligence, he declares that Red must move first.
Red moves column 2 onto the battlefield as shown. This move requires three movement points, but the column must stop moving when it enters the battlefield. As it turns out, this was a bad move. He could have saved
column 2 for last, since no enemy was blocking it. Now Blue makes a sneaky move:
Blue column D, which is only a single cavalry unit, spends six movement points and moves not to the battlefield, but rather to the town of Zelleröde. Column D is effectively a “speed bump” whose ZoC will now cause
serious problems for the remaining red columns as they try to reach the field.
Now Red has a real dilemma. There are two blue columns whose ZoCs prevent his columns 3 and 4 from reaching the field or even getting adjacent to it, in order to act as reinforcements. He doesn’t want to abandon the
town of Weißbrücken and its 2 VPs, while nearby enemy columns might be able to move into it. So he moves
column 3 instead. It costs three movement points to enter square B5, and another point to scout Zelleröde.
When he realizes that he is eligible to overrun D, he does so, and the blue cavalry retreats to C4. Red has one
more movement point, so he overruns again. Blue D retreats again to D4, and red 3 ends up in C4. Both will be
reinforcements in the coming battle.
Blue C now has no chance of reaching the battlefield. The best he can do is to take Zelleröde and its two VPs.
That town has changed hands three times in a single day! This ends Blue’s movement, and Red doesn’t bother
moving column 4, since he knows it can neither reach the battlefield nor any VPs.
Thus we are ready to set up the Battle of Zuckerritz. It will feature red columns 1 and 2 versus blue columns A
and B. There will be reinforcements for both sides. Blue D will arrive at the eastern edge of section D3, and red
3 will arrive at the eastern edge of section C3.

Chapter
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Historical Scenarios  

This chapter offers a tutorial for players who want to create their own historical battle
scenarios. The game’s flexible scales enable players to craft a wide range of Napoleonic
battles, from small affairs involving 20-30,000 men, to the titanic struggles of the campaigns in central and eastern Europe.

Historical scenario creation is entirely separate from the army-building rules for fictional
games found in Chapter 11. Historical armies do not have to conform to any number of
“points,” nor do they face “minimum” or “maximum” numbers of unit types, and so on.
Players are encouraged to contribute their own creations to the HONOUR forum:
www.sammustafa.com.

Philosophy of Scenario Design
Game Scale
Many of the original or classic wargames were very flexible with regard to game scales
and distances. In the 1980s wargame design shifted to setting a fixed scale for units and
distances, and forcing players to conform to that scale without considering whether they
had adequate table space or figures. Blücher is in some ways a throwback to the older
concept of wargames, in which movement rates, weapon ranges, and the lengths of turns
were deliberately elastic, so that you can play battles using the figures and space that
you have.

Before doing anything else, consider the size of the historical scenario you wish to create
and the size of the game you wish to have. A scenario is not of much use if it requires
more space and figures than you have available, or has so many units on the table that
you and your opponent can’t finish the game in a reasonable amount of time.

As a general rule: Blücher works best
if each player commands no more
than two dozen units. If you want to
create a scenario with several dozen
units, then you should plan for a
large multi-player game. Otherwise,
adjust the game’s scales so that the
historical scenario fits within your
available space, figures, and time.

“New scenario, Sir...”
G.P. Aroldi’s 28mm French staff officers.
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Historical Scenarios
How to Design a Scenario

We will use the Battle of Fuentes de Oñoro (May 5, 1811) as our example, to walk
through the scenario creation process.

The Armies

Fuentes was a “medium-sized” battle by Napoleonic standards, ideal for a two-player
game of Blücher. Wellington’s allied army comprised about 40,000 men, and Masséna’s
French army comprised about 46,000. (It should be noted that, as with nearly every battle, disputes about the numbers and organization of units abound, and sources provide
many different figures).
Wellington’s army was organized into six infantry divisions and a cavalry division. Each
British division had at least two brigades (in one case, four), but the average strength of
the brigades was rather low, between 1,800 and 2,100. In one case, a “brigade” was in
fact only a single battalion.
Masséna’s army was theoretically divided into corps,
which were divided into divisions and brigades, but
there was nothing like uniformity in their organization. Junot’s VIII Corps had only a single division,
and there is some speculation among historians
that perhaps it in fact had only a single brigade (the
other having been detached). By contrast, Loison’s
VI Corps had three strong divisions totalling nearly
18,000 men.
This much is clear, however: if the average game
unit is to be a brigade, then we will need to use a
smaller scale than the game’s standard, because
the average unit will need to represent only about
three battalions, or 1,600-1,900 infantry. The “Small
Scale” described in Chapter 10 will suffice, as shown
at right.
Battles of the Peninsular War were
often very poor in cavalry, and this
is especially true of Fuentes, particularly for the allies. Thus we will have
to be somewhat generous regarding
what constitutes a “cavalry unit.”

Phil Karecki’s 28mm British
infantry spoiling for a fight.

Small Scale

1200-2000 men
@ 2-3 battalions

600-1200 men
@ 4-6 squadrons

12-16 guns
@ 2 batteries
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The Map
Again, depending upon which sources you examine, you can find any number of very different renderings of the battlefield. Some authors place substantial woods to the south
of Fuentes, with none to the north, while other authors have it exactly reversed. There is
not even agreement on the names of the small rivers traversing the battlefield, much less
on their exact locations. (I consulted a Google Map of modern Spain to figure out which
side of Fuentes the river passed along, since historians have it in three different locations).
Sources at least agree that Fuentes was a remarkably flat and open battlefield with little
cover from terrain. Several small streams passed through the area, partially dry and
barely large enough to be considered minor rivers in Blücher’s scale. There were some
substantial hills, but mostly to the north and west of the fighting.
A 6’x4’ table encompasses the battlefield easily:

Allied Table Edge

S

4BW

E

Fuentes
de Oñoro

French Table Edge

Hills

Minor River

Village

Objective

N

W

Nave de
Aver

Woods
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Objectives

There are two objectives, both of which start the game under allied control. The first
should be placed in the village of Fuentes. The second should be placed in the upperright corner of the map, as shown, to represent the road to Almeida, where allied forces
have a French garrison under siege. (If the French were to take this objective, it would
represent lifting the siege).

Set Up Areas

Wellington was on the defense at Fuentes. Although he had the assistance of Julian
Sanchez’s Spanish cavalry for reconnaissance, he still had to commit himself to the
defense of Fuentes because otherwise he would lose his grip on the nearby siege of
Almeida. Thus the allied army must set up first.
The allies set up anywhere between their table edge and the centerline. They may also
set up one infantry unit in the town of Fuentes.
The French set up anywhere within 4BW of their table edge.

Using Orders of Battle

Let’s take an example of an historical formation
and use it to demonstrate how we create game
units.
Campbell’s division has three brigades. Burne’s
brigade, however, comprises only a single battalion, since other units were detached to the siege
of Almeida. Clearly, with only 514 men, Burne’s
brigade cannot be a game unit.
Therefore we will combine it with Hulse’s
brigade, which makes Hulse nearly 2600 men
strong, and thus an overstrength unit.

Madden’s Portuguese brigade, with 2137 men, is
also an overstrength unit.
In game terms, therefore, Campbell’s division
comprises two units:

Hulse
Madden

6
5

6th Divsion: Campbell
Hulse’s Brigade

(2041)

1/11th Foot

837

2/53rd Foot

459

1/61st Foot

697

One CO, 5/60th

48

Burne’s Brigade

(514)

1/36th Foot

Madden’s Brigade
8th Portuguese Line (2 BNs)

514

(2137)
915

12th Portuguese Line (2 BNs) 1222
(Source: “Fuentes de Oñoro 1811”, by Col.
John Gill.)

+

+
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Notes for the Allied Army
The allied units are presented here according to their divisions, purely for historical interest. This army has no corps.

Wellington
Mobile, Intuitive

The allied CinC, the Duke of Wellington, is mobile and intuitive.
The British player has the option to mass his artillery and/or
to attach it to any infantry units in his army.

Notes for the French Army

Fans of André Masséna may baulk at his lack of personality
traits. This represents the terrible disunity in the French
army’s upper ranks. Masséna had made too many enemies and
had difficulty getting even his most basic orders obeyed.
Bessières’ corps arrives as a reinforcement in turn 21, anywhere along the French table edge. This represents his extreme
reluctance to get involved in the battle until almost too late.
French artillery batteries (including the horse battery) must
be attached to infantry units; they may not be massed. French
foot artillery may be attached only to infantry units in its corps.

Foot Guards
Light Infantry
Allied Units

Elite Infantry
British or KGL Infantry
Portuguese Infantry

Portuguese Cavalry

7
6
4

French Infantry

6

Guard Cavalry

8
6
6

Dragoons
Light Cavalry

French Units

7
7
7
6
5

Dragoons
Light Cavalry

Masséna
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Artillery Ammo Numbers
All artillery units have these ammo numbers:

5

4

4

3

2

2

Over- and Understrength

Units that are over- or understrength are noted with a + or - symbol after their names.
For example, “Infantry -” means: an understrength infantry unit.

Army Morale

The French army’s starting morale is 10, and will increase when their reinforcements
arrive. The allied army’s starting morale is 7.
FRENCH ORDER OF BATTLE

ALLIED ORDER OF BATTLE

I Corps: Reynier

1st Div: Spencer

5

Infantry

1

Foot Guards

1

Infantry +

2

Elite Infantry

1

Light Cavalry

1

British / KGL Infantry

1

Foot Battery

VI Corps: Loison
10

Infantry

1

Infantry -

1

Light Cavalry

1

Foot Battery

VIII Corps: Junot
2

Infantry +

2

Foot Batteries

IX Corps: D’Erlon
5

Infantry

1

Infantry -

1

Light Cavalry

1

Foot battery

Cavalry: Montbrun
2

Dragoons

1

Horse Battery

Guard: Bessiéres
1

Guard Cavalry

1

Light Cavalry

3rd Div: Picton
2

British Infantry

1

Portuguese Infantry

5th Div: Erskine
2

British Infantry

1

Portuguese Infantry

6th Div: Campbell
1

British Infantry +

1

Portuguese Infantry +

7th Div: Houston
1

British Infantry +

1

Portuguese Infantry

Light Div: Craufurd
1

Elite Infantry

1

Light Infantry

1

Portuguese Infantry +

Cavalry: Cotton
1

Dragoons

1

Light Cavalry

1

Portuguese Cavalry

Artillery
2

Horse Batteries

6

Foot Batteries

Appendices
This chapter provides several helpful
resources for play. In the Downloads
section of the HONOUR website you
will find the Gneisenau play aide.

In addition you will find the Along the
Danube introductory scenario, blank
unit cards and army rosters, campaign
maps and markers for Scharnhorst,
and other useful things.

Appendices
A. Frequently-Asked Questions
B. How the Points System Works
C. Rules Summary
D. Summary of Distances

(A) Frequently-Asked Questions (FAQs)
FAQ #1: Combat seems indecisive. Fresh units almost never break.
Shouldn’t it be more dramatic?
The game’s shooting and combat rules are designed so that combat against fresh units is
indecisive and attritional, until and unless those units have been worn down by shooting
(or simply by lots of combat). This is deliberate; the player is incentivized to do what a
Napoleonic commander did. He should engage the enemy as favorably as possible in a
certain sector of the line, but nonetheless knowing that those units that engage early
will be worn-out by mid-day. He must therefore keep a reserve, preferably of those units
best-suited for shock combat, and get that reserve into action against the worn-out
enemy units before the enemy can do the same to him.
Combat therefore becomes more decisive, the weaker the units engaged.

Remember also that a unit is typically a brigade of many squadrons or several battalions.
It is rare for an entire brigade to vanish all at once.

FAQ #2: But my cavalry charged unprepared enemy infantry and outscored it by 3. Shouldn’t he have broken?

He did break. Or rather, some of his battalions did. That’s why he lost half of his elan
in that one engagement. What’s left of his brigade is now badly damaged. But there is
something left.
Remember that a unit might represent thousands of men. They do not all vanish at once.
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(A) Frequently-Asked Questions (FAQs)

FAQ #3: A defending unit always takes 1 fatigue, even if it wins. So there’s
no chance for a defender with 1 elan to survive a combat?
Correct. We experimented with all sorts of variations of the combat results, including
different outcomes for different combinations of unit types, but I decided that it was
simplest and easiest to remember if combat always caused fatigue, period. That means
that a fatigued unit will be swept away by any legal attacker.

FAQ #4: I notice that infantry can use its full movement allowance near
enemy cavalry. Shouldn’t they be restricted?

Instead of adding more rules and conditions to check during movement, it made more
sense to leave this decision in the player’s hands. Hence the “prepared” infantry rule. If
you opt not to move at all, then your infantry can be prepared, and is nearly invulnerable
to enemy cavalry. Or you may move in any way you want, but at great risk if enemy
cavalry attacks (since you will have to re-roll all successes in combat).
Perhaps you can get away with it. Perhaps the enemy cavalry is worn-out, or perhaps
your infantry is fresh and sturdy, or perhaps the MO limit won’t allow the enemy to take
advantage of your exposed position. In other words, you might get lucky.
In my opinion, that sort of dynamic was more fun and kept the game moving along with
the tension of risk-taking, rather than slowing everybody down by imposing an artificial
limitation.

FAQ #5: The enemy is shooting at me with his skirmish trait. But my unit
has skirmish too. Shouldn’t my trait negate his?

We tried countless variations of the skirmish rules, both in offensive and defense roles.
The fundamental problem with comparing opposing skirmish traits is that there are so
many possible ways for opposing units to shoot at each other. The target unit shouldn’t
get his trait on defense if the shooter is on his flank, for instance, or if the target is overwhelmed by multiple shooters. A rule would have to read something like this: “If the
shooting unit has the skirmish trait and fires upon an enemy infantry unit that does not
have that trait, or fires upon a unit that has the trait, but the fire does not cross the target
unit’s front line, or fires upon a defender with the trait from any angle, but is the second
(or higher) shooter with the trait to fire on that same target... then the shooter can apply
the trait.” I chose not to inflict that sort of sentence upon the reader. But more prosaically, I wanted to avoid anything that would slow the shooting process. Skirmishing in a
grand-tactical game is already a bit questionable, so I wanted to make the use of the trait
as clean and simple as possible.
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(A) Frequently-Asked Questions (FAQs)

FAQ #6: Why are there no dummy Unit Cards?
We considered this early in the design. Some playtesters wanted them but there was no
good way to make them work. First, they are pointless since they can’t be activated (as
soon as a concealed unit moves, it is revealed). Thus the “dummies” can’t move, and at
most could serve as a fake reserve for a while. Second and most importantly, there was
no way to use them when playing the game with miniatures.

FAQ #7: I don’t get the Over- and Understrength modifiers. Why not just
add or subtract an elan to represent this?

As elan increases, the game length increases with it because units last longer in combat
and take longer to break. By adding a modifier while not increasing elan, we better represent the shock value of an overstrength unit by making it more decisive. By the same
token, using an understrength modifier instead of taking away elan allows the unit to
retain its effectiveness in shooting, but reflects its lack of depth in combat.

FAQ #8: Fire can penetrate up to 1BW after an obstruction. But 1BW
could be as much as 300 yards or so, right? Should fire really be able to
penetrate 300 yards of woods and hit somebody behind it?

At this scale we have to assume that the fire - obstructed and thus less effective - might
have some partial or possible effect upon the target, perhaps because those 300 yards
of woods might not be very dense in that exact spot, or perhaps because the fire drove
off the enemy’s skirmish line, or any number of other possibilities. The alternative, in
terms of game rules, was to try to use half-BWs or come up with some other method of
measuring just how far “in” or “behind” an obstruction the target could be. I didn’t want
to subject players to those sorts of finicky micro-measurements.

FAQ #9: Why would I ever use attached artillery? I get more shooting dice
per battery if I mass them into ART units.

A typical artillery unit represents three artillery batteries. If you mass them into an ART
unit, you usually get five shooting dice from them. But if you assign each battery to create
attached artillery traits, you get only one die each out of them. But that doesn’t tell the
whole story.

Artillery units start (usually) with five dice, but their effectiveness decreases with each
turn, and they run out of ammo after six shots. Attached artillery, by contrast, may
potentially fire every turn of the game and never run out of ammo. And since they are
“invisible” inside infantry units, they do not take up any space and are sturdier in combat
(since an INF unit fires at full strength when prepared).

The decision to mass or to attach your artillery will depend upon your situation, the
terrain, and your army’s abilities. If you have a “shooty” army like the British or the early
Prussians, then it makes sense to attach artillery to enhance your infantry’s already
impressive firepower trait. If the battle will be fought in dense terrain that doesn’t afford
much space for long-range bombardment, then attachment also makes more sense.
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FAQ #10: Why do some units and officers with the same traits cost different amounts of points in different army lists?
Sometimes an officer or a unit type has a different value than a seemingly-identical counterpart in a different army. This often reflects the relative value of that officer or unit to
the army’s other abilities. For example, outstanding Ottoman CinCs are proportionately
more “expensive” than their French counterparts. Wellington is a very expensive CinC
because in addition to his personality traits, he also confers an additional terrain choice.
The French 1813 army pays less for Guard artillery units than the early-war French army
does, and so on.
Some armies place limitations on the minimum or maximum sizes of corps, which in
turn would place limits on the degree to which that subcommander’s traits could be
applied. For example, Bob Craufurd’s vigorous trait is limited to only four units, while
Marshall Davout’s vigorous trait can potentially apply to many more units, because the
French have large army corps.

FAQ #11: Why aren’t the historical divisions within a corps important?
Should I really be allowed to spread brigades all over the place?

Rules for things like “divisional integrity” are almost always complex and fiddly, and
easily messed-up as soon as units get into combat. I hate those sorts of rules that are
designed to force people to do things that they think they ought to be doing anyway. If
your historical sensibilities require you to keep the brigades of a division close together...
then simply do so.

FAQ #12: I’ve done some math on the Scharnhorst maps, and ....

Yes, I know. The campaign movement is artificially slow. A map square in Scharnhorst
equates to a table section in Blücher, which is a lovely, simple way to set up the battlefield
quickly. And a table section represents about 1.5 miles. But that means that a column
moving off-road on the campaign map covers, at best, a blistering 4.5 miles in a day.
That’s bad even by Austrian standards. The movement rates are deliberately slow in
order to add some tension to the pre-game and give you time to execute a plan or react
to your enemy’s movement.

FAQ #13: I’ve figured out the perfect cheat!

Activations by corps moves must be done first, but a “corps” can be as few as two units. So I
just activate two units at a time, to prolong my movement phase as long as I dare.
Well... sort of. Every time you stop and check the MO limit, there’s a chance that your
phase will end, so obviously the more often you check, the more likely it is to end. It
is almost always better to leap ahead in large activations, not only for increasing the
odds of moving more of your army each turn, but also simply because it makes the game
faster. And of course, breaking up a large corps into little tidbits of two units here and
there just runs the risk of making that corps separated and unable to activate as a single
force later, if you need to.
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(B) How Unit Costs are Calculated

Open-Architecture
The army building system in Chapter 11 assigns point values to infantry and cavalry
units. Blücher’s system for calculating points is open-architecture, so that players can
understand it and even change it if they desire.

Basic Points Calculation

Each infantry and cavalry unit has a basic points value based on its elan, as shown by
the column on the left, below. For example, a unit with an elan of six, has a basic points
value of 10.
To that basic value, add one or two points for each positive trait, as shown on the tables
on the right, and subtract one for each negative trait.

For example, a British infantry unit has an elan of 6, plus the firepower, steady, and skirmish traits. Its points value would thus be: 10+2+1+2 = 15.
Remember that artillery is purchased in batteries, not units, for a cost of 2 points per
foot battery, and three points per heavy or horse battery.
Basic Points Value by Elan

+2

Traits

+1

Traits

8

18

Mobile

Shock

7

14

Firepower

Steady

6

10

5

7

4

4

Skirmish
Mixed Brigade

-1

Traits
Impetuous
Conscript

Why Open Architecture?
The math behind unit point values is provided so that this process can be transparent, allowing players to
alter it as they see fit. Therefore please do not contact me, asking me to change the elan of the Württemberg von Doorstop Tirailleur-Jäger-Chasseur-Grenadiers zu Fuß. If you don’t agree with something, you can
change it and amend its points accordingly.
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(C) Rules Summary: Basic Information

Engaged: A unit within 1BW and directly to the front of the enemy is engaged (p.19).

Visibility: The Line of Sight (LoS) ends at a hill crest or unit. It is obstructed by woods

and urban areas, and extends only 1BW past the obstruction (p.22).

Army Morale: Add all infantry and cavalry units in the army and divide by three, rounding up any fraction. All units, including artillery, count against the morale when they
break (p.25).

Terrain Effects (p.20)

Concealed Units are Revealed (p.26)

Terrain

Difficult

Obstruct

Cover

Hill Crest

No

Yes

Yes

Wood

Yes

Yes

When Active:
•

If they are activated in their movement
phase.

Yes

•

If they shoot in their fire phase.

When Passive:

Rough Ground

Yes

No

No

Urban Area

Yes

Yes

(Garrison)

•

If they are fired upon and hit.

•

If, during the enemy’s information
phase, they are visible and within 4BW
of an enemy unit.

Minor River

Yes

No

No

Major River

Impassable

No

No

No

No

No

Crossing

Standard Game Table (p.16)

1

2

3
Check for Victory (p.70)

A
Short Edge

The Centerline
8BW

B

1.
2.
3.
4.

Check army morale
Check retirement
Check any special objectives
Has nightfall occurred?

Long Edge

THE CLOCK

Morning

1

2

3

4

5

Afternoon

Mid Day

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15
Evening

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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(C) Rules Summary: Sequence and Activation

A Game Turn (p.24)

Three Ways to Activate Units (p.28)

1.

1.

By Corps

2.

By Individual Units

3.

By Command (ends the phase)

2.

3.
4.
5.

Information Phase
• Discover enemy units
Movement Phase
• Activate units and move them
• Adjust current MO until phase ends
Fire Phase
• Units that did not move may fire
Combat Phase
• Resolve all combats
Status Phase
• Check for reinforcements (Advanced Game)
• Check army morale
• Roll MO dice for the enemy

# units
2
ends

Unit Traits

+

Shock

+1 in combat when attacking (p.55).

Steady

+1 in combat when defending (p.55).

Mobile

May move and fire in the same turn (p.47).

Firepower

A bonus when volleying against enemy infantry (p.51).

Skirmish

A bonus when skirmishing against enemy infantry (p.51).

Mixed Brigade

+1 in combat except woods or town. Negates enemy skirmish trait (p.87).

Impetuous

Penalty when firing. Must advance after victorious combat (p.51, 62).

Conscript

May not charge if engaged by enemy CAV. -1 defending vs CAV (p. 44, 62).

Attached ART

+1 die when shooting (p.88).

Heavy ART

A bonus when firing at long range (p.51).

Over/Under
Strength

A +1 or -1 universal modifier in combat (p.91).
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(C) Rules Summary: Movement
Types of Voluntary Movement

Simple Move (p.37)

Difficult Move (p.38)

1.
2.
3.
4.

•

•

Simple Move
Difficult Move
Reserve Move
Charge

•
•
•

May pivot to any
direction.
Move only in a straight
line, directly forward.
Pass through no
difficult terrain.
End facing the
direction of the move.

•

Its footprint will pass
through any difficult
terrain, -ORIt ends its move facing
in a different direction
than the direction it
moved.

Reserve Move (p.39)
•

•

•

Its movement path may not
pass through any amount of
woods, marsh, rough ground
except via a road, nor cross a
river unless by a crossing.
Its movement path may not
start, end, or pass through any
place that is both visible to, and
within 4BW of, enemy units.
Unit is revealed after activating.

A Unit that is Engaged (p.44)
•
•
•

Move so that it ends its
movement no longer engaged,
-ORPivot only, without otherwise
moving, -ORCharge, if it has a legal target.

Charge (p.41)
Pivot up to 45 degrees and move in a straight line to contact
the enemy. Regardless of terrain, use the unit’s full movement
allowance.
Must attack the greatest threat (p.42).
Conscript may not charge if engaged by enemy CAV
(p.44).

Retire (Voluntarily) (p.45)
•
•

The unit must not be within 2BW of the enemy, -ANDThe unit must be able to trace a straight line of movement
of any length, through any passable terrain, to a friendly
table edge, without that line passing through any enemy
units.

Prepared (p.34) - Infantry Only
•
•
•

Must be activated and then prepare
instead of moving.
Prepared
Gives enemy ART fire a bonus.
Enemy CAV must re-roll successes in combat.
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(C) Rules Summary: Shooting
Who May Shoot in Terrain?

Procedure for Fire
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Trace LoF from centerpoint. Target must be within
45 degree frontal arc (p.47).
INF rolls # of dice equal to elan (p.50).
ART rolls # of dice equal to ammo number (p.50).
Mark one ammo box after shooting.
Halve the number of dice (round up) if the shooter
has a penalty.
Sixes hit.
Up to one “5” hits if the shooter has a bonus.
Each hit causes 1 fatigue to an INF or CAV target.
If the target is ART, then 1 hit causes it to retreat.
More than 1 hit causes it to retire.

•
•
•
•

Firing at a target that has cover  -ORFiring at a target that is concealed  -ORFiring at a target that is obstructed  -ORFiring at an enemy artillery unit.

INF

ART

Water, Urban

No

No

Rough

Yes

Yes

Woods

Partial

No

A shooter receives a bonus if it is (p.51)
•
•
•

An ART unit is penalized when it is (p.51)

Terrain

•
•

An artillery unit that is firing canister  
-ORA heavy artillery unit that is firing at
long range  -ORAn artillery unit that is firing at an
infantry unit with a prepared marker  
-ORAn infantry unit with the firepower
trait, which is volleying at enemy
infantry  -ORAn infantry unit with the skirmish trait,
which is skirmishing at enemy infantry.

An INF unit is penalized when it is (p.51)
•
•
•
•

Skirmishing  -ORFiring at artillery or cavalry  -ORFiring at a target at the crest of a hill -ORShooting with the impetuous trait.

INF Fire

ART Fire

Volley

Skirmish

Short Range

Long Range
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(C) Rules Summary: Combat
Combat Resolution
1.

Attacker allocates his dice.

2.

Calculate defense scores.

3.

Calculate attack scores.

4.

Universal Modifiers

How Many Dice (p.55)
•

INF & CAV = Elan

•

ART = Ammo

+1

Modified as shown at right.

+1
+1

Resolve combats:
• Defenders who lost
combats take fatigues
and retreat. Eligible
attackers may advance.

-1
4+

• Attackers still in contact
take fatigues and retreat.

-1
CAV Attacks INF

-1
INF Attacks INF

+2
Summary of Combat Resolution

DEFENDER OUTCOMES
If the DEF’s score was ≥ the ATK’s score:
•

Take 1 fatigue. If that breaks the defender,
remove the defending unit

DEFENDER FLANKED (p.58)
•

Must re-roll successes

PREPARED INF (p.58)

If the DEF was outscored:

•

Has no flanks

•

Fatigues = combat difference

•

Enemy CAV must re-roll successes

•

If not broken, then retreat

INF vs. CAV (p.60)

ATTACKER OUTCOMES

•

INF does not retreat, whether it won or lost,
attacked or defended

•

If it is not prepared, the INF must re-roll
successes

If any DEFs equalled or outscored this ATK:
•

Take 2 fatigues

•

If not broken, then retreat

WHEN THE DEFENDER IS ART (p.59)
•

If doubled, it breaks

If this ATK outscored all DEFs it attacked:

•

If outscored, ART retreats

•

Take 1 fatigue

•

Otherwise, it wins the combat

•

May advance if no defenders remain in
contact

•

Mark 1 ammo. If it has no more, ART retires,
even if victorious
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Retreat (p.64)

Advance After Combat (p.63)

Retreat 2BW.
Active unit remains facing the direction it
retreated from.
Passive unit retreats, then is turned to face
direction of its retreat.

It is optional, unless a unit is impetuous, in
which case it is mandatory.
Move up to 1BW directly forward, but never into
contact with an enemy.

(C) Rules Summary: Advanced Rules
Reinforcements (p.80-83)
1.

A group has a reinforcement factor.

2.

Check for arrival in status phase.

3.

Roll one die and multiply by factor.
If result is ≤ current turn #, those
reinforcements have arrived.

4.

Line up units at table edge and make
reinforcement moves up to 2BW in
straight line.

5.

Remain concealed unless they enter
difficult terrain or contact an enemy.

6.

Any enemy contacted must retreat.

CinC Personality (p.92)
Excellent Staffwork. Make one corps activation for only
2MO.
Immobile. May activate by command only once every 3
turns.
Mobile. May activate by command without ending the
phase.
Intuitive. May roll his own MO dice, but the enemy may
re-roll one of them.
Legend. Army morale is one-half of INF & CAV, not
one-third.

Multi-Player Games (p.85-86)

Subcommander Personality (p.95)

•

One MO limit for entire side.

•

Play rounds, with each active player
keeping his own current MO.

Vigorous. MO cost of activating his force is halved,
rounding up, to a minimum of 2.

•

Check the highest MO on that side
against the limit each round, to
determine if movement phase ends.

Inspiring. INF or CAV unit receives +1 in combat. At risk.
Hero. May attempt to rally, even within 2BW of enemy.
At risk.
Steadfast. +1 when defending in combat and does not
retreat unless enemy doubles. At risk.
Artillery. May lay guns (+1 die) or resupply.

Rally (p.87)

3+

•

Unit must be activated individually.

•

Roll to rally. If successful, remove 1
fatigue. May not rally back to fresh.

•

Unit is treated as having moved,
whether it succeeded or not.

Cavalry. May be used on recon. At risk.

Entrenchments (p.84)
•

All INF fire across it is skirmishing.

•

All ART fire across it is obstructed and cover.

•

Apply a +1 universal modifier in defense.
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The Steps of a Scharnhorst Campaign
1.

Choose a campaign map

2.

Create columns and do reconnaissance

3.

Play campaign days
• Option to declare a battle

Recon CAV

Steps of a Campaign Day

6
2-5

1.

Option to declare a battle

2.

Move eligible columns

3.

Fight the battle

1

• Move columns
4.

Set up the terrain

Movement Costs

• Place mandatory terrain

1

• Place terrain choices
5.

• Place objectives

2

Set up the armies

+1

• Player who declared sets up first
6.

During the battle

+1

• Keep track of VPs if they change

+1

• Check for reinforcements

+2

(D) Summary of Distances

1BW

2BW

4BW
8BW
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Index of Frequently-Used Terms

Activate by command
Advance (after combat)
Allies (in an army list)
Ammo (artillery)

30

Line of Fire

47

62

Massing Artillery

89

105

Measuring Distances

18, 28

15, 50, 51

Mixed brigade (trait)

87

Army morale

25

MO dice (rolling them)

Army points

99

MO limit

At risk

94, 139

Attached artillery

88-90

27, 33
27

Multi-player games

85-86

Nightfall

24, 70

Bonuses (fire)

51

Objectives

23, 70, 155

Broken

17

Obstructed

20, 22, 47, 49

Cavalry Officers

96

Penalties (fire)

51

Charge

41-43

Pickup games (setup)

CinC personality

92, 93

Pivot

Columns (in a campaign)

136-138, 142

Prepared

71, 72
36-38, 44

31, 34, 46, 50, 58, 60, 62

Combat dice (allocating them)

56

Rally

Combat dice (how many to roll)

55

Reconnaissance

137, 139

25, 26

Reinforcements

80-83

Concealed units
Corps (definition)
Corps (limits in army building)
Crest of a hill
Current MO
Difficult terrain
Engaged

13

Retire

101

Retreat

87

17, 45, 70
59, 60, 63, 64

21

River crossings

27

Roads

39, 69

Skirmishing

47, 50

Subcommanders

93-96

20, 38, 41
19, 44

69

Entrenchments

84

Terrain Choices

Fatigue

12

Tiebreaker

Flanked

58

Urban areas

Front, Flanks, Rear

18

Victory

Garrison

67

Victory Points (in a campaign)

Hits (from fire)

52

Volleying

47, 50

Water

20, 46

Intelligence (in a campaign)
Interpenetration
La Guerilla

139
36
130

Weather

71, 153
7
66-67
70
146

78

